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Extremists sentenced to death 
for Bangladesh cafe attack

Nobel prize winner Mahfouz 
lives on in Cairo’s alleyways

113 Syrian refugees 
welcomed in Italy 

Kuwait beat Saudi Arabia 
3-1 in Gulf Cup of Nations2824206

KUWAIT/DOHA: HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah called Tuesday on the gov-
ernment, parliament and judiciary to join hands to
promote integrity and fight corruption in compliance
with article 50 of the constitution. HH the Amir made
the remarks during a reception of National Assembly
Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem, HH the Prime Minister
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah and
President of the Judicial  Supreme Council  and
Chairman of the Court of Cassation and
Constitutional Court Justice Yusuf Al-Mutawa, said
Acting Amiri Diwan Minister Sheikh Mohammad Al-
Abdullah Al-Sabah.

HH the Amir said such cooperation among the three
authorities should serve the interest of citizens and the
nation. The Amir also said this cooperation should pro-
mote integrity and transparency, as well as fight cor-
ruption and punish all lawbreakers, said Sheikh
Mohammad. Article 50 of the constitution states: “The
system of government is based on the principle of sep-
aration of powers functioning in cooperation with each
other in accordance with the provisions of the constitu-
tion. None of these powers may relinquish all or part of
its competence specified in this constitution.” 

Continued on Page 24

Amir instructs three authorities 
to join hands to boost integrity

Amir delivers message to Qatari leader through chief lawmaker

DOHA: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem delivers a verbal message
from HH the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah to Qatari
Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani yesterday. — KUNA 

KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah receives a memen-
to from Chairperson of the Award’s Board of Trustees Sheikha Aida Salem Al-Ali Al-
Sabah during the 19th edition of the HH Sheikh Salem Al-Ali Al-Sabah Informatics
Award ceremony at Bayan Palace yesterday. — KUNA (See Page 2)

ABU DHABI: Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman visited the United Arab Emirates yesterday, as
efforts to end the nearly five-year war in Yemen gain
momentum. Riyadh and Abu Dhabi are close allies and
key members of a military coalition backing the govern-
ment in Yemen against the Iran-aligned Houthi rebels. 

Earlier this month, a power-sharing agreement bro-
kered by Riyadh and Abu Dhabi was reached between
the southern secessionists and the Yemeni government.
This has raised hopes for peace talks to end the war in
Yemen’s main theatre, between the coalition backed
central government and the Houthis. The Saudi crown
prince’s visit reflects “agreement between Abu Dhabi
and Riyadh... in addressing regional challenges”, the
official UAE state news agency WAM reported. 

Continued on Page 24

MBS meets MBZ
amid push to end 
war in Yemen 

ABU DHABI: Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Sheikh Mohammed
bin Zayed Al-Nahyan (right) welcomes Saudi Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman yesterday. — AFP 

DUBAI/ABU DHABI: Saudi Arabia’s wealthy Gulf
neighbors plan to invest in the initial public offering
(IPO) of Saudi Aramco, sources familiar with the mat-
ter said, helping out Riyadh as it strives to raise $25.6
billion from a domestic listing of the state oil giant.
Aramco has struggled to secure an anchor investor

for the listing and found little interest beyond the
Gulf, forcing Riyadh to scale back ambitions for the
IPO, although it would still be the world’s biggest if it
raises more than $25 billion.

Aramco officials have held talks on investing with
Kuwait and Abu Dhabi, both oil producing states that
have close ties to Saudi Arabia and both with big sov-
ereign funds, after Riyadh scrapped plans for road-
shows outside the Gulf. Abu Dhabi Investment
Authority (ADIA) was considering investing at least
$1 billion, five sources told Reuters, while one of the
sources said a final decision on the amount still
required board approval.

Continued on Page 24

Gulf investors 
to help Aramco 
hit IPO target

WASHINGTON: Three people were injured in an
explosion at a chemical plant in Texas yesterday which
sent a huge fireball into the sky and triggered a manda-
tory evacuation, officials and witnesses said. Dramatic
video and photos shared on social media showed a
large fire at the TPC Group facility in Port Neches, near
Houston, with one resident describing waking up to a
huge boom. “We woke up to glass all over us and parts
of the ceiling caved in, doors blown in,” said Ryan
Mathewson, who lives roughly two minutes from the
plant. The 25-year-old told AFP he and his family were
“shook up and scared” following the explosion.

TPC said two plant employees and a contractor
were injured. County Judge Jeff Branick told KFDM
News that one person suffered burns, one had a broken
wrist and another a broken leg. He called it “a miracle”
that there were no fatalities. 

Continued on Page 24

Three injured in 
blast at Texas 
chemical plant 

PORT NECHES, Texas: Flames are seen following an
explosion at a chemical plant in this city east of
Houston yesterday. — AFP 
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Amir patronizes Sheikh Salem Al-Ali
Informatics Award, honors winners

Driving the youth to contribute more to science and technology 

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, top state officials and other dignitaries attend the ceremony.

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah yesterday patronized and
attended the 19th edition of His Highness Sheikh Salem
Al-Ali Al-Sabah’s Informatics Award, honoring the win-
ners at Bayan Palace. His Highness the Amir arrived at
the ceremony, where he was received by Chairperson of
the Award’s Board of Trustees’ Sheikha Aida Salem Al-
Ali Al-Sabah and members of the Supreme Organizing
Committee. The ceremony was attended by His Highness
the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad
Al-Sabah, Acting Speaker of the National Assembly
Essa Al-Kandari and senior officials. The ceremony
started with the national anthem and recited verses from
the Holy Quran, then a speech by Sheikha Aida. In the
speech, she said the future reveals advancement of digi-
tal industries and the expansion of virtual societies,
changing cognitive pathways, which requires an
improvement in thinking skills, achieved through educa-
tion, training and modernization. The ‘medal of informat-
ics’ was obtained by Arab World Professor Dr Belgacem
Haba, in addition to 10 winners of the prize from seven
Arab countries. The professor delivered a speech, say-
ing that this prize reflected the attention Kuwait gave to
scientists, driving the youth to contribute more to sci-
ence and technology. The Award pioneers a path of
building human exploration and development based on
digital education, which was reinforced this year at
Informatics Academy to contribute to the preparation of
an innovative generation. — KUNA

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and Sheikha Aida Salem Al-Ali Al-Sabah pose with the winners of His Highness Sheikh
Salem Al-Ali Al-Sabah’s Informatics Award.—Amiri Diwan photos

Sheikha Aida Salem Al-Ali Al-Sabah 
delivers her speech

Arab World Professor Dr Belgacem
Haba speaks during the event A view of the audience.



By Meshaal Al-Enezi and A Saleh

KUWAIT: The former head of the nuclear
medicine department at the Ministry of Health
(MoH) Dr Saud Al-Enezi stressed the recent
ministerial decision on establishing new med-
ical imaging departments including nuclear
medicine and diagnostic radiology is highly
positive for the greater good. Enezi added
that the same structure is followed at various
international medical centers and hospitals
and that it would facilitate the ideal use of
financial, technical and human resources
available in both sections. 

Earlier this week, the Kuwait society of
nuclear medicine urged the Ministry of Health
to cancel a previous decision to turn nuclear
medicine departments into units under a new
medical imaging department headed by a
diagnostic radiologist, saying that the deci-
sion was made “without even discussing the
issue with nuclear medicine doctors or justi-
fying the decision.”

“The decision was not well-studied and has
negative impacts on nuclear medicine diagno-
sis and treatment quality,” the society argued
in a press statement. It further explained that
the equipment used for nuclear medicine are
different from those used in diagnostic radiol-
ogy departments and need special licenses to
handle and prepare unsealed sources of
radioactive materials.

In other news, the Civil Service Commission
(CSC) informed MoH about its approval to
extend the suspension of the accreditation of
certificates of doctors, pharmacists, nurses

and other assistant medical staff for a year
instead of six months. CSC also urged MoH to
report back on accrediting those certificates
within the one-year grace period.  

Cleaners’ strike
Municipal Council member Abdul Salam Al-

Randi filed a package of inquiries to the
municipality’s executive body concerning
strikes by cleaners because of delaying their
salaries for three months - September,
October and November. Meanwhile, head of
the municipal council’s environment affairs

committee Maha Al-Baghli announced con-
cluding a workshop discussing cleanliness and
garbage removal methods, in addition to fur-
ther related studies. Speaking during the
workshop attended by Environment Public
Authority, the Supreme Council for Planning
and Development, Kuwait Technical College,
the Public Authority for Housing Welfare and
some recycling plants, Baghli said the work-
shop recommended amending cleaning  regu-

lations. The committee also recommended
installing GPS tracking systems on all garbage
trucks to facilitate monitoring the execution of
cleaning contracts. 

Final exams
The Ministry of Education’s (MoE) assis-

tant undersecretary for public education
affairs Osama Al-Sultan yesterday approved
the first term’s final exam timetable for the
school year 2019-2020, expected to be held in
the period of December 15-26 for grades 10
and 11 and the period of December 29 till
January 13 for grade 12. Meanwhile, MoE’s
assistant undersecretary for legal affairs Dr
Bader Al-Mutairi announced several court
orders seconded previous MoE procedures
and decisions concerning leading positions.
Mutairi added MoE won the cases filed
against it concerning appointing six educa-
tional affairs directors and recruitments to
other leading positions. 

National statistical system 
The Central Statistical Bureau (CSB) stressed

that it focuses its efforts on achieving its vision
of building an integrated national statistical sys-
tem to meet the needs of data users, and oper-
ate according to international standards. A press
release issued yesterday explained that CSB
works according to a schedule to publish 43
annual, quarterly and monthly specialized
leaflets through its website, adding that the
bureau conducts general surveys as the main
source of data and information needed for eco-
nomic, social and urban development.
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Council member
inquires about

cleaners’ strike

Specialist applauds decision to merge
nuclear medicine, radiology departments

Establishing new medical imaging departments highly positive: Official

By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: Health Ministry’s
Assistant Undersecretary for Allied
Medical Services Dr Fawaz Al-
Rifae said eight liver transplants
were performed in one year at
Jaber and Mubarak Al-Kabeer
hospitals. Speaking to journalists
during the opening of the 42nd
Kuwait Otorhinolaryngology
Conference, Rifae said there is a
schedule to start other transplant
programs such as for pancreas and
lungs. He also commended the first
heart transplant in Kuwait and
lauded the team that performed it.

Rifae said the health ministry is
keen on developing the human ele-
ment and equipment to be at par
with rapid developments in the
medical world. About the ENT
conference, he said this year’s
event is characterized by the part-
nership with the Austrian ENT
Surgeries Association, Kuwait
Association of Surgeons and
Kuwait Society for Sleeping
Disorders. He said the conference

is hosting a number of experts and
consultants from Austria, England,
US, Australia, Egypt, Saudi Arabia,
Oman and UAE, and will include
workshops and several surgeries.

Chairman of the ENT depart-
ments council Dr Mutlaq Al-Saihan
said 40 surgeries were conducted
during the conference. He said that
25 lecturers and around 450 peo-
ple participated in the conference,
which will discuss scientific papers
by Kuwaiti consultants, who are
actively participating.

Saihan said the first day cov-
ered most topics related to micro-
scopic ear surgeries and cochlear
implants, while the second day will
deal  with experiences and
research papers. The third day will
see workshops related to the lat-
est surgeries for snoring and res-
piratory asphyxia. He said the
conference is an opportunity for
all ENT doctors to get acquainted
with the most modern techniques
and surgeries to help raise the sci-
entific and technical level of doc-
tors in Kuwait.

Eight liver transplants
performed in one year

Court overrules
verdict against
former lawmaker
By A Saleh

KUWAIT: Former MP Waleed Al-
Tabtabaei’s lawyer Mubarak Al-Harbi
said the court of cassation yesterday
suspended a previous verdict issued

against his client in a case filed by his
ex-wife and released him pending an
appeal. Tabtabaei’s ex-wife is suing him
over allegations that he had sexual rela-
tions with her without her knowing that
he had already divorced her. Separately,
the court of appeal yesterday annulled
he criminal court’s verdict to imprison a
gang of eight Kuwaitis, two expats and
two bedoons over charges of imperson-
ating as police detectives and stealing
KD 140,000 in armed robberies they
committed against expats.

VIVA organizes
prostate cancer
awareness session
KUWAIT: VIVA, a world-class digital
leader providing innovative services and
platforms to customers and enabling the
digital transformation in Kuwait, and a
subsidiary of STC Group, organized a
prostate cancer awareness session for
its employees at VIVA’s headquarter
building, under the #because_we_care
umbrella.

The event embraced several activities
that brought the employees together to
learn more about the health cause. The
awareness session conducted by Dr Alaa
Eldin Abdel Maksoud, Consultant
Urology at Al-Seef hospital, highlighted
the importance of prevention and early

screening which will in return reduce the
probability of diagnosis and any
required aggressive treatment. Dr Abdel
Maksoud also discussed with VIVA’s
male employees the risks of the disease,
its signs and symptoms and the given
age and factors that play a main role in
choosing the proper time of when one
should start screening.

As part of the #because_we_care
campaign, there was a high turnout from
VIVA male employees who have attend-
ed the session and shown interest in the
topic of discussion reflected by the con-
tinuous engagement with the doctor.
This session falls in line with VIVA cor-
porate social responsibility agenda that
strives to support different initiatives all
in benefit of the employees, the public
and society as a whole. VIVA has con-
cluded the session by recognizing Dr
Alaa Eldin Abdel Maksoud with a trophy
for his efforts and participation in this
special occasion.

Call for 
establishing
regional 
security system
BEIJING: The Chairman of Arab and
International Relations Council
Mohammad Al-Saqer called yesterday
for the establishment of a regional
security system “suitable and optimal”
for the Arab region and its regional
neighbors. The call for the regional

security system takes into account the
“ambitions of the expansion of non-
Arab neighboring countries” through a
clear definition of regional and Arab
security and similar to the Organization
for Security and Co-operation in
Europe (OSCE). In a speech delivered
at the opening session of the Middle
East Security Forum held in Beijing
entit led “Middle East Security,
Chal lenges and Solutions,” Saqer
stressed on the necessity of conceptu-
alizing the relations of countries in the
region with international organizations,
international blocs, major powers and
regional powers and how to develop
defenses, in addition to activating end-
ing disputes policy. — KUNA
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Maritime transport
vital in development
LONDON: Kuwait government has listed the maritime
transport and logistics sector as one of the most impor-
tant sectors in New Kuwait Vision 2035 development
plan to exploit Kuwait strategic location,
Communication Ministry Undersecretary Kholoud Al-
Shehab said yesterday. Shehab said, on the sidelines of
Kuwait’s participation at the 31st Assembly session of
the International Maritime Organization (IMO), that
Kuwait owns a group of latest ports in the region, which
witnesses continuous developments, in addition to being
one of the major oil exporters. The maritime transport

sector represents 90 percent of the means of transport
for commercial goods, transport of crude oil and its
derivatives in addition to l ivestock, she added.
Kuwait’s participation in the meetings comes to run
for the membership of the IMO Council, which will be
held next Friday, expressing hope for Kuwait to have
enough votes for a seat in the Council, she added. The
Ministry Undersecretary is heading the Kuwaiti dele-
gation in the biennial elections to select the board of
directors of the organization, which is one of the most
important UN organizations concerned with maritime
affairs. The International Maritime Organization is the
United Nations specialized agency with responsibility
for the safety and security of shipping and the pre-
vention of marine and atmospheric pollution by ships.
IMO’s work supports the UN Sustainable
Development Goals. — KUNA

By Ben Garcia

KUWAIT: The 3rd Smart City Forum was held yester-
day at Jumeirah Messilah Beach Hotel, with several
innovative technologies from South Korea on display.
South Korean Ambassador to Kuwait Hong Youngki
inaugurated the event and welcomed the visitors.
“Diplomatic ties between Korea and Kuwait started in
1979 and from then on, grew from strength to strength,”
Hong said. “In this era of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, we hope to further intensify our relations
and move beyond conventional modes of cooperation to
partner on information technology, renewable energy,
healthcare and more,” he said. 

“Korean businesses recently became aware of the
needs and preferences of Kuwait and I can assure you
that we can be your ideal partner in your aggressive
promotion of economic reforms to grow the post-oil
economy,” he said. The ambassador also cited the
Bloomberg Innovation Index, wherein Korea was rec-
ognized for the sixth consecutive year as the ‘world’s
most innovative country’.  

Hong also mentioned efforts to complete South Saad
Al-Abdullah City. “The work there is progressing with
the help of Korea Land and Housing Corporation - it

will be the first new smart city project in Kuwait,” he
said. Korea Land and Housing Corporation’s knowhow
in developing new cities is renowned in Korea. “Today’s
forum is the place where we look into the policies on
energy industry and new city development in Kuwait,
so that the same IT smart technologies could be applied

to other smart cities in the future,” he said. Saad Al-
Abdullah City is located west of Kuwait City. The proj-
ect once completed will house up to 40,000 families
and will cover an area of 15,913 acres. There is a vast
demand for further constructions of smart cities and
South Korea sees itself as playing a major role in realiz-
ing future city planning projects. The project is being
implemented by both private and public South Korean
contractors led by Hyundai Architects and Engineers
Associates Co and POSCO A&C.

In his video message from Korea, Dr Byeon
Changheum, CEO of Korea Land Housing Corporation,
congratulated the organizers of the 3rd Smart City
Forum. He said he is keen on completing their first major
project very soon. First to present was Bedour Al-
Sarah, Head of the Electrical and Renewable Energy
Division at PAHW, followed by Kim Chunhee, General
Manager of POSCO-ICT (Smart City Development
Strategies). Other speakers included Dr Fotouh Al-
Ragom, Yoon Junsuk, Chris Baik, Baik Youngho, Yoon
Daehoon and Choi Dongho. The program was organ-
ized by the Embassy of South Korea.

Innovative technologies on display at
South Korea-Kuwait ‘Smart City Forum’

AUB launches
Khairan clean
up initiative
KUWAIT: Ahli United Bank (AUB) launched an initiative
to clean up the seabed at Al-Khairan Bay (inlets) with the
participation of a number of volunteer amateur divers from
the bank’s staff who enjoy diving. Taken place on the
morning of Friday, November 15, 2019, to spend a whole
day cleaning up the bay’s seabed from water pollutants
that damage and kill marine creatures and pollute their
environment, which leads to depleting the vital resources
of this wealth.

This initiative is part of AUB Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) program consistent with its positive
change-based culture which integrates environmental con-
siderations into the core of its business, professional prac-
tices and approach to social responsibility, which in turn
reflects its strong and continuous commitment to the local
community, in line with the vision of His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah “New Kuwait 2035”,
that considers the environment one of its pillars. It also
reflects the bank’s commitment to contribute to the
process of sustainable development, which considers the
environmental dimension and its preservation one of its
main themes.

Commenting on this initiative, Sahar Dashti, General

Manager Customer Protection, who is also the Head of
AUB CSR Team said: “Through this initiative, we aim to
contribute to the preservation of marine wealth and fish
reservoirs, as well as to reduce cases of fish mortality on
Kuwaiti coasts and its escape to territorial waters due to
pollution. We also consider this initiative as a message to
the community regarding the importance of preserving the
marine environment, which is exposed to severe assaults
due to the lack of public awareness in this regard, which
requires intensive awareness campaigns.”

Dashti affirmed that AUB is keen to establish a respon-
sible and conscious behavior towards the environment
among its employees, as well as strengthen the culture of
volunteerism and teamwork among them, which con-
tributed to the development of the concept of volunteerism
with them in order to achieve the noble goals that benefit
the society. This is reflected through the high turnout of the
bank’s staff in the activities and events in the fields of com-
munity service and environmental preservation

Dashti added: “Our CSR obliges us to contribute to
building a healthy society that is fully consistent with
nature. This commitment stems from our belief that differ-
ent institutions can play a pivotal role in gradually chang-
ing the society’s behavior on environmental issues.”

Dashti affirmed that AUB is always at the forefront with
environment friendly institutions that put environmental
issues at the top of their CRS programs, through which
they are keen to preserve the biological balance, instill and
promote the environmental culture within all segments of
society and raise awareness of the negative effects arising
from failure to preserve the environment and the need to
take action to protect it.

KUWAIT: A number of volunteer amateur divers from AUB’s staff pose for a group photo during the clean up event.

Work progressing to complete South Saad Al-Abdullah City, says envoy

KUWAIT: Officials pose for a group photo during the forum.  — Photos by Yasser Al-ZayyatSouth Korean Ambassador to Kuwait Hong Youngki visits Zain’s booth.

South Korea
partner in

Kuwait’s 
development

South Korean Ambassador to Kuwait Hong Youngki deliv-
ers a speech.
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Two dead in King Fahd Road crash;
second deadly accident this week

Seven arrested for forging Indian embassy certificates
By Hanan Al-Saadoun and Agencies

KUWAIT: Two men died in an accident reported yes-
terday; the second fatal crash to be reported in Kuwait
this week. The accident was reported on King Fahd
Road near Jabriya, where two Arab men were pro-
nounced dead on the scene by paramedics. Hawally fire
station men dealt with the situation. An investigation
was opened to reveal the circumstances behind the
accident. An accident reported on the Sixth Ring Road
Monday night had left a Kuwaiti man dead and two
others injured. 

Forgery
Criminal detectives arrested seven Indians red-

handed forging stamps, authentications and certificates
of their embassy in Kuwait, Al-Rai daily reported yes-
terday. This made Kuwait authorities decide to review
all certificates that had stamps of the Indian embassy in
the past year, especially those used to get driving
licenses, according to an Indian news site quoting
embassy sources.

The daijiworld.com site said Kuwaiti criminal detec-
tives arrested the seven forgers near the Indian
embassy while carrying out forgeries, adding they are
from Andhra Pradesh. Kuwaiti and Indian police will
cooperate to find out whether they are part of a larger
gang active in both countries. The website said detec-
tives discovered that the suspects are highly skilled.
They then asked a person to ask one of the suspects to
forge embassy seals on a forged certificate to present
to the traffic department.

The confessions of the first suspect led detectives to

the place where the illicit activities were being carried
out. It was stormed and the six other suspects were
found there. Preliminary estimations indicate that the
total amounts collected by the seven forgers reached
KD 50,000 per month.

Reckless driver arrested
The interior ministry’s relations and security infor-

mation department said following a video clip showing
a motorist jumping the red light by climbing on the

pavement, police took necessary legal action against
the driver and his vehicle was impounded.

Surprise inspection
Kuwait Fire Service Directorate (KFSD) Deputy

Director General for the Prevention Sector Maj Gen
Khalid Fahd carried out a surprise inspection of com-
bustible liquids refining and storage facilities in occu-
pational areas. Several violations and warnings of
administrative closures were issued. He said the pres-
ence of these factories in occupational areas is highly
dangerous for people, property and the environment in
case of fires, and “we are coordinating with concerned
authorities to remove them from there and relocate
them away from cities.”

Stores damaged
A restaurant and a copying store were damaged, and

a customer was injured when two cars rammed into
them by mistake, Al-Rai reported yesterday. The first
accident took place when a female driver stopped near
a Salmiya restaurant, and after she got her meal and
was about to leave, she drove into the restaurant
instead of reversing. No injuries were reported. The
second accident saw a taxi driver backing into a print
and copy store, also in Salmiya, after he lost control of
the cab. A customer in the shop was injured due to fly-
ing glass. The shop owner chose not to file a complaint.

Domestic violence
An Egyptian woman and her mother sought help

after her husband beat them both and caused extensive
injuries, reported Al-Rai. The mother wanted to help

her daughter, but she also received a beating, and the
husband did not stop until neighbors intervened. Police
arrested the husband as his wife and her mother went
to hospital and brought medical reports. The husband
will be referred to the public prosecution. 

Kuwait Fire Service Directorate officers are seen during a surprise inspection of combustible liquids
refining and storage facilities.

KUWAIT: A picture provided by the Interior Ministry
yesterday shows a screengrab taken from a video
showing a vehicle driving over the pavement before
jumping the red traffic light.

Man beats 
wife, 

mother-in-law

News in brief

London embassy
denies bomb report

KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti Embassy in London categori-
cally denied on Tuesday reports posted on social media
claiming that a car parked in front of the embassy last
Friday contained explosives. As soon as the car
stopped in front of the embassy, the security contacted
Britain’s police, which came immediately and inspected
the vehicle, the embassy said. It added that the police
did not find anything inside the car that may threaten
the safety of the Kuwaiti diplomatic mission. The driver
of the car was investigated and fined by the police, as
he parked his vehicle in a forbidden place, it noted. The
embassy appealed to those who circulate such a false
and untrue information to be accurate, and stop pub-
lishing or circulating it. — KUNA

GCC Secretary General’s nominee

KUWAIT: Deputy Foreign Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah
denied Tuesday social media reports that Kuwait with-
drew candidacy of former Finance Minister Dr Nayef
Al-Hajraf for the GCC Secretary General’s post. “Some
of the countries have expressed their approval in prin-
ciple,” Jarallah said. He added that the GCC member
countries would discuss the candidacy of Hajraf during
the upcoming ministerial meeting. —KUNA

Army Chief meets military officials

KUWAIT: Kuwaiti Army Chief of Staff Lieutenant General
Mohammad Al-Khuder tackled on Tuesday, during a
meeting with Italian Commander of the Special Forces
General Nicola Lanza, joint cooperation. A statement by
the Defense Ministry said Khuder affirmed on the keen-
ness by the two countries to develop and enhance rela-
tions between the two sides. The statement added Khuder
also met with China’s military attache to Kuwait and the
two discussed issues of common concerns. — KUNA



Trump starts
Thanksgiving
break with
anger-filled rally
SUNRISE, Florida: A darkly angry, some-
times swearing President Donald Trump vowed
to win landslide reelection at a Florida cam-
paign rally Tuesday ahead of a Thanksgiving
break spoiled by looming impeachment. The
rally in Sunrise, located just north of Miami,
saw Trump unleash harsh invective against his
political foes, calling out Democrats’ “depravi-
ty” and claiming that “the failed Washington
establishment” is targeting him because he is
“exposing a rigged system.”

As always, Trump reserved special venom
for American journalists, whom he called “some
of the most corrupt people in the world”. The
attack prompted thousands in the crowd to
turn and boo and shout insults at media outlets
covering the event. With Democrats scheduling
the next phase of impeachment in the House of
Representatives for next week, the Sunrise
event allowed Trump to show off the right-
wing base he’s counting on to keep him in
power through the crisis - and again in the
2020 election.

Democrats in the House seem likely now to
impeach Trump on charges that he abused his
office by attempting to pressure Ukraine to
open a deliberately embarrassing corruption
probe of one of his main 2020 Democratic
rivals, Joe Biden. Even if the Republican-domi-
nated Senate acquits him, as expected, that
would still make him only the third president
ever impeached. But Trump hopes to take
revenge by winning reelection, and Florida will
be a key piece to the electoral puzzle.

Trump recently made the state his legal
home, after he announced a switch of residence
from his native New York, and he’ll hope to
repeat his surprise win there against the far
more heavily favored Democratic candidate
Hillary Clinton in 2016. Even the choice of rally
location, inside pro-Democratic Broward
County, demonstrated his intent to challenge
for the state’s crucial electoral college votes.
“That landslide is going to start right here in
the great state of Florida,” he said. “Four more
years! Four more years!” the crowd chanted.

Storm clouds 
After the rally, Trump was to retreat to his

Mar-a-Lago golf resort for the rest of the
week, including Thursday’s national
Thanksgiving Day holiday. But there was to be
no respite from the impeachment probe, which
Democrats say has already proved Trump ran a
corrupt parallel foreign policy intended to ben-
efit his political fortunes at home. The
Democratic chairman of the Judiciary
Committee in the House of Representatives,

Jerry Nadler, announced that new public hear-
ings, which could lead to articles of impeach-
ment, will start December 4.

Nadler even issued an invitation for Trump
to attend. “The committee looks forward to
your participation,” Nadler said. At the rally,
Trump called impeachment a “witch hunt.” He
then drew some of the loudest applause of the
night by saying that Americans knew the case
against him was “bulls**t.”

Trump is increasingly frustrated and
angered by impeachment, which has left the
country almost evenly divided, fueling predic-
tions for the most ill-tempered and volatile
election season in decades. Impeachment even
made its way into the friendly annual ritual of a
presidential pardon for two enormous turkeys
at the White House on Tuesday. The birds
“already received subpoenas to appear in
Adam Schiff’s basement on Thursday,” Trump
joked to guests in the Rose Garden, referring
to the head of the intelligence committee lead-
ing the impeachment probe in the House of
Representatives. —AFP 

DHAKA: Seven Islamist extremists were sentenced
to death in Bangladesh yesterday over a savage
attack at a Dhaka cafe in 2016 that killed 22 people,
mostly foreigners. A special anti-terrorism tribunal
delivered the verdict in a crowded courtroom in the
capital, with judge Mojibur Rahman saying the
attackers wanted “to draw the attention of (the)
Islamic State” group.

The brazen assault in July 2016 saw young men
armed with assault rifles and machetes lay siege to
the Holey Artisan Bakery cafe in Dhaka’s well-heeled
Gulshan neighborhood. After a 10-hour standoff,
military commandos stormed the eatery and freed
more than two dozen hostages. The extremists want-
ed to “undermine public safety, create anarchy and
“establish a Jihad(ist)” state, the judge said, adding
that the seven “will be executed by hanging until

they are pronounced dead”.
Some of the men shouted “Allahu Akbar (God is

greatest)” and “long live faith of Islam” before they
were led to a police van. Two of those convicted wore
prayer caps bearing the insignia of Islamic State.
Nine Italians and seven Japanese were among the 18
foreigners to be hacked or shot dead in the attack,
while two policemen also died. All five militants were
killed when the military stormed the cafe, which was
popular with Westerners.

Eight others - including mastermind Tamim Ahmed
Chowdhury, a Canadian of Bangladesh descent - were
killed during raids in Dhaka and its suburbs months
after the attack. Counter-terrorism police said 19-
year-old Rohan Imtiaz led the attack. The attacks were
claimed by IS but the government blamed a local mili-
tant group Jamayetul Mujahideen Bangladesh (JMB)

and said their commanders were among the dead.
Police have also blamed JMB for most of the extremist
attacks in the South Asian nation since the late 1990s.

IS link? 
University of Oslo researcher Mubashar Hasan

called the verdict “a milestone”, saying he hoped it
would “give some sort of closure to the victims”.
Japan’s top government spokesman Yoshihide Suga
did not comment on the ruling but thanked Dhaka
“that the trial on this case was carried out promptly”.
Defense lawyer Dalwar Hossain said there would be
an appeal, claiming police had extracted confessions
through torture.

An eighth man who had been charged was acquit-
ted. The hostage crisis marked an escalation in
extremist attacks following a spate of murders

claimed by IS and Al Qaeda of rights activists, gay
people, foreigners and religious minorities. The
assault was also seen as a major blow to Bangladesh’s
image as a moderate Muslim nation and the secular
government launched a massive crackdown in its
wake that saw more than 100 Islamist extremists
killed and nearly 1,000 others arrested.

But Dhaka has repeatedly denied that international
jihadist networks have a presence in the country. The
IS-linked news agency Amaq however published
extensive details of the attack, including photos from
inside the cafe. Security was tight in the court com-
plex and in the city of 18 million people ahead of the
verdict. It followed the recent arrest of nearly two
dozen suspected extremists. Three Islamist extremists
were also sentenced to death on Monday over the
murder of one of their alleged leaders in 2012. — AFP 
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DHAKA: Police escort extremists accused of allegedly plotting the Holey Artisan Bakery cafe attack to a courtroom for their trial yesterday. — AFP 

7 handed death for Bangladesh cafe attack
Islamist extremists ‘will be executed by hanging’ 

Sudan cabinet 
scraps law
abusing 
women’s rights 
KHARTOUM: Sudan’s cabinet Tuesday
scrapped a controversial law that
severely curtailed women’s rights during
the 30-year tenure of deposed autocrat
Omar Al-Bashir, state media reported.
Thousands of women were flogged,
fined and even jailed during Bashir’s rule
under the archaic public order law. “The
council of ministers agreed in an
extraordinary meeting today to cancel
the public order law across all
provinces,” the official SUNA news
agency reported.

The cabinet’s decision is still to be
ratified by the ruling sovereign council,
which is an 11-member joint civilian-mil-
itary body. Bashir seized power in an
Islamist-backed coup in 1989, severely
restricting the role of women in Sudan
for decades. During his rule, authorities
implemented a strict moral code that
activists said primarily targeted women,
through harsh interpretations of Islamic
sharia law.

Bashir was deposed by the army on
April 11 after months of protests against
his rule. Women were at the forefront of
the demonstrations. In February, Bashir
had acknowledged in a briefing with
reporters that it was the public order
law that had angered younger genera-
tions, especially women. Activists say
security forces linked the public order
law with article 152 of the Sudanese

penal code, which stipulates punishment
for “indecent and immoral acts”.

Under the law those who consumed
or brewed alcohol - banned in the
northeast African country -were pun-
ished, while activists said security
forces used the legislation to arrest
women for attending private parties or
wearing trousers. Sudan’s new govern-
ment led by Prime Minister Abdalla
Hamdok has assured citizens it will
uphold women’s rights. 

“The government has delivered what
it had promised. This is a real win for
us, for the feminist movement in Sudan
and for women’s rights,” said promi-
nent Sudanese activist Tahani Abbas.
“Many women were f logged and
humiliated because of this shameful
law. With this decision, Sudan is now
moving toward a new l i fe where
women can enjoy dignity.”

A senior member of Bashir’s ex-rul-
ing National Congress Party contended
that it had been implementation of the
law by individual actors - rather than
the law per se - that had created prob-
lems. “Some policemen were using this
law to harass women,” said Mohamed
al-Amin, who is also a defense lawyer
for Bashir. “What we need is to precise-
ly define under article 152 the dress
code for women.”

On Tuesday, the cabinet also decided
to “restructure the country’s judicial
system in order to prepare it for the
new era,” SUNA reported without
elaborating. The cabinet also agreed to
form a committee to review all appoint-
ments made during the Bashir era that
are suspected of having been made on
the basis of questionable personal con-
nections or favors. Bashir, who is in
prison in Khartoum, is on trial  for
allegedly illegally acquiring and using
foreign funds. — AFP 

SUNRISE, Florida: US President Donald Trump waves to supporters during a “Keep America
Great” campaign rally at the BB&T Center on Tuesday. — AFP 
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Turkey in dark tunnel:
Erdogan’s former ally 
ANKARA: Former Turkish deputy prime minister Ali
Babacan warned on Tuesday of the dangers of “one man
rule” and said he hoped to have formed a new political
party by the end of the year to challenge President Tayyip
Erdogan’s ruling AK Party. Babacan resigned from the AK
Party (AKP) in July, citing “deep differences”. A founding
member of the Islamist-rooted AKP, which has ruled
Turkey since 2002, he served as economy and then for-
eign minister before becoming deputy prime minister, a
role he held from 2009 to 2015. But following a failed mili-
tary coup in 2016, Erdogan has presided over purges in
the civil service, the judiciary, the military and academia
that critics say undermine the rule of law and democratic
freedoms. Erdogan also assumed new powers under a
constitutional overhaul at the expense of parliament and
the government. “We have seen that Turkey has entered a
dark tunnel, with its problems on every issue growing by
the day,” Babacan told broadcaster HaberTurk in his first
live interview since resigning from the AKP.

“Consequently we have begun our efforts to create a
new party,” he said. Babacan largely refrained from
directly criticizing Erdogan, but repeatedly said that a
lack of democracy under “one-man rule” damaged the
country. “There were important principles and values
during the foundation of the AK Party, but there has been
a significant departure from these principles. This has
become a national issue, and we felt a serious responsi-
bility toward our country.” Babacan, along with Turkey’s
former president Abdullah Gul, another AKP founder and
onetime Erdogan ally, has long been rumored to be plan-
ning a rival party. Babacan said Gul would not be actively
involved in the party, but was working as an adviser or
“big brother”. Former Turkish prime minister Ahmet
Davutoglu also fell out with Erdogan in 2016 and criti-
cized the AKP’s economic policy, but Babacan ruled out
Davutoglu joining his new party. Turkey’s next elections
are scheduled for 2023. —Reuters

Rescuers use 
drones and dogs 
to search for Albania
quake victims
THUMANE: Emergency crews found five more
bodies yesterday as they used drones, dogs and
heavy machinery to search through the wreckage
after Albania’s worst earthquake in decades, bring-
ing the death toll to at least 26. In the town of
Thumane, close to the centre of Tuesday’s quake, a
woman stood in front of a collapsed building call-
ing out for rescuers to find her niece. Soon after
crews brought out two bodies. Police said they had
found another victim earlier, before dawn. Another
two were recovered hours later.

In one of the busiest streets in the resort of
Durres, two people were feared trapped in the
rubble of a collapsed hotel. “We don’t know
whether they are alive or not,” Mert Eryuksel, a
rescue worker from Turkey said. Countrywide, the
Defense Ministry said around 650 had been
injured, with another 20 reported missing. If the
death toll continues to rise, the earthquake could
be more deadly than one in 1979 in which 40
were killed.

The 6.4 magnitude quake, centered 30 km west
of Tirana, was felt across the Balkans and in the
southern Italian region of Puglia, across the
Adriatic Sea from Albania. At least 250 aftershocks
- two of them magnitude 5 - then shook the Balkan
country and continued into yesterday. Hundreds of
people spent the night sleeping in tents pitched by
the emergency services. Italy, France, Romania,
Turkey, Greece, Croatia, Montenegro, Kosovo and
Serbia have sent 200 specialised troops, tools and
teams of tracker dogs to help the relief effort.

Adrian Muci said six of his relatives had died in
two separate buildings, and his own house was on
the point of collapse. “I have other cousins and rel-
atives but I don’t know where they are and if they
are dead or not,” he told Reuters. “I will never be
able to live in my house any more.” The govern-
ment proclaimed yesterday a day of mourning and
Prime Minister Edi Rama said the authorities
would rehome people who had lost their houses in
hotels during the winter.

“I believe we shall put them in new houses with-
in 2020, in better housing that they had,” Rama
said in a televised comment. He said a donor con-
ference with Turkey and regional countries would
be organized and he would discuss potential help
with NATO allies during next week’s summit in
London. Albania is the poorest country in Europe,
with per capita income a quarter of the European
Union average, according to the International
Monetary. —Reuters

WASHINGTON: The United States said it has received
nearly 20,000 messages from Iran about protests
including photos and videos after appealing to demon-
strators to defy restrictions on the internet. Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo stood at the podium in front of
images of blazing streets, four days after he asked
Iranians to send in information so the United States can
“expose and sanction the abuses.”

“We’ve received to date nearly 20.000 messages,
videos, pictures, notes of the regime’s abuses through
Telegram messaging services,” Pompeo told reporters,
referring to the encrypted app. “To the courageous peo-
ple of Iran who refuse to stay silent about 40 years of
abuses by the ruling regime, I say simply this: the United
States hears you, we support you and will continue to
stand with you in your struggle for a brighter future for
your people and for your great nation,” Pompeo said.

The protests, triggered by a sharp rise in gas prices,
came after a year and a half of biting sanctions imposed
by President Donald Trump that aim to contain Iran’s
regional role. In response to Iran’s effort to shut down
the internet, the United States has imposed sanctions on
the communications minister and pressed Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram to suspend the accounts of
Iranian government leaders. Amnesty International said
Monday that at least 143 demonstrators have been killed
since November 15 as the regime tries to repress
protests violently.

Approximately 731 banks and 140 government sites

were torched in recent unrest in Iran, Interior Minister
Abdolreza Rahmani Fazli said in remarks published by
the official IRNA news agency yesterday. More than 50
bases used by security forces were attacked and
approximately 70 gas stations were also burned, he said,
without specifying where the attacks took place.
According to IRNA, Rahmani Fazli also said up to
200,000 people took part nationwide in the unrest that
began on Nov 15 after the announcement of gasoline
price hikes.

London-based Amnesty International said on
Monday it had recorded at least 143 protesters killed in
the protests, the worst anti-government unrest in Iran
since authorities put down the “Green Revolution”
demonstrations against election fraud in 2009. Iran has
rejected Amnesty’s death toll. It says several people,
including members of the security forces, were killed and
more than 1,000 people arrested. The Center for Human
Rights in Iran, a New York-based advocacy group, said
the number of arrests was probably closer to 4,000.

The protests quickly turned political, with protesters
calling on top leaders to step down. The government
has blamed “thugs” linked to exiles and the United
States, Israel and Saudi Arabia for stirring up the street
unrest. The protests came as new US sanctions
imposed this year cut off nearly all of Iran’s oil exports,
and as similar protest movements erupted in Iraq and
Lebanon against governments that include heavily
armed pro-Iran factions. —Agencies

Hundreds of banks and government sites burned 

Washington receives 20,000 
messages from Iran protests

TEHRAN: An Iranian woman walks past a billboard as she talks on the phone in the capital yesterday. —AFP

Washington airspace 
alert sparks White 
House lockdown
WASHINGTON: The White House and US Congress
were locked down for nearly an hour Tuesday over a
suspected airspace intrusion over Washington, but
hours later officials still had no explanation for what
triggered the alert. Major Andrew Hennessy, a
spokesman for the North American Aerospace
Defense Command, told AFP that “a track of inter-
est” appeared on radars early Tuesday, sparking
concern. “Something that gave off a signature that
our radar registered” set off the alert, he said. 

A US Coast  Guard hel icopter  deployed by
NORAD to investigate what appeared to be an
unidentif ied aircraft nearing tightly controlled
Washington airspace found nothing. “There was no
aircraft to intercept,” Hennessy said. Hennessy
declined to comment on speculation that a flock of
birds may have triggered the alert.

Hennessy also said an earlier NORAD tweet that
said fighter jets had been scrambled to intercept the
threat was incorrect. The fighter jets reported were
part of a previously scheduled exercise by the 113th
Wing, District of Columbia Air National Guard unit
based at  Joint  Base Andrews, just  outs ide of
Washington. “It just happened to be at the same
time. They were not involved in the interception,”

said a spokesperson for Andrews.
The White House was locked down for nearly an

hour due to what the US Secret Service, which pro-
tects the president, described as “a potential viola-
tion of the restricted airspace in the National
Capital Region.” There was no information about
what President Donald Trump and his wife Melania
did during the alert. The incident evoked memories
of the September 11, 2001 attacks when Al Qaeda
jihadists flew two airliners into the World Trade
Center in New York and a third into the Pentagon.

A fourth a ir l iner  that  crashed in  a  f ie ld in
Pennsylvania was believed to have been intended for
the White House or the Capitol. Washington air-
space restrictions were severely tightened after
those attacks, which left nearly 3,000 dead. And
surface-to-air missile batteries have been installed
around the city to target potentially attacking air-
craft. A number of Americans have flown aircraft into
downtown Washington in the past.

In 1974, Robert Preston, a despondent army pri-
vate who was 20 years old, landed a military heli-
copter on the White House lawn, after police cars
tracked him on the ground and Secret Service
agents fired at him with shotguns. In April 2015,
Florida mailman Doug Hughes, angry about how big
money was allegedly corrupting US politics, flew
undetected in a small gyrocopter into downtown
Washington, landing it just outside the Capitol
building. He landed without incident, was arrested
and a year later was sentenced to 120 days in jail for
the felony crime of operating an aircraft without a
pilot license. —AFP

DURRES, Albania: Rescue workers and firefighters search for
survivors stuck under the rubble of a collapsed building in this
town in western Albania yesterday. —AFP
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German AfD plots 
new course with 
radicals on the rise
BERLIN: Germany’s far right AfD party is choosing
new leaders on Saturday in a vote shaped by an
increasingly powerful radical wing which wants a
rethink of the country’s culture of atonement for
Nazi crimes. The anti-migrant party’s radicals have
the upper hand following a series of electoral gains
in eastern regions in September and October that
have caused widespread domestic and international
concern. A few days ahead of the vote at the party
conference, only one member of Alternative for
Germany has officially put forward their candidacy
for the job.

Lawmaker Gottfried Curio, 59, is known for his
strident anti-migrant speeches but does not have
broad support in the party and is seen as having
few chances. The real drama will come on Saturday
when candidates will pitch for the support of some
600 delegates at the conference in Brunswick in
northwest Germany. Of the party’s two current co-
leaders, Joerg Meuthen is expected to seek a new
mandate while Alexander Gauland has said he will
only decide on the day depending on who else
comes forward.

‘An anarchic clique’ 
The party, which was only established six years

ago, is riven with personal and ideological rivalries
and Gauland himself called it “an anarchic clique”.
Meuthen, a university professor from the wealthy
Baden-Wurttemberg region in western Germany,
represents the more moderate wing of the party.

The suspense is over who, if anyone, will replace
the 78-year-old Gauland-a central figure in the par-
ty who is also co-leader of its MPs.

Gauland has until now managed to unite the AfD’s
factions but the growing influence of one group-
known simply as “The Wing”-is a challenge. The
group’s leading protagonist is Bjoern Hoecke, the
AfD’s leader in the eastern region of Thuringia where
the party came second in an election in October.
“The Wing” aims to radicalize the party by tackling
one of the foundation stones of Germany’s post-war
political culture-atonement for its Nazi past.

While accusations of links between some of the
faction’s candidates and neo-Nazi groups have
failed to frighten off voters, they have drawn the
attention of the secret services to the party’s activi-
ties. “The electoral successes of the pre-fascist wing
in the eastern regions will accelerate radicalisation,”
said Matthias Quent, a researcher specialising in the
far-right, quoted by the Swiss daily Tagesanzeiger.
“More and more moderate AfD members are leaving
the party,” he was quoted as saying.

Radicals an ‘integral part’ 
One name that different factions could get

behind is that of Tino Chrupalla, a 44-year-old MP
and former house painter who is expected to put
himself forward. “If I am asked, I will not shirk my
responsibilities,” he recently told the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung. Chrupalla has said “The Wing”
is an “integral part” of the AfD but has kept his dis-
tance from the radicals. Whoever takes over faces a
challenge in reviving the party’s popularity on a
national level. 

With 91 MPs, the AfD is now the third political
force in the German parliament after the CDU and
SPD. But its support in opinion polls has stagnated
at around 13 to 15 percent. The AfD started out as a
eurosceptic party but became increasingly anti-
migrant and opposed to Angela Merkel after the
German chancellor welcomed around one million
asylum-seekers in 2015 and 2016. —AFP

WINDHOEK: Namibians voted yesterday in what was
expected to be the toughest contest yet for the party
that has ruled for three decades of independence, an
election it was still expected to win despite a brutal
economic crisis. President Hage Geingob, Namibia’s
third leader since the sparsely populated and mostly
arid country freed itself from the shackles of apartheid
South Africa in 1990, is seeking a second and final term
from 1.3 million registered voters.

He faces nine challengers
including Panduleni Itula, a
dentist-turned-politician who
is a member of the ruling
SWAPO party but is running
as an independent. Itula is
popular with young people,
nearly half of whom are
unemployed. Concurrent leg-
islative polls will elect 96
members of parliament, test-
ing SWAPO’s 77-seat majori-
ty. Polls opened at 7 am and
close at 9 pm. Results are expected within 48 hours.
Namibia’s ruling party has successfully tackled prob-
lems left over from decades of neglectful rule by a
German colonial and later white minority South African
administrations. 

The proportion of Namibians living below the
poverty line fell by three quarters, from nearly 70 per-
cent in 1993 to 17 percent in 2016, according to World
Bank figures. But now SWAPO is contending with an
economy that has been in recession for nearly three
years, one of Namibia’s worst-ever droughts and the

biggest corruption scandal in its history-all of which
have conspired to make this election unexpectedly
tough for Geingob, who won by 87% last time.

“I campaigned like hell but if I lose I will accept that.
I am a democrat,” Geingob told reporters shortly after
voting. The economy has been marred by a drought
that ravaged agricultural export crops, as well as by
unprofitably low prices for Namibia’s main hard com-
modities, uranium and diamonds. The Bank of Namibia

expects the domestic econo-
my to contract for a third year
in 2019, by 1.7%. A scandal in
which two ministers were
alleged to have conspired to
dole out fishing licenses to
Iceland’s biggest fishing firm,
Samherji, in return for kick-
backs has also taken the shine
off the ruling party.

Yet loyalty to the former
guerrilla movement remains
high. “Namibia has gone

through a very terrible time,” Leevylee Abrahams said,
after casting his vote. “But I’m voting for continuity
because I believe that this government can really
improve the lives of people, given a chance again.”
Whether the result is close or not, a SWAPO win is
likely to be controversial, especially since the court
threw out a case mounted by the opposition against the
use of electronic voting machines it fears will be used
to cheat. The military said in a statement it was on high
alert for violence, which Namibia has avoided in previ-
ous polls. —Reuters

Toughest contest yet for scandal-hit ruling SWAPO party

Namibians vote in a tight contest 
clouded by brutal economic crisis

WINDHOEK: Namibians wait in line to vote in the general election at the Mandume Primary School
polling station in Katutura yesterday. —AFP 

Buttigieg 
claims 2nd, 
Warren sinks in
new 2020 poll 
WASHINGTON: Political wunderkind
Pete Buttigieg rocketed into second
place in the Democratic presidential
nomination race, polling showed
Tuesday, with support for progressive
ex-frontrunner Elizabeth Warren sliding
as voters sour on her universal health
care proposal. Buttigieg, the moderate
millennial mayor of South Bend, Indiana,
leapfrogged the race’s main liberal can-
didates, Warren and fellow senator
Bernie Sanders, to claim second behind
the resilient national leader Joe Biden,
according to Quinnipiac University’s
latest poll.

Former vice president Biden leads
with 24 percent among Democratic vot-
ers and independents who lean
Democratic, a rise of three percentage
points and a reclaiming of pole position

since Quinnipiac’s last poll on October
24, when he trailed Warren. Buttigieg
jumped from 10 percent to 16 percent in
that timeframe, while Warren’s support
was halved, from 28 to 14 percent, and
Sanders slid three points to 13 percent.

The survey of who Democrats want to
challenge President Donald Trump in
November 2020 shows billionaire former
New York mayor Mike Bloomberg, who
only recently launched his presidential
bid, tied for fifth place with three per-
cent support. Quinnipiac’s poll of 1,355
voters comes just nine weeks before the
first votes in the nominating contest are
cast in Iowa, where 37-year-old
Buttigieg has stormed into the lead.

The figures are unwelcome news for
Warren, who was riding a growing wave
of support in recent months, only to see
it crash amid opposition to her Medicare
for All proposal that would do away with
private health insurance. “Buttigieg has
broken into the top tier, apparently at
the expense of Warren, who has taken a
dive after being hammered for being too
far left on health care and other issues,”
Quinnipiac polling analyst Tim Malloy
said in a statement.

Buttigieg and Biden oppose Medicare
for All, instead offering proposals that

would broaden health care coverage to
more Americans without ending private
insurance, as the plans backed by
Warren and Sanders would do.
Medicare for All has grown increasingly
unpopular among American voters.
According to Quinnipiac, 36 percent say

it is a good idea, while 52 percent say it’s
bad. In late March that spread was 43
percent to 45 percent. Buttigieg still
remains in fourth place in the national
poll aggregate compiled by
RealClearPolitics, behind Biden, Sanders
and Warren. —AFP

DENISON, Iowa: Democratic presidential candidate Pete Buttigieg speaks to
guests during a campaign stop at Cronk’s restaurant on Tuesday. —AFP

Top Malta 
politicians quit;
probe into slain 
reporter widens
VALLETTA: Two high-ranking politicians in
Malta’s government resigned on Tuesday, with
a third “suspending himself” in the biggest
political fallout to date from a widening probe
into the brutal murder of investigative reporter
Daphne Caruana Galizia. The resignations of
Keith Schembri, the chief of staff to Prime
Minister Joseph Muscat, and tourism minister
Konrad Mizzi heaped pressure on the govern-
ment over its handling of Caruana Galizia’s car
bomb assassination in 2017.

“Murderers!” chanted hundreds of pro-
testers gathered outside parliament, with
some throwing eggs at Muscat, who has
been accused of impeding justice by pro-
tecting his closest allies. Jeering demon-
strators shouted “Mafia!” at the prime min-
ister as he was whisked away by a large

group of bodyguards.
Sources told AFP that Schembri had been

called in for questioning by police after being
fingered by the main suspect in the case,
prominent businessman Yorgen Fenech.
Fenech, who was arrested on his yacht last
week as he tried to leave the country, has
requested immunity to reveal what he knows.
The mogul was released on bail on Tuesday.
Investigators suspect Schembri may have
tipped Fenech off, sparking the failed get-
away bid, Maltese media reported. Muscat
refused to say what prompted Schembri’s
decision to resign, telling reporters it was
premature to speculate.

Hours later, Mizzi told journalists it was
his “duty” to step down to allow Muscat’s
government to complete its term. In another
blow to the government on Tuesday,
Economy Minister Chris Cardona’s office
said he was “suspending himself with imme-
diate effect from his position as minister,
pending the investigations”. Opposition
leader Adrian Delia told parliament that
Muscat’s position was “untenable, because
the only decisions he can take are to protect
those around him”.

Caruana Galizia, a popular journalist and

blogger described as a “one-woman
WikiLeaks”, became known for exposing
cronyism and sleaze within the country’s
political and business elite. She had alleged

that Schembri — who served as Muscat’s
chief of staff since 2013 - and Mizzi had been
involved in corruption, claims both men have
denied. —AFP

Merkel defends
‘bulwark’ NATO 
after criticism
BERLIN: Chancellor Angela Merkel yester-
day put up a spirited defense of NATO
after French President Emmanuel Macron’s
criticism, saying Germany has a bigger
interest today in ensuring the bloc stays
together than even during the Cold War.
Days before leaders of the transatlantic
alliance are due to hold a summit, Merkel
said NATO had been a “bulwark for peace
and freedom” over the past 70 years.

“The preservation of NATO is in our
own interest, more than during the Cold
War,” Merkel told parliament. The German

chancellor’s strong defense of the bloc
came after Macron said it was suffering
from “brain death”. In his interview with
The Economist earlier in November,
Macron blindsided his allies as he decried a
lack of coordination between Europe and
the US. He also lamented recent unilateral
action in Syria by Turkey, a key member of
the alliance.

Merkel had reacted then with uncharac-
teristic gusto, slapping down what she
described as unnecessary “sweeping judg-
ments”. While not referring directly to
Macron’s remarks in her speech to German
parliament, Merkel addressed the French
leader’s critique. Turkey was a “difficult
partner” in NATO, she acknowledged, but
also noted that being a partner meant being
able to air differences of opinion. “I say that
Turkey should stay a NATO member...
because it is of strategic importance for the
alliance that Turkey is part of it.” —AFP

BERLIN: German Chancellor Angela Merkel delivers a keynote speech on the
2020 budget at the Bundestag yesterday. —AFP

Drought, low 
uranium prices 

hurt growth

VALLETTA: Protesters holding a photo of slain reporter Daphne Caruana Galizia
gather outside parliament on Tuesday. —AFP
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With tears and white roses, Vietnam 
receives first bodies found in truck

In rain-short Niger, 
wasps deployed in 
war against worm
BORGO BERI, Niger: In the West African country of
Niger, millet is said to be the king of grains - the cereal
crop preferred by all farmers. And the king of millet in
the southern town of Borgo Beri is indisputably farmer
Hassane Hima. Given the title by his peers, a tradition in
Niger, he wears it with pride. “Millet is what people grow
most,” he said. But two years ago, Hima’s supremacy was
threatened when a minuscule worm began chomping on
the area’s millet fields with a giant appetite.

The caterpillar, known as the “millet head miner”, is
an old foe in this part of the world. But observers say it
may have proliferated over the last few years due to
increasingly common droughts tied to climate change.
In response, residents of Borgo Beri and other villages
listened and set to work when global aid agency
Catholic Relief Services (CRS) proposed a solution
they had not heard of.

The method, dating from 1997, is simple enough:
The minute Habrobracon hebetor wasp, a natural ene-
my of the millet worm, is released and lays its eggs on
the caterpillar, which is devoured once the wasps
hatch. It is making a fast comeback as the millet head
miner threat has grown, with this project and at least
one other led by local non-profit Union Haraybane
Tera Mooriben supplementing government efforts to
grow and spread the wasp.

Chemical alternatives to fight off the pest exist but
are inefficient and costly, said Madougou Garba, who
heads insect studies at Niger’s General Directorate of
Plant Protection. Each year, more than 2 million
hectares (5 million acres) of millet crops nationwide
are vulnerable to the pest, said Garba.

‘Frightening’
Hima keeps his prized millet crop within earshot - his 6

hectares face his sizeable walled-off adobe home where
13 mouths - two wives and 11 children - depend on the
harvest to put food in their stomachs. But a poor rainy
season made 2017 a particularly good year for the pest,
said Salifou Ousmane, head of agriculture for the depart-
ment of Balleyara, which covers Borgo Beri. “It signals to
this caterpillar, ‘I’ve got to start working, I’ve got to start
thinking about preparing for posterity’,” he said.

For millet king Hima, 57, it was frightening. His har-
vest plummeted from as much as 2,750 kg of millet to
550 kg. The proud farmer had to sell nearly all his
sheep and cows to buy a season’s worth of the grain,
typically imported from neighboring Benin. It is “very
likely” that intensifying droughts could explain the
pests’ propagation, the two being typically tied in the
region, said Amadou Mahamadou Laouali, an agrono-
mist at CRS who said he was not aware of any studies
on the topic. In Balleyara, precipitation has halved
since the 1980s, according to local authorities.

Local laboratory
Villagers recall seeing the moths the caterpillars turn

into everywhere in 2017 when the pest struck. Had it
touched another local crop, moringa, that year, “we could
have died”, said Aissa Bale Bale, a 70-year-old farmer
who has bitter memories of the worm’s recent binge. All
her nine children lost weight that year from having to
ration food, she said. And she would have gone through
the same ordeal this year had it not been for Ousseini
Soumana, her 51-year-old neighbour, she said.

Soumana is all smiles, but he has been waging a
ruthless biological war on the millet head miner this
year. He is among 69 farmers CRS trained under a
British government-funded programme called Building
Resilience and Adaptation to Climate Extremes and
Disasters (BRACED). In an adobe shack, he showed off
with the confidence of a chemist his high-tech kit -
petri dishes, test tubes and a Swiss-made folding mag-
nifier - with which he bred his first army of
Habrobracon hebetor wasps this year.

Nigerien authorities provide the insect free of
charge for millet farmers, said Ousmane, agriculture
director for Balleyara department, but going through
the administrative process to get it delivered means it
sometimes arrives late. — Reuters

16 bodies returned out of 39 ● Town flooded with mourners 
NGHE AN, Vietnam: With tears in their eyes and white
roses in their hands, friends and relatives of the 39
Vietnamese people who were found dead in the back of a
British truck last month sobbed as the first bodies to be
repatriated arrived in rural Vietnam yesterday. The bodies
of 16 victims arrived in the Southeast Asian country in the
early hours of yesterday morning, Vietnam’s foreign min-
istry said in a statement. “After waiting for so many days,
my son has finally arrived,” Nguyen Dinh Gia, father of
victim Nguyen Dinh Luong said.

Under grey and rainy skies, a parade of ambulances
snaked through crowds of mourners in the rural town of
Dien Chau, Nghe An province, from which some of the
victims began the doomed journey. Five of the 16 bodies
would be returned to Nghe An yesterday, an official there
said. “We are deeply saddened, but we have to hold back
the emotion to organize the funeral for my son,” Gia said
by phone from neighboring Ha Tinh province, where
another 10 victims were from.

Cloth-wrapped coffins arrived at Hanoi’s Noi Bai
Airport early yesterday and were loaded into the back of a
fleet of waiting ambulances, state media showed. The bod-
ies would be taken to the homes of their next of kin in
Nghe An, Ha Tinh and Quang Binh provinces, the foreign
ministry said. Vietnamese and British authorities continued
to coordinate to repatriate the remaining bodies, it added
without giving further details.

Police in Vietnam have arrested 10 people in connection
with the deaths. On Monday, the British driver of the truck
admitted plotting to assist unlawful immigration and
acquiring criminal property. “This is a very difficult time,”
Britain’s ambassador to Vietnam, Gareth Ward, said in a
video statement released yesterday. “But I promise the
families and the Vietnamese people as a whole that we will

continue to boost the cooperation between the UK and
Vietnam to prevent human trafficking and protect vulnera-
ble people here.”

Funeral for a friend
The grisly discovery last month on an industrial estate

near London, a magnet for Vietnamese migrants, has shone
a spotlight on the people-smuggling trade bringing the
poor of Asia, Africa and the Middle East on perilous jour-
neys to the West. In Vietnam, poor job prospects, environ-
mental disasters and the promise of financial rewards are
all factors pushing people to leave. Even though the cost
of getting to Europe can run into thousands of dollars for
migrants ready to pay for a so-called “VIP” service, they
believe they can make enough money to justify the risk.

Families of the victims, all aged between 15 and 44, have
been plagued by confusion and anguish over how to get
the bodies home. The families would have to pay for the
repatriation of the bodies, costing up to 2,208 pounds
($2,830) each, according to a foreign ministry statement
seen by Reuters. The Nov 14 statement said the
Vietnamese government would advance the payment,
which families could repay later. Among the victims was
18-year-old Hoang Van Tiep, the youngest of three siblings
who dropped out of school at 15 and left illegally for
France a year later, where he worked in a Vietnamese-
owned restaurant. He had begged his parents to help fund
his “VIP” move to Britain. They had tried to persuade him
not to go, but eventually relented, his mother told Reuters.
At his family home in Dien Chau yesterday, devastated rel-
atives surrounded his coffin with flowers, incense, and a
large photograph of Tiep wearing a calm and confident
expression upon his face. His friends described him as
young, cheerful, and “looking for love”. — Reuters 

NGHE AN: Crowds look on as relatives carry the casket bearing the body of Nguyen Van Hung arrives
in Dien Chau district, Nghe An province yesterday after being repatriated from Britain. — AFP 

NGO accuses N Korea 
of institutionalized 
child sex abuse
SEOUL: North Korean children are “constantly in danger”
of sexual abuse and resulting social stigma without any
chance to seek legal protection, a Seoul-based rights
group said yesterday. Activists with PSCORE, or People
for Successful Corean Reunification, interviewed more
than 200 young male and female North Koreans who had
fled to settle in the affluent, democratic South for a study
on child abuse at home, at school and in state facilities
such as prison camps and orphanages.

In a 195-page report, “Inescapable Violence: Child
Abuse within North Korea”, the group described sexual
abuse as “institutionalized and widely accepted as a nor-
mal part of life”. “Children are constantly in danger of
being sexually harassed, and have no legal recourse avail-
able to them,” the report said. At school, for instance,
teachers are “most often the perpetrators” who could
physically harass female pupils and openly make lewd

comments. In one instance, a defector in her 20s testified
her teacher said during class that one of the students must
have “better stamina for sexual intercourse” because she
had darker skin.

Another defector who said she became a trader at age

14 to make a living said she had struggled to keep men
from groping her breasts and buttocks while travelling to
markets by buses and trains. One day she saw a stranger
man rape a woman lying next to her at a dark inn room
that dozens of people shared due to train failure, but her
aunt sleeping nearby forced her to keep quiet to avoid
“inviting trouble”.

Gathering information in North Korea is notoriously
difficult, and Reuters was unable to independently verify
the defectors’ accounts. North Korea has previously
rejected criticism over human rights abuses as false accu-
sations aimed at toppling its regime. Last year, Human
Rights Watch also reported “endemic” sexual abuse in
North Korea based on interviews with some 100 defec-
tors, although it acknowledged its survey was too limited
to provide a generalized sample.

PSCORE said the rampant abuses constitute a breach
of a UN convention on children’s rights, to which North
Korea is a signatory. UN investigators have also criti-
cized human rights violations in North Korea including
the use of political prison camps where executions, rape
and starvation take place. “The lack of government
response crystallizes the notion that child sexual abuse
is tolerated, and results in the rampant social stigmatiza-
tion that prevents victims from reporting their abuse,”
PSCORE said. — Reuters

Saudi-led coalition 
to free 200 Houthis
amid peace push
RIYADH: A Saudi-led military coalition said Tuesday it will
release 200 Yemeni rebels and permit some flights from
the insurgent-held capital Sanaa, as efforts to end the
nearly five-year conflict gain momentum. The initiatives
coincide with a lull in Houthi attacks on Saudi Arabia and
come after a senior official in Riyadh this month said it had
an “open channel” with the Iran-aligned rebels.

Patients needing medical care will be allowed to be
flown out of Sanaa airport, which has been closed to
commercial flights since 2016, coalition spokesman Turki
Al-Maliki said in a statement released by the official
Saudi Press Agency. The coalition has decided “to release
200 prisoners of the Houthi militia” and will facilitate
flights from Sanaa for “people in need of medical care” in
cooperation with the World Health Organization, the
statement added.

The decision was hailed by the Houthis, with senior
leader Mohammed Ali Al-Houthi calling for a “mass recep-
tion” to welcome the released rebels.  “We welcome the
coalition decision... (and) call for them to end torture and
abuse until all detainees and prisoners are freed,” Houthi, a
senior figure in the rebels’ political leadership, said on
Twitter. The Saudi-led coalition launched a military inter-
vention in Yemen in 2015 in support of the country’s inter-
nationally recognized government.  It reportedly hoped for
a quick win against the Houthis, but instead waded into a
quagmire that has cost it billions of dollars and sparked a
humanitarian catastrophe that has claimed tens of thou-
sands of lives.

Riyadh now appears buoyed by a power sharing agree-

ment it brokered earlier this month in a separate conflict
between Yemen’s internationally recognized government
and southern separatists, which observers said could pave
the way for a wider peace deal in the multi-faceted war.
Further raising hopes, a senior official in Riyadh subse-
quently said the Saudis have established an “open chan-
nel” with the Houthi rebels. “We don’t close our doors
with the Houthis,” the official, who declined to be named,
told reporters.

‘Something is changing’ 
Yemen, in the grip of what the UN has termed the

world’s worst humanitarian crisis, is widely seen as a proxy
battlefront between Sunni powerhouse Saudi Arabia and
its Shiite rival Iran. Tuesday’s development “is positive
proof that the Saudi-Huthi talks are real and having at
least a limited tangible impact,” Hussein Ibish, a scholar at
the Arab Gulf States Institute in Washington, told AFP.
“This is more bad news for the rebels’ Iranian backers.”

The development follows a lull in recent weeks after a
spike in rebel missile and drone attacks over the summer
launched from Yemeni territory on Saudi cities. Last
Friday, UN envoy Martin Griffiths said the rate of coalition
air strikes had sharply fallen over the past two weeks, in an
apparent sign that “something is changing in Yemen”.

In a sign of the limits to the new mood however, air
raids on Monday by the Saudi-led coalition killed eight
Huthi rebels near the key western port of Hodeida,
according to local officials. Yemen’s warring parties
agreed under a deal brokered in Sweden last December
to exchange 15,000 prisoners, but the accord has not
been fully implemented. The coalition freed seven Houthi
prisoners in January, and the rebels released 290 coalition
fighters in September.

The Houthis hold Sanaa while the Saudi led-military
coalition controls Yemen’s maritime borders and airspace.
Last year, wounded rebels were flown out of Sanaa for
treatment, in what was seen as a key step ahead of the
December peace talks. — AFP 

Man’s work morphs 
into woman’s world 
CHEGUTU, Zimbabwe: Donning a blue work suit, match-
ing helmet and cement-spattered gumboots, 32-year old
Mateline Mangari heaved a barrow of bricks over the deep
mud cratering her Zimbabwean building site. One of two
women working alongside a dozen men, Mangari could
barely cross the site, a scrap of land near Chegutu farming
town in Zimbabwe’s central Mashonaland West Province.
Accounting had never prepared her for this. “I have no
choice,” she told the Thomson Reuters Foundation.

“I have looked everywhere for employment and have
failed to find any befitting job. So I settled for this con-
struction job after a short course as a brick layer at a local
vocational training centre,” said Mangari, a trained
accountant. She is one of millions of women taking on the
sort of hard, physical jobs once done by men as traditions
break under the strain of a failing economy and working
men go elsewhere. Building was the only way Mangari
could weave a way through Zimbabwe’s chaotic economy
and eke out even a basic living.

A third of the nation’s 300,000 construction workers
are now women, said the Zimbabwe Building Contractors’
Association. Mangari’s lone female colleague on the
Chegutu site, 24-year old Thandi Sibalo, became a labour-
er two years ago when she felt death had left her with no
better option. “While I was in college, training to become a
teacher, I lost my parents and my husband in a horrific
road accident,” she said. “My husband was responsible for
my college fees so his death shattered my dream - and
that’s why I’m here.”

Two decades after farm seizures slashed agricultural
output and sent investors packing, the country’s official
unemployment rate topped 80 percent. In response, men
chased opportunities over the border, leaving women to
pick up the slack at home. “They (men) migrated in their
millions to ... work as laborers on thriving farms in neigh-
boring countries like South Africa and Zambia,” labor rela-
tions expert Denford Hwangwa, who works for the gov-
ernment, told the Thomson Reuters Foundation. “Women
left behind by their migrating husbands have had to fill up
the gaps,” he added.

Making ends meet is hard in a country where inflation
hovers near 300 percent, according to the International
Monetary Fund. Food prices routinely jump, shortages are
rife and opportunities few. Incessant power cuts have cost
manufacturers more than $200 million in lost production
since June, according to the Confederation of Zimbabwe
Industries and Zimbabwe National Chamber of Commerce,
darkening the bleak jobs picture. The result is a new gen-
eration of working women, with no turning back to the
strict, old gender lines, said Thembi Dhlela of Women of
Zimbabwe Arise, a women rights organization. “We all
have to generate money, men and women, through whatev-
er jobs (are) available,” Dhlela told Thomson Reuters
Foundation. “As women, we are breaking those barriers.”
Up to a point, said Catherine Mkwapati, a civil society
activist. “Women have dived into men’s jobs, but back in
their homes, the women still toil on their own, carrying out
a litany of ... domestic chores,” she said. — Reuters

PYONGYANG: A child drives a miniature electric toy car
across Kim Il Sung square in Pyongyang. North Korea was
marking the 71st anniversary of its foundation, with a pub-
lic holiday. — AFP 

ADEN: A reinforcement convoy of Yemen’s Security Belt Force dominated by members of the Southern Transitional
Council (STC) seeking independence for southern Yemen, heads from the southern city of Aden to Abyan province,
amid tensions with the forces of Saudi-backed President Abedrabbo Mansour Hadi. — AFP 
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Climate anxiety churns 
up psychological storm

In the melting Arctic, communities are racing to
maintain their way of life. In the rising Pacific, resi-
dents are sounding alarm bells. And in Rhode

Island, Kate Schapira and her husband are not having a
baby. Fears about climate change are prompting
worldwide action, but one knock-on effect in the
United States is mounting anxiety about everything
from plastics to class-based environmental disparities.
Schapira, a 40-year-old senior lecturer in the English
department at Brown University, is addressing that
unease in a number of ways.

The decision not to have children was not just about
concern for their future wellbeing amid environmental
degradation, she explained, but also about not wanting
“my sense of responsibility to the world to shrink
down to the size of one person”. Schapira also says she
has likely taken her last flight. She said she was trou-
bled that people were treating her climate fears “like a
personal, individual problem,” she said, and she wanted
to “see if that was actually the case.”

So in 2014, Schapira started setting up a “climate
anxiety” booth in public spaces, such as farmers’ mar-
kets. It’s a bit like Lucy’s psychiatry stall from the
beloved comic “Peanuts”. “Climate anxiety counseling,
5 cents. The doctor is in,” the booth’s sign reads, wel-
coming passersby in Providence to talk about their
fears. As it turns out, Schapira was far from alone. 

Widespread worry 
About six in 10 Americans say they are at least

“somewhat worried” about global warming and 23 per-
cent say they are “very worried,” according to a sur-
vey conducted by Yale and George Mason universities
in March and April. Anthony Leiserowitz, director of
the Yale Program on Climate Change Communication,
said Americans can be broken into six categories
based on their reaction to climate change, ranging
from alarmed to dismissive.

“The common wisdom is that only upper-middle-
class, white, well-educated, latte-sipping liberals care
about climate change. Turns out that’s not true,”
Leiserowitz said. None of the six groups is majorly
driven by one demographic, he said, with the exception
of the “dismissives” - where “well-educated conserva-
tive white men” reign. They are “dramatically different
in terms of how they perceive the risk than everybody
else” he said, thanks in large part to “a worldview that
we call individualism” - particularly pronounced in that
group. Of course, that same demographic also happens
to control the White House, half of Congress and many
of the nation’s richest companies, such as in the fossil
fuel industry. As the world’s top experts head to Spain
for the UN summit on climate change opening
Monday, Americans must deal with the idea that
President Donald Trump withdrew the US from the
Paris climate accord.

‘Everyone’ has climate anxiety 
For Lise Van Susteren, a Washington-based psychi-

atrist who has been studying the mental health impacts
of climate change for 15 years, refusal to recognize the
potential hazards is common for “people who are try-
ing to deny that they too are vulnerable”. “I actually
have no hesitation in saying that on some level, I
believe that everyone now has some climate anxiety,”
Van Susteren said.

Psychological responses to climate change such as
“conflict avoidance, fatalism, fear, helplessness and
resignation are growing,” according to a 2017 report
by the American Psychological Association and
ecoAmerica. And they coincide with an array of physi-
cal health impacts, such as asthma and allergies. At a
happy hour for environmentalists in Washington, Alicia
Cannon - who works in environmental policy lobbying
- was asked whether she was experiencing any climate
anxiety. Her response: “Oh God, yes.”

“I think a lot of people that work in climate feel
some kind of climate anxiety because it’s such a large-
scale issue and it’s overwhelming and you feel that it’s
overwhelming because of helplessness,” the 23-year-
old said. According to Van Susteren, such feelings can
lead people to question whether their individual
actions are meaningful in light of the vast nature of the
problem. “What we do individually is counted collec-
tively,” she said, indicating that one person’s behaviors
can help establish consequential social norms.

Debbie Chang, 43, who organized a group counsel-
ing session on dealing with climate anxiety on the
National Mall in Washington in May, has also decided
not to have kids and tries to follow a zero-waste poli-
cy. She keeps chopsticks in her purse to avoid single-
use plastic utensils, carries a handkerchief to substi-
tute for paper napkins, and brings a steel container
with her to restaurants for any leftovers she might
want. Chang said until not that long ago, it was diffi-
cult to find information on “climate anxiety, climate
grief, climate despair, climate counseling.” Now
“there’s more... people are starting to realize it’s a
thing,” she added. — AFP 

Elvira Kovtun made her first cheese in a pot in her
kitchen four years ago. Kovtun, a housewife and
mostly self-taught cheesemaker, became so good

that she and her husband decided to turn her passion into
a business. Last month, the high-school sweethearts and
parents of three became the first Russians to win a gold
prize at the World Cheese Awards, with their “Peshernyi”
hard cheese taking the honor at the industry’s equivalent
of the Oscars. “I didn’t think this was possible,” Elvira’s
husband, Vyacheslav Kovtun, told AFP at their small
creamery in the industrial town of Korolyov, outside
Moscow. “Now I believe in everything.”

The family’s success shows how far Russia’s cheese-
making industry has come since President Vladimir Putin
banned Western food imports in 2014 in a tit-for-tat meas-
ure over the Ukraine crisis. Many Russians had developed
a taste for French and Italian cheeses prior to sanctions,
and Moscow seized the opportunity to put in place an
“import substitution” strategy. This supported local entre-
preneurs trying to set up businesses to replace imported
goods. The results were often mixed, however, with many
customers complaining of the higher price and often infe-
rior quality of the Russian-made products. 

But dairy farming and cheese-making have become a
bright spot. According to Russia’s National Association of
Milk Producers, production of cheese and cheese prod-
ucts grew by a third to 670,000 tons a year between 2013
and 2018. Last week Putin confessed he was “somewhat
worried” when the first punitive measures were intro-
duced, but the events of the past few years proved that the
sanctions had worked to “our economy’s advantage”.

‘Ground-breaking’ 
Hundreds of artisanal creameries have cropped up

across the country and some, like the Kovtuns, are winning
top marks from international critics. Elvira and Vyacheslav,
who are both 40 and opened their Korolyov creamery in
2018, had not expected success to come so quickly. When
Elvira called her husband to break the news of the award
last month, she was sobbing, Vyacheslav said. “I got
scared. I thought something terrible had happened,” he
said with a smile.

Their creamery’s website crashed from interest after
the awards were announced and the winning cheese sold
out until April. More than 3,800 cheeses from 42 countries
were in competition at this year’s World Cheese Awards in
Bergamo, Italy, where products are awarded supergold,
gold, silver or bronze prizes. At last year’s competition no
Russian entries were recognized but this year the Kovtuns’
“Cheese & Beer” creamery and three other Russian
cheesemakers won a total of nine awards.

John Farrand, the managing director of the Guild of Fine
Food which organizes the competition, said the Kovtuns
had put Russia on the international cheese map. “Our gold
winners are some of the best in the world and only a small
percentage of entries do this well,” Farrand said, praising
their Peshernyi cheese for “delivering a true sense of ter-
roir”. He said Russia’s lack of the cheese-making heritage
of France or Italy could in some ways be an advantage.
“Free from the pressures of tradition, the country’s artisans
can innovate and produce something ground-breaking and
unique,” Farrand said in written comments to AFP. Elvira
said she spent several years perfecting Peshernyi and the
recipe is a closely guarded secret.

‘Cheese fever’ 
With its nutty and fruity hints, Peshernyi matures for

seven months in a cellar and sells for 1,800 rubles ($28) a

kilo. “I can’t last a day without cheese,” Elvira said, placing
curd grains in molds with the help of an assistant. “These
are all my babies. I love them.”  The Kovtuns now make 20
soft and hard varieties including camembert and truffle
brie, employing a handful of staff. They produce cheeses
five days a week but demand far outstrips supply.

Yevgeny Barabanshchikov, a chef and connoisseur of
European cheeses who traditionally shunned Russian-
made dairy products, went to meet the Kovtuns as soon as
he learned of their success in Bergamo. “My interest is
professional,” said Barabanshchikov, executive chef at
Integrita, a top supplier of high-quality imported food. “I
was very pleased for them because I know the cheese-
making technology,” he told AFP, stressing that hard
cheeses require a lot of investment, expertise and good-
quality milk.

One of the people who has most championed the
Kovtuns is their competitor Oleg Sirota, arguably Russia’s
best-known cheesemaker. “The more good creameries we
have, the more people will trust us,” said the 31-year-old
head of the Union of Russian Cheesemakers. He himself
took his first gold at a regional competition in France in
October. Sirota recalled how Vyacheslav, who owned a
construction firm at the time, ambushed him at a gas sta-
tion outside Moscow in 2016, saying he wanted to learn
the business of cheese-making and was ready to sell his
company. “I was stunned,” Sirota said. They now help each
other, plan to expand their operations and praise Putin for
creating what Sirota calls Russia’s “cheese fever”.
Vyacheslav said Russia’s modern cheesemakers are con-
tinuing a long tradition. “We are not inventing anything
new,” he said. “We made a lot of cheese a hundred years
ago and exported it to Europe and the Baltics. We are now
reviving our forefathers’ recipes.” — AFP 

5 years after ban, Russian cheeses get top marks 

NATO brain dead? 
Macron’s disruptive 
style rattles Europe 
NATO is brain dead, it’s time for a rapprochement with
Russia and there can be no more EU enlargement for
now: President Emmanuel Macron’s abrasive foreign pol-
icy style has caused consternation in Europe and risks
backfiring, analysts say. Since his election in 2017,
Macron has sought to find a major role on the interna-
tional stage and implement his vision for a closely inte-
grated Europe with a powerful France at its heart.

But some of his ideas have found little support from
big EU powers - notably Germany - while the style of
their delivery has left even the closest allies gnashing
their teeth. The tensions are set to be starkly underlined
in the coming days as Macron hosts NATO chief Jens
Stoltenberg for talks on Thursday and then attends a
summit of the alliance in Britain next week. 

“This is the Macron method,” said Tara Varma, head
policy fellow at the European Council on Foreign
Relations in Paris. “Instead of waiting for his partners,
Macron is imposing his tempo and proposing new initia-
tives almost every week,” she said, adding that at the
very least he had “achieved his goal of stimulating and
leading a debate on these issues”.

‘Speak first, think later’ 
Macron’s style and method were exemplified by a

remarkable interview with the Economist published on
Nov 7 where he stated that:

● NATO is undergoing “brain death” due to there
being “no coordination whatsoever of strategic decision-
making between the United States and its NATO allies”.

● Europe must “reconsider our position with Russia”
under President Vladimir Putin “if we want to build
peace”.

● The EU will “disappear” if it cannot think of itself as
a world power amid the increasing risk of a bipolar world
led by a “G2” of China and the US.

● Macron defended blocking EU membership talks
with North Macedonia and Albania and described
Bosnia-Herzegovina as a “time-bomb” due to the large
number of returning jihadists.

“It was profoundly discourteous. This is enough to
assure immediate enmity,” commented Francois
Heisbourg, a special advisor at the Foundation for
Strategic Research. He added: “I understand where
Macron is coming from but I am not sure he knows very
well where he is going,” comparing him to a breakaway
rider in the legendary Tour de France cycle race. Some
analysts are also scathing about the substance of his
arguments, with Jonathan Eyal, associate director at the
Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security
Studies, saying he had “developed a disconcerting ten-
dency to speak first, and only think later.”

One of Macron’s most cherished ideas is serious

European defense cooperation, with The Economist
interview appearing to indicate he believes this could
even one day replace NATO. “Trying to exploit one to
improve the other is wrong and doomed to fail. Macron’s
statements about NATO will not help improve European
defense cooperation,” Jorge Benitez, non-resident senior
fellow at the Atlantic Council, told AFP. “They have
instead weakened NATO further and emboldened Putin.” 

‘Electric shock worked’ 
French officials acknowledge that the interview and

comments on NATO - which German Chancellor Angela
Merkel described as “drastic” - sent shock waves around
European capitals. But they argue that such tactics are
required at a time when change is needed with states
looking to France for leadership as Britain prepares to
leave the EU and Merkel plans to relinquish power.

“What aroused reactions in Europe is the method and
the form,” said a French diplomatic source. “But the elec-
tric shock worked” by forcing a debate on the strategy of
NATO and reinforcing European defence, the source
added. Some German officials have also suggested that
Berlin needs to assume more of a leadership role, even as
a weakened Merkel battles declining popularity at home
and accusations of being a lame duck as she prepares to
leave office in 2021.

“Rather than being repairers, we could be the
providers of Franco-German ideas,” said the head of the
foreign affairs committee of the German Bundestag,
Norbert Roettgen. — AFP 

Migrant hub goes 
from boom to bust 
as measures bite 

Demand for plastic jerry cans has nosedived in the
Niger town of Agadez, and Issa Abdou is unhappy.
“The market is dead,” he said. “There are no more

migrants passing through.” Once a fabled stop on medieval
trading routes across the Sahara, Agadez blossomed half a
dozen years ago into a modern-day hub for caravans of a
different type - convoys of Africans desperate to reach
Europe. Their demand bred a huge industry, from smug-
glers and drivers to accommodation, food and blankets -
and Abdou’s jerry cans, essential for water and fuel.

The lucrative business continued despite measures in
2015 that made migrant trafficking a crime punishable by
30 years in prison. But activity has slumped since the start
of the year. Under an EU-backed plan, patrols have been
beefed up across the desert to dissuade migrants, and
smugglers are being offered financial incentives to give up
their trade. Today, the estimated number of migrants pass-
ing through Niger has fallen from 100,000-150,000 a
year pre-2016 to 5,000-10,000.

On a visit to Niamey in February, Italian Prime Minister
Giuseppe Conte said the tally of illegal migrants turning up on
his country’s shores had dropped by 80 percent. In Agadez,
the courtyards of buildings where migrants used to hole up
awaiting their departure have emptied out. The strategy may
have helped dam the flow of illegal migration to Europe, but
its impact on the local economy has been severe.

‘Totally busted’ 
Migrants are hardly known for their wealth. Even so, an

individual can expect to shell out 200,000-250,000 CFA
francs ($335-$420) to pay for a week’s housing and food
and the transport to Libya, said Bachir Amma, who heads
an association of former migrant smugglers. “It’s disastrous
here in Agadez. From the sellers of jerry cans to small
restaurants, from the middle men to the smugglers... the
whole migratory chain is broken and people have nothing,”
said Nigerian journalist Ibrahim Manzo Diallo.

“Everyone is afraid. If you’re caught with a migrant,
you’re screwed,” said Idrissa Salifou, a former smuggler.
“You’re sent straight to (the capital) Niamey. We’re totally
busted,” he said. “At one time, I could personally oversee
the departure of 13 small vehicles, each carrying from 10
to 31 people, and I’d pick up more than three million CFA
francs.” In those halcyon times, every Monday a convoy of
between 300 and 400 smaller vehicles and 70 to 115 large
trucks would roll out of Agadez. Its destination was Libya’s
Mediterranean coast, where rubber dinghies and flimsy
vessels awaited for the perilous crossing to Europe. These
weekly convoys carried “as many as 12,000 people”,
Salifou said. As for small businesses, Abdou recalled selling
as many as 100 jerry cans a day, charging 4,000 CFA
francs apiece.

‘More dangerous routes’ 
Grim-faced under a blue turban, fellow trader

Mohamed Moussa also sells items for the migrants’ sur-
vival kit. “In two months I’ve sold fewer than a dozen blan-
kets and mats,” he complained. The days of buses packed
with migrants rolling in from Niamey are just a memory, as
are the queues of people outside banks, waiting to pick up
money wired by their families. According to a security
source, “reckless migrants” are taking “new, more danger-

ous routes” to enter Libya, even though the North African
country has gained a hellish reputation since Muammar
Gaddafi fell in 2011.

The International Organization for Migration (OIM)
reports that it has helped more than 40,000 migrants to
return to their homelands voluntarily since Niger’s 2015
law. The carrot-and-stick approach under the new plan
includes an offer of 1.5 million CFA francs to help “former
suppliers” convert to other income sources. In Abdou’s
case, that might be farming, while Salifou is considering
going into the restaurant sector. “But so far only 521 of a
total 6,565 people have received” the aid, said Amma.
Salifou urged the government in Niamey and the EU “to
honor their commitment”. Otherwise, he warned, “patience
has its limits”. — AFP 

“Cheese & Beer” creamery co-owner Elvira Kovtun (right) and her assistant Liza produce cheeses at their creamery in the industrial town of Korolyov on Nov 7, 2019. — AFP 

In this file photo taken on March 31, 2017, West African people
coming back to Niger after fleeing Libya due to armed groups,
arrive on a pickup in Agadez following their failed attempt to
reach Europe by crossing the Mediterranean. — AFP 
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SEPANG: A worker prepares to unload palm oil fruits from a lorry at a factory in Sepang, outside Kuala Lumpur. — AFP 
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KUALA LUMPUR: Companies that make top brands
including Kit Kat chocolate and Dove soap may face
fines if they fail to buy more green palm oil under new
rules aimed at improving the controversial industry’s
environmental sustainability. Green groups cautiously
welcomed the move from the Roundtable on Sustainable
Palm Oil (RSPO), a watchdog that sets environmentally-
friendly standards and brings together a wide range of
industry players, but were sceptical the rules would be
strictly enforced.

The world’s most widely used vegetable oil is found in
everything from biscuits to make-up, but has long drawn
the ire of environmentalists who blame it for fuelling
widespread deforestation. Swathes of jungle, particularly
in the world’s top producers Indonesia and Malaysia,
continue to be cleared as plantations expand aggressive-
ly, laying waste to the habitats of a kaleidoscope of rare
animals, including endangered orangutans and Borneo
pygmy elephants.

Consumer pressure has increased in the West as
activists mount strident campaigns denouncing the
destructive industry, leading some companies to cut back
on the commodity or stop using it entirely. Public disgust
was underlined last year when millions viewed a

Christmas advert from British supermarket chain Iceland,
which has stopped using palm oil in its own-brand prod-
ucts, featuring a cartoon orangutan telling a little girl its
jungle home had been destroyed.

Iceland’s managing director had previously criticized
the “agonizingly slow” progress in sustainable palm oil
production. The RSPO was established in 2004 to pro-
mote green palm oil, and developed criteria for growers
who want their product certified as “sustainable”. These
include a ban on logging virgin forests for plantations
and reducing use of fires - which sometimes burn out of
control and spew toxic haze into the air - to clear land,
but activists regularly criticize the body for failing to
enforce its rules.

Green credentials 
Joining the Kuala Lumpur-headquartered body is vol-

untary and it has attracted over 4,000 members, including
growers, consumer goods giants and traders. Nineteen
percent of palm oil globally is now RSPO-certified. Major
companies value membership as it boosts their green cre-
dentials and losing it can bring a flood of negative publici-
ty. When Kit Kat maker Nestle was thrown out last year
for breaching the rules, they regained their membership

within weeks after scrambling to meet requirements.
Critics however say progress towards making the

industry more environmentally friendly has been ham-
pered as major firms such as Nestle and Unilever, which
owns Dove, are not purchasing enough of the more
expensive sustainable oil, discouraging farmers from
growing it. In a bid to force them into action, the watch-
dog will require companies to increase their purchases of
sustainable palm oil by 15 percent every year or potential-
ly face fines or suspension from the body.

“The production of RSPO-certified palm oil has for
years been well ahead of the demand for sustainable palm
oil,” Carl Bek-Nielsen, chief executive director of
Malaysia-based palm oil grower United Plantations said.
“However, there is now hope for change.” But environ-
mentalists voiced doubts over whether companies would
accurately report how much sustainable oil they were
buying and noted that details on fines and enforcement
had not yet been made public. “I am hopeful - but I am not
that positive,” said Annisa Rahmawati, a Greenpeace
forests campaigner. 

‘Keep to the rules’ 
The RSPO’s board of governors recently endorsed the

measures and is encouraging members to start working
towards them next year, but precise details of sanctions
are still being worked out. Nestle, whose products also
include Smarties and Quality Street chocolates, said it was
committed to having 100 percent of its palm oil certified
by the green body by 2023.

Critics say the Swiss food giant has a long way to go.
Last year Nestle’s sustainable palm oil use reached 56
percent in Europe but in China, where there is less con-
sumer pressure, the figure was zero, according to data the
company provided to the RSPO. Anglo-Dutch giant
Unilever, which also makes Ben and Jerry’s ice cream, wel-
comed the watchdog’s new rules. “Our ambition is to make
sustainable palm oil commonplace,” the company said.

But some said the watchdog should in the first
instance ensure growers were complying with basic
standards that ensure palm oil is sustainable. “There is
little point in all these companies buying more certified
palm oil, if the companies producing it are not keeping to
the rules,” a spokeswoman for the Environmental
Investigation Agency, which has produced reports criti-
cal of the green body said. The RSPO has rebuffed
claims in the EIA’s reports, and insists it is still the best
system to tackle issues in the industry. —AFP 

The green palm oil push 

Kit Kat, Dove makers could face fines

Audi to slash 
9,500 jobs
in Germany 
FRANKFURT AM MAIN: German lux-
ury carmaker Audi said Tuesday it planned
to slash 9,500 jobs in Germany by 2025
as part of a massive overhaul to help
finance a costly switch to electric vehicles.
The job cuts will be achieved through an
early retirement program and natural
turnover at its two German plants, the
company said in a statement. At the same
time, the Volkswagen subsidiary said it
would create 2,000 new jobs in the areas
of electromobility and digitization as it
pivots to the smarter, cleaner cars of
tomorrow. 

The shake-up comes as Audi, like other
carmakers, grapples with slowing demand
in a weaker global economy, tougher pol-
lution rules and the huge investments
needed for the battery-powered era. “In
times of upheaval, we are making Audi

more agile and more efficient,” said CEO
Bram Schot. “This will increase productiv-
ity and sustainably strengthen the com-
petitiveness of our German plants.”

The remaining roughly 50,000 workers
at Audi’s Ingolstadt and Neckarsulm fac-
tories will have job security until the end
of 2029 under the hard-fought deal struck
with labor representatives. “We have
reached an important milestone,” said
Peter Mosch, head of Audi’s works coun-
cil. “The extension of the employment
guarantee is a great success in difficult
times.” Audi said the reorganization would
help boost earnings by six billion euros
($6.6 billion) by 2029, keeping the premi-
um brand on track to reach a profit margin
of nine to 11 percent.

New CEO 
The jobs cull comes after Audi was hit

by falling sales, revenues and operating
profits over the first nine months of 2019.
But the company is far from alone in feel-
ing the pain from an industry in the throes
of transformation and buffeted by the
knock-on effects from US-China trade
tensions and Brexit uncertainty. German
car parts suppliers Bosch and Continental

have themselves announced thousands of
job cuts to slash costs, while Mercedes-
Benz maker Daimler is reportedly planning
to axe 1,100 managerial roles. 

Hoping to turn the tide at Audi, the
Volkswagen group earlier this month said
it had picked former BMW purchasing
chief Markus Duesmann to replace Schot
as the brand’s chief executive from April.
Under Schot, Audi suffered more than
other German manufacturers from the
introduction last year of strict new emis-
sions testing standards in the European
Union, which led to expensive production
bottlenecks.

And like its rivals, Audi is spending bil-
lions on new technologies, including bat-
tery-electric and hybrid vehicles, connec-
tivity and autonomous driving. But the firm
last year also had to pay an 800-million-
euro fine over its role in the “dieselgate”
scandal. The saga erupted in 2015 when the
Volkswagen group admitted to installing
cheating devices in 11 million diesel cars
worldwide to dupe regulatory emissions
tests. Audi’s engineers are suspected of
having helped developed the software used
to make cars emit less pollutants under lab
testing conditions than on the road. — AFP 

Tesla and Ford
trade challenges
in macho 
truck world
SAN FRANCISCO: Tesla and Ford were in a
virtual stare-down on Tuesday in the macho
truck world, each claiming their electric pick-
up was strongest. Dueling tough talk was
exchanged on Twitter after Tesla chief execu-
tive Elon Musk posted a video of a freshly-
unveiled “Cybertruck” trouncing a Ford F-150
in a tug-of-war. The video had logged nearly
13 million views at Twitter as of early Tuesday
in California, and been “retweeted” more than
110,000 times.

In the clip, a wedge-shaped Cybertruck
drags an F-150 uphill, with smoke coming from
the Ford’s rear wheels as it tries to go downhill.
“Better than a Ford F-150, faster than a
Porsche 911,” Musk claimed in an earlier tweet.
Ford Motor Company vice president Sunny
Madra issued a challenge to Musk in response

to the video, “Hey @Elon, send us a
Cybertruck and we will do the apples to
apples test for you,” Madra tweeted. “Bring it
on,” Musk fired back.

Musk’s boasts ignited online debate, with
Ford defenders arguing the F-150 was at a dis-
advantage for reasons that included lacking a
load to enhance rear-wheel drive traction and
that the Cybertruck may have gotten a head-
start. Tesla’s new electric pickup truck has
secured almost 150,000 orders, Musk said on
Twitter just two days after its big reveal went
embarrassingly wrong. The billionaire Tesla
co-founder floundered on stage in California
last week when the vehicle’s armored glass
windows cracked in a demonstration intended
to prove their indestructible design.

The industrial-looking Cybertruck is covered
in the same steel alloy Musk plans to use for his
SpaceX Starship rocket and will be able to go
from 0 to 100 kilometers per hour in about three
seconds, the Tesla chief executive claimed in his
presentation. He said the entry-level model will
have a starting price of $39,900 and a 400-kilo-
meter range, while a deluxe option will be able
to travel twice the distance and will sell for
$69,900. No date has been given for its release,
but analysts said it would not be ready before
the end of 2021 at the earliest. — AFP 
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EXCHANGE RATES

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 304.500
Euro 337.230
Sterling Pound 393.110
Canadian dollar 230.420
Turkish lira 53.330
Swiss Franc 307.110
US Dollar Buying 297.050

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.791
Indian Rupees 4.268
Pakistani Rupees 1.969
Srilankan Rupees 1.678
Nepali Rupees 2.659
Singapore Dollar 224.060
Hongkong Dollar 38.903
Bangladesh Taka 3.552
Philippine Peso 5.993
Thai Baht 10.112
Malaysian ringgit 77.877

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.254
Qatari Riyal 83.688
Omani Riyal 791.423
Bahraini Dinar 809.090
UAE Dirham 82.959

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 21.350

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Egyptian Pound - Transfer 18.931
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.223
Tunisian Dinar 111.130
Jordanian Dinar 429.810
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 0.203
Syrian Lira 0.000
Morocco Dirham 32.188

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 304.140
Canadian Dollar 229.195
Sterling Pound 393.585
Euro 307.059
Swiss Frank 305.750
Bahrain Dinar 808.820
UAE Dirhams 83.210
Qatari Riyals 84.445
Saudi Riyals 82.000
Jordanian Dinar 430.255
Egyptian Pound 18.909
Sri Lankan Rupees 1.679
Indian Rupees 4.247
Pakistani Rupees 1.958
Bangladesh Taka 3.536
Philippines Pesso 5.996
Cyprus pound 18.095
Japanese Yen 3.790
Syrian Pound 1.590
Nepalese Rupees 2.651
Malaysian Ringgit 73.665

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.383913 0.397813
Czech Korune 0.005114 0.014414
Danish Krone 0.040763 0.045763
Euro 0.327514 0.341214
Georgian Lari 0.102015 0.102015
Hungarian 0.000905 0.001095
Norwegian Krone 0.029096 0.034296
Romanian Leu 0.053108 0.069958
Russian ruble 0.004747 0.004747
Slovakia 0.009104 0.019104
Swedish Krona 0.027646 0.032646
Swiss Franc 0.298378 0.309378

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.197825 0.209825
New Zealand Dollar 0.189116 0.198616

America
Canadian Dollar 0.223774 0.232774
US Dollars 0.300400 0.305700
US Dollars Mint 0.300900 0.305700

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003001 0.003802

Chinese Yuan 0.041900 0.045400
Hong Kong Dollar 0.036805 0.039555
Indian Rupee 0.003623 0.004395
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000017 0.000023
Japanese Yen 0.002703 0.002883
Korean Won 0.000248 0.000263
Malaysian Ringgit 0.069029 0.075029
Nepalese Rupee 0.002626 0.002966
Pakistan Rupee 0.001295 0.002065
Philippine Peso 0.005952 0.006252
Singapore Dollar 0.217336 0.227336
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001319 0.001899
Taiwan 0.009851 0.010031
Thai Baht 0.009739 0.010289
Vietnamese Dong 0.000013 0.000013

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.801546 0.809596
Egyptian Pound 0.018719 0.021459
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000086
Iraqi Dinar 0.000211 0.000271
Jordanian Dinar 0.423492 0.432492
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000151 0.000251
Moroccan Dirhams 0.021202 0.045202
Omani Riyal 0.785782 0.793674
Qatar Riyal 0.082983 0.083817
Saudi Riyal 0.080113 0.081413
Syrian Pound 0.001291 0.001511
Tunisian Dinar 0.102731 0.110731
Turkish Lira 0.046019 0.055684
UAE Dirhams 0.082271 0.083097
Yemeni Riyal 0.000990 0.001070

Chinese Yuan Renminbi 43.665
Thai Bhat 11.055
Turkish Lira 53.325
Singapore dollars 223.338

NBK Economic Update

Frozen harvest leaves 
bitter taste for sugar 
beet farmers in US
HALLOCK: Weather during harvest season in the
US Red River Valley, a fertile sugar beet region in
Minnesota and North Dakota, has to farmers felt
like a series of plagues. Rain and snow pelted crops
in September and October. That was followed by a
blizzard, and then warm temperatures that left fields
a boggy mess. 

Next came a deep freeze, ruining the under-
ground sugar beet crop, and dealing a harsh blow
to farm incomes. “I can take a couple of perils from
Mother Nature and after that I’m on my knees,”
said Dan Younggren, 59, who was unable to harvest
500 acres of sugar beets, or 40% of his plantings
near Hallock, Minnesota. “We’ve never had a situa-
tion like this.”

Extreme weather has hampered planting and har-
vesting of corn, soybeans, and other crops through-
out 2019 across the United States and Canadian farm
belts. But in Minnesota and North Dakota, which
accounted for 56% of the US sugar beet acres this
year, the freeze is a double whammy. Sugar beet
growers’ contracts with processors, which operate as
farmer-owned cooperatives, require those who leave
unharvested acres to pay a fee to the cooperative so
it can pay its bills in leaner years.

Younggren’s five-generation farm must pay
American Crystal Sugar a fixed cost of $343 for
every unharvested acre, totaling roughly $171,500
to be docked from payments for beets he did har-
vest. On Monday, the US government authorized
the import of an additional 100,000 short tons of
Mexican refined sugar due to the harvest issues.
The United States is the world’s third-largest sugar
importer after Indonesia and China, buying 2.8 mil-
lion tons in 2018-19, according to the US
Department of Agriculture. —Reuters

LONDON: World shares made another push for a
record high yesterday after US President Donald
Trump said Washington and Beijing were in the final
throes of inking an initial trade deal. Early European
trading was subdued, with MSCI’s all-country world
index now within 0.4%, or 2 points, of its record high
from January 2018. London, Frankfurt, Paris and Wall
Street futures all rose, and though Shanghai struggled
after Chinese industrial company profits shrank,
Australian shares reached record highs and Japan’s
Nikkei drew support from the growing likelihood of
extra fiscal stimulus.

A senior Japanese ruling party official said yesterday
he believed the government was striving to compile a
supportive spending package
worth about 10 trillion yen
($92 billion). “Something will
come out of the phase one
(Sino-US trade) talks,” said
TD Securities Senior Global
Strategist James Rossiter.
“Rolling back tariffs to where
they were in August, with the
December ones put on hold
or cancelled maybe.” But he
said the two countries were
unlikely to go beyond that,
and China’s declining industrial profits underscored the
economic strain exerted by the tensions.

In currency markets, the dollar was stronger against
developed and emerging currencies, with dollar/yen
holding above 109 and euro/dollar steady at $1.10. That
was despite softer-than-expected US economic data
on Tuesday, which showed a fourth straight monthly
contraction in consumer confidence and an unexpected
drop in new home sales in October. Sterling scuttled
sideways as pre-election opinion polls showed some
narrowing of the Conservative lead over opposition
parties, although Prime Minister Boris Johnson is still
favored gain an overall majority.

The reaction to the polls squeeze has been mod-
est as the prospect of another hung parliament rais-
es the prospect of some form of coalition govern-
ment made up of parties supporting a second Brexit
referendum. “So far, the market has been relatively
complacent when it comes to the risks ahead,” said
Thu Lan Nguyen, FX strategist at Commerzbank.
“Yes, the Tories still have the lead, but they’re cer-
tainly not gaining.” 

YouGov will release seat-by-seat predictions of the
election outcome at 2200 GMT. The ‘multilevel regres-
sion’ and ‘post-stratification’ model accurately pre-
dicted the 2017 hung parliament, so it will be closely
watched. Polling is certainly not infallible though,

Thu Lan Nguyen pointed
out. Before the 2016 Brexit
referendum, most surveys
had predicted the UK would
vote to remain in  the
European Union.

No fear
Another signal of the ris-

ing market confidence was
the CBOE VIX equity volatil-
ity index, the so-called fear
gauge, subsiding to seven-

month lows. It is now less than half the level it was in
August, when US-China talks looked close to collaps-
ing, and a third of last December’s level when stock
markets were pulled lower by trade angst and rising
interest rates.

Kay Van-Petersen, global macro strategist at Saxo
Capital Markets in Singapore, said while Sino-U.S.
trade headlines may be driving some tactical, near-
term moves in the market, they were mostly just
“noise”. The broader market direction is “about the
accommodative Fed and accommodative monetary
policy and the fact that structurally the meta-trend is
still lower in yields and rates,” he said. China had

seized on the plunge in borrowing costs to issue its
biggest international bond ever on Tuesday. 

Some analysts said a renewed fall  in US and
European bond yields this week also pointed to more
mechanical explanations beyond trade for rising equity
prices. US Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell said
on Monday that monetary policy was “well positioned”
to support the strong US labor market. In emerging
markets, traders were watching Brazil’s real, which fell
to a record low, below the troughs of the 2015 reces-

sion, despite central bank intervention. 
Among the main commodities, oil prices edged low-

er after reaching their highest since late September on
the reassuring trade headlines. US West Texas
Intermediate crude was down 0.21% at $58.29 per
barrel. Global benchmark Brent crude lost 0.11% to
$64.20 per barrel. Safe-haven gold changed hands at
$1,458.33 per ounce on the spot market, down 0.2%
on the day and heading for its worst month in almost
three years after a 3.5% drop. —Reuters

Safe-haven gold heads for worst month in almost three years

World stocks near record highs; 
index climbs 2 points on hopes

FRANKFURT AM MAIN: Christine Lagarde, President of the European Central Bank (ECB), gives her signa-
ture to be printed on Euro banknotes in Frankfurt am Main yesterday. —AFP

Rising current 
spending leads 
to budget deficit 
KUWAIT: Preliminary data from the Ministry of
Finance shows that the budget registered a deficit
of KD 745.5 million during this fiscal year (starting
April) up to October. After mandatory transfers to
the Reserves for Future Generations fund (RFGF)
(10% of total revenues), the deficit stood at KD 1.8
billion, financed mainly through General Reserve
Fund (GRF) withdrawals, since no treasury bills and
domestic bonds were issued during the fiscal year
due to the expiry of the debt law. 

The rise in the deficit came amid a decline in
Kuwait Export Crude (KEC) prices, frail energy
demand, and capped production. Oil revenues
declined as well on lower production, suggesting a
moderate growth outlook, despite expansionary fis-
cal policies. Despite the decline in KEC from
$71.2/bbl in April to $60.5/bbl in October and the
capped oil production at 2,693 tb/d (April- October
2019) due to OPEC+ agreement, total revenues dur-
ing this fiscal up to October was slightly higher than
anticipated, reaching KD10.1 billion, around 64.1%
of estimated revenues for the 2019/2020 budget
because the budget was based on a lower oil price
assumption of $55/bbl. 

Nevertheless, compared to the corresponding
period of last year, total budgetary oil revenues
declined by 18.6% y/y as KEC prices and oil pro-
duction fell by 8.6% and 1.2% y/y during the
period April-October 2019, respectively. Non-oil
revenues increased by 15.0% up to October 2019,
driven by the rise in taxes and fees as well as oth-
er revenues by 15.1% and 13.3%, respectively.
However, due to the small size of non-oil revenues
(less than 10% of total revenues), government
total revenues declined for the first seven months

of the fiscal year by 16.5%y/y.
Total spending registered a notable rise of 20.8%

y/y for the fiscal year running up until October,
boosted by higher than normal increase in current
spending. The increase in current spending was
driven by three key factors. First, the significant
increase in compensation of employees by 50.6% to
KD 3.6 billion, which cannot be easily explained but
may be related to timing problems. 

Second, grants rose by 10% y/y, reflecting the
continuous increases in government transfers to
government related entities, which depend, to a
large extent, on those transfers. Third, purchases of
goods and services increased by 9.6% y/y. These
recurrent outlays categories account for more than
76% of total expenditure with limited scope to
adjust. On the other hand, capital expenditures
declined by 12.1% y/y to KD 860.6 million, reflect-
ing softness in project awards and completion
delays as several projects have been shifted from
the second half of 2019 to early 2020.

The State Audit Bureau in its recent report
emphasized the need for fiscal discipline and serious
measures to reduce the impact of oil price fluctua-
tions on the budget through diversifying budget
revenue sources. In the absence of a debt law, per-
sistent large deficits could lead to the GRF deple-
tion over the next few years. This could have an
adverse impact on foreign investors’ sentiment and
Kuwait credit ratings, although the large resources
in the RFGF could still support Kuwait good stand-
ing in the long run. Withdrawals from the GRF dur-
ing the past five years have accelerated with total
resources standing at KD 20.6 billion at end-
September 2019. 

This calls for implementing fiscal measures to
reign in budget deficits and preserve what is left of
the GRF resources. Diversifying the sources of rev-
enues should stabilize the fiscal stance in the medi-
um and long term, promote sound fiscal manage-
ment, and reduce the heavy reliance on highly
uncertain oil revenues.

Chinese 
shares fall on

weak industrial
profits
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Al Mulla Motors, a leader in the automotive
industry and a benchmark for customer service
excellence, has announced the official launch of

its CARMAX 3S facility (used car and aftersales net-
work) – a new arm of the group that will service and
repair multi-brand cars while also selling certified
pre-owned vehicles. The launch follows the recent
inauguration of a used car showroom in Al Rai, multi-
brand CARMAX car service center in Fahaheel and
Parts outlet in Shuwaikh. Al Mulla Motors expanding
its expertise and offering its services to customers
with all makes and models of cars across Kuwait.

CARMAX is very popular brand under the portfo-
lio of Al Mulla group. This brand established in
2010 with pre-owned certified used car business
and in 2012 diversified the brand to OES parts
business to cater almost all the Japanese, Korean
and American brands. 

Carmax is dedicated in providing an unrivalled
choice of pre-owned vehicles of the best quality at
the best price. This is simply because we want to
ensure the best car buying experience in Kuwait for
each of our customers. From Mitsubishi and Acura,
we are the right place to buy your dream car

because each car at Carmax offers the best value.

At Carmax, all our vehicles are inspected by trained
technicians and pass multi–stage testing procedures to
become eligible for Carmax. In addition to the impec-
cable condition of our used and certified cars, we also
have a number of very low mileage cars that are care-
fully used by company managers. Our customers’ ori-
ented approach is renowned because of the special
benefits we offer our customers at Carmax.

Carmax displays Mitsubishi and Acura for an attrac-
tive price offer that meets different budgets; from
ASX 2017, Outlander 2017, Eclipse Cross 2018,
Pajero 2018, Montero Sport 2016 to Lancer 2016.
Further to the guaranteed best prices, Carmax’s
amazing package includes many other value added
features such as: Scheduled Maintenance,
Manufacturer’s Warranty, Free registration and insur-
ance, Managers’ Usage.

You can visit us at Al Rai, Block 4, Ali Mubarak Al
Doub St. next to Ace hardware, Mobile numbers
50817770- 99905747, 

Within the growing number of Independent Service

Centers (ISC) in the market, Al Mulla motors is com-
mitted to take this new opportunity and develop
their first service center based on ISC concept with
their own CARMAX brand identify. The repairs are
performed by professionally trained multi brand
experienced technicians using most modern tools
and equipments without compromise on repair qual-
ity. They strictly follow dealership standard in all
their process and committed to deliver the best cus-
tomer experience thru their facility.

They aim to enhance their customers’ overall experi-
ence by promoting unique features such as automat-
ed vehicle repair status notification, online booking,
online payment and much more, which itself is a
highest benchmark. They also offer CARMAX serv-
ice to their fleet customers using Mobile Service
solutions.

Over the past six decades, Al Mulla Motors has
become a leader in the automotive sector thanks to
its focus on providing high-quality service and con-
venience using advanced technology to ensure supe-
rior customer experience.

They offer wide range of service and the prices are

highly challenging to make it hard for anyone in the
market to compete.

With the launch of CARMAX, Al Mulla Motors is
entering an emerging and growing Kuwait market for
pre-owned vehicles and multiband vehicle servicing. 
Benefit from their exclusive offer for only KD 7 get
oil and filter service with 17 free check - up points.

For more information on CARMAX service center,
please call 23923957. Alternatively, you can visit
their Aftersales facility located in Fahaheel, Al
Dabbous Street between 7:30 a.m. and 8:00 p.m

The Carmax spare parts for all models and make,
offering affordable prices and best quality.  Carmax
products are engineered and developed by reliable
OEM suppliers and these products are even validat-
ed in the local market before they start selling. The
products range covering Oil Filters, Coolant,
Lubricants, Air Cleaner Elements, Brake pad and
rotors, Batteries and Tyres etc.

Visit our shop at Shuwaikh Canada Dry Str. ,
Telephone number 249 2702- 05,
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KPC and EQUATE
to inaugurate 4th 
KIACS Conference 
KUWAIT: Kuwait Petroleum Company (KPC) &
Subsidiaries and EQUATE announced yesterday that
they will inaugurate the Kuwait 4th Industrial Automation
and Control Systems (KIACS) Conference 2019, which
will be held at Maha Ballroom- the Regency Hotel, on
December 1st and 2nd, 2019. 

The conference will gather experts in the oil and gas,
technology and other industries to showcase the latest
advancements made in the field of cyber security in
response to evolving threats on industrial control sys-
tems. The conference will be hosted under the Patronage
of Minister of Oil and Minister of Electricity and Water.
KIACS 2019 focuses on the progressive approach in
detecting and eradicating increasingly sophisticated and
complex cyber-attacks against the industry. 

Commenting on the upcoming conference and its
objectives, the head of IT Steering Committee in the K-
Companies and Kuwait National Petroleum Company
Deputy CEO for Projects, Abdulla Fahhad Al-Ajmi, said:
“We reaffirm our commitment to addressing challenges
to our cyber security and the solutions that aim to pro-
tect our industry. At this unique conference, we shall dis-
cuss how to face those threats to the control systems.”

For his part, Vice President for Technical Services at
EQUATE, Nawaf Al-Khaledi, commented: “We are pleased
to contribute to addressing the challenges at every level of
industrial control systems and to share experiences. This
will help develop the necessary governance and compli-
ance measures required to counter these challenges. We
look forward to host speakers from across the globe and
sectors to join efforts in safeguarding the overall sustain-
ability.”  KIACS 2019 Conference is sponsored by the
Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences
(KFAS), Fortinet, Schneider Electric, Oracle, Honeywell,
Thales and Kuwait University. Over 1,800 individuals will be
attending the Conference, including 20 global and local
experts who will be drawing attention to the latest advance-
ments made in the field of cyber security in response to
evolving threats on industrial control systems.

SEOUL: In 2018, South Korea’s SK Innovation beat its
larger, local rival LG Chem to a multibillion dollar deal
to supply German carmaker Volkswagen with electric
vehicle batteries in the United States. With great fan-
fare, SK Innovation (SKI) broke ground in March on a
$1.7 billion factory in Commerce, Georgia, about 200
km from VW’s Chattanooga plant, which will be the
automaker’s electric vehicle hub in the United States.
LG Chem (LGC) had other ideas. 

Stung by missing out on the VW deal to the new kid
on the block and the departure of 77 employees for its
rival across the Han River in Seoul, LGC took SKI to
court in the United States in April accusing it of misap-
propriating trade secrets. Fast forward seven months
and the two firms have hit each other with US lawsuits
for battery patent infringements in a bitter row that
threatens to disrupt the launches of electric vehicles
(EVs) by some of the world’s biggest carmakers. 

US court filings reviewed by Reuters show the feud-
ing firms are trying to stop each other from importing
and selling EV batteries destined for the SUVs VW will
build in Tennessee as well as GM’s Bolt, Ford pickups,
Jaguar’s I-Pace, Audi’s e-tron, and Kia Motor’s Niro. At
stake is the Korean firms’ ability to supply automakers
in the United States with batteries just as the car pro-
ducers are scrambling to lock in supplies with lucrative
contracts ahead of an expected surge in demand,
according to court filings by the two companies and
several industry experts. “Whoever loses the fight
would suffer a fatal blow, unless the two reach a settle-
ment. This will also be a setback for automakers,” said
Cho Jae-phil, a professor at Ulsan National Institute of
Science and Technology who worked previously at
another Korean rival, Samsung SDI.

Ford spokeswoman Jennifer Flake said it was
encouraging LGC and SKI to resolve their conflict
without litigation and that it believed there was suffi-

cient demand for multiple suppliers. “We are aware of
the issue. As a normal course of action, we have busi-
ness continuity plans in place to protect our interests,”
Flake said in an emailed statement to Reuters. GM
spokesman Patrick Morrissey said the company was
aware of the dispute and at this point it did not expect
any impact on the production of its Chevy Bolt electric
vehicle. Kia, Jaguar Land Rover and Volkswagen, which
also owns Audi, declined to comment.

Trade secrets
Volkswagen has said it is worried there won’t be

enough batteries for all the EVs it plans to launch in the
next five years, partly
because producers such as
LGC and China’s CATL don’t
have enough skilled workers
for new plants in Europe to
ramp up output quickly. 

According to Korea’s bat-
tery industry tracker SNE
Research, the market for EV
batteries - the most expensive
and important component in
the vehicles - is set to grow
23% a year to reach $167 bil-
lion by 2025, making it bigger than the global memory
chip market which is expected to be worth $150 billion
by then. In one court filing, LGC said its rival poached
employees working on its own project to supply batter-
ies for VW’s MEB electric vehicle architecture - and
that SKI only won the VW contract because it had mis-
appropriated trade secrets.

SKI has denied stealing trade secrets, saying its staff
signed agreements not to use information from former
workplaces. “We value intellectual property,” a
spokesman for SKI said. If the US International Trade

Commission (ITC) rules in favour of LGC on June 5,
when it is due to make a preliminary ruling, that could
jeopardize SKI’s plans to supply VW in the United
States with batteries from Georgia or a new factory in
Hungary, according to court filings.

In April, LGC asked the ITC to block SKI from
bringing batteries and components into the United
States, as well as manufacturing systems needed for US
production which is scheduled to start in 2022. The SKI
spokesman said there had been no change to its sched-
ule for the factory, which will have the capacity to make
batteries for more than 200,000 EVs a year. He said
SKI had received inquiries about the lawsuits from cus-

tomers, including if they
would have an impact on sup-
plies, without elaborating.

LGC said a final ruling on
the case would be made on
Oct. 5 next year but it asked
the ITC earlier this month to
make a so-called default
judgment against SKI quickly.
According to a memo
obtained by Reuters yester-
day, the Commission’s inves-
tigative staff recommended a

motion in favor of LGC as it is “the most appropriate
sanction for Respondents’ (SKI’s) widespread spolia-
tion of evidence.”

Evidence spoliation is destruction or alteration of
evidence that may be used in a legal proceeding. The
staff also said a two-day hearing may be held “because
of the severity of the allegations of misconduct and the
extraordinary nature of the relief requested by (LGC).”
SKI denied the allegation of evidence spoliation in a
statement on Wednesday, saying it is “sincerely
responding to any investigation by the ITC” and its

statement of position filed with the panel will clear the
“groundless” accusation.

War of words
The patent infringement lawsuits lodged by the

companies in the United States, meanwhile, mean that if
one, or both, lose they probably won’t be able to mar-
ket products using the patents in question in the coun-
try, the companies said in court filings. The two have
taken their feud to South Korean courts as well.

LGC said in a statement it would impossible to
design around its patents while SKI said losing the
patents case could create “substantial setbacks” to its
battery business. SKI and LGC said there had been no
supply disruptions yet. LGC was an early industry force
to be reckoned with, winning a deal in 2008 to supply
batteries for GM’s Volt, the world’s first mass-market,
plug-in hybrid car, and it has since worked with almost
every EV maker including Tesla.

But LGC has been grappling with an exodus of
workers: 1,258 staff jumped ship from 2016 to 2018,
according to its sustainability reports. The company
told Reuters the total number of staff who have joined
SKI since 2016 has risen since it filed its complaint in
April to about 100. The bitterness of the fight is worry-
ing Korean government officials on the grounds it could
damage the firms’ reputations and let rivals win market
share from South Korean companies.

Lawmakers have called on the government to inter-
vene and Industry Minister Sung Yoon-mo said in
October it was watching the dispute closely to see how
and when it could play a role to bring about a “positive
outcome for the country overall”. Beejay Kim, a battery
consultant, said Volkswagen may have to broker a truce
as the dispute could disrupt not only battery suppliers
but also reduce competition between its vendors. “No
one wants them to fight till the end,” he said. —Reuters

SK Innovation and LG Chem locked in US legal battles

Feuding firms risk disrupting 
electric car battery supplies

Mercedes-Benz 
participates in the
GulfRun GP event 
KUWAIT: Al Mulla Automobiles Co, the sole author-
ized distributor of Mercedes-Benz vehicles in Kuwait,
concluded its participation in the “GulfRun GP” event,
which was held at Kuwait Motor Town from 21 to 23
November. Al Mulla Automobiles Co took this oppor-
tunity to showcase the Mercedes-AMG GT 63 four
doors, Mercedes-AMG GT 43 four doors, Mercedes-
AMG E 63S, and the brand new Mercedes-AMG CLA
35 through on-track activities presenting guests and
clients with a safe platform to test-drive the vehicles
on track and as passengers with experienced driving
professionals. 

In addition, Al Mulla Automobiles Co. dedicated a
full day to off-road activities in which it showcased
the off-road capabilities of the Mercedes-Benz G
500 and GLE 450. The three-day event offered a
great opportunity for the company to share with its
fans a thrilling Mercedes-Benz experience at the
“GulfRun GP” event. 

Mercedes-Benz hosted its guests in two garages
within Kuwait Motor Town. Available on location
were sales consultants, product experts, aftersales,
and service teams for any customer inquiries. Al
Mulla Automobiles also had a boutique and acces-
sories corner where customers were presented with a
variety of offerings from the latest Mercedes-Benz
collection 2019.

The garages featured a selection of vehicle displays
including the brand new CLA 35 Coupe and Mercedes-
AMG A 35 Sedan, which were presented to our cus-
tomers for the first time, and the Mercedes-AMG GT 43
four door Coupe. Michael Ruehle, Divisional General
Manager, at Al Mulla Automobiles Company stated: “We
were delighted to participate in the “GulfRun GP” Event
in its first edition held in Kuwait Motor Town, the event
was a great success and the turnout was impressive. 

We were happy to engage with our Mercedes-Benz
customers and fans and present them with an opportu-
nity to take part in on-track and off-road activities to
see the full capabilities of Mercedes-Benz vehicles.

The feedback we received has been great. On behalf of
Al Mulla Automobiles Co, I would like to thank the
organizers and our guests for making it such a success
and we look forward to participating in future editions.” 

GulfRun GP event in Kuwait Motor Town included a
variety of activities for motorsports enthusiasts and
participants, including an intense qualifying and finale
shootout across four categories with more than 100
participating racers. The GulfRun event was held for the
first time in Kuwait Motor Town and presented a wide
range of engagement activities for its guests. 

“GulfRun” was established in 2005 by a group of
young Kuwaitis who have a passion for the automotive
world.  It has since been transformed into a full season
of activities related to motor sports, including 24-hour
World Series Karting Race, and the region’s largest
Time Attack event in both Kuwait and Bahrain. For
more information and queries related to Mercedes-
Benz Kuwait passenger cars and vehicles, please con-
tact our customer service on 1-887-888, follow us on
Instagram @mercedesbenzkuwait or visit our website
at www.kuwait.mercedesbenzme.com. 

Ford 
encouraging the

companies to 
bury the hatchet

KUWAIT: As part of the European Union cam-
paign entitled (Organic European Juices) to pro-
mote Europe produce of organic fruit juices in
GCC markets, an information event took place yes-
terday at Marina Hotel- Kuwait, in the presence of
European juices’ producers, importers from Kuwait
and media representatives. 

During the event, comprehensive briefs about
organic European fruit juices (cherry, apple and
pomegranate juices) were given elaborating on
the quality of produce, packaging and transporta-
tion up to high-end standards.  Each product has
been highlighted by one partner: Organic pome-
granate juice has been elaborated by ASOP a
producer’s organization whereas Organic cherry

juice brief was given by  BNHU a non-profit trade
organization, as well as  organic apple juice by
BIOROMANIA, an association of entities (organi-
zation, producers) that are activated in the organ-
ic farming sector.

Representatives of the program operators Vlad
Ciocianou representative of Bioromania and
Mariana Miltenova representative of Bulgarian
National Horticultural Union travelled to Kuwait.
The event consisted as an informative platform
about the European Juices with in-depth insight on
the production process of fruits, juices production,
preserved and transported.

Following the presentations’ session, b2b meet-
ings were organized between the exporters and

potential Kuwaiti importers who have appreciated
the quality of the juices and discussed with the
European delegation potential cooperation’s
opportunities. The event agenda was concluded by
juices tasting sessions followed by lunch.

It’s noteworthy that both actions were imple-
mented, through the EU campaign “European
Organic Juices” which aims at creating the aware-
ness about quality European agri-food products
in GCC markets; particular interest was shown by
representatives of the Kuwait trade world for the
excellent organic juices from Europe, while
appreciating both tastes and quality that match
perfectly with the public, making Kuwait a new
potential market! 

‘Organic European Juices’ in Kuwait

KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait (NBK)
issued $750 million  RegS/144A Perpetual
Non-Call 6-Year Tier 1 capital securities,
offering 4.5% coupon rate; the lowest for GCC
Tier 1 issuance amongst both conventional and
Sharia-compliant issuances. The Tier 1 capital
securities were more than 3-times oversub-
scribed with a peak order book of $2.3 billion. 

The proceeds of the issuance will boost
the Banks’ capital base (additional Tier 1) in
compliance with the Basel III regulatory
framework and Central Bank of Kuwait regu-
lations.  The issuance was well received by
fixed-income investors and financial institu-
tions around the world, reflecting NBK’s
well-established reputation and solid
Investors’ confidence 

The transaction achieved a globally diverse
order book lead by US investors at 33%, fol-
lowed by UK investors at 27%, Asian-Pacific
investors accounted for 20%, while European
and MENA investors each made up 10% of
the final order book. The Additional Tier 1
Capital securities issuance, which is the largest
in the GCC compared to similar issuances,

attracted strong participation from global
investors reaching 90%.

The issuance received a ‘Baa3’ rating from
Moody’s, underscoring the bank’s outstand-
ing credit ratings. NBK Capital, Citi, JP
Morgan and Standard Chartered acted as
Global Coordinators and Joint Lead
Managers, while HSBC and UBS acted as
Joint Lead Managers on the transaction.
NBK continues to collectively enjoy the high-
est credit ratings from the top three interna-
tional rating agencies; Moody’s, Fitch Ratings
and Standard and Poor’s. 

The Bank’s ratings are supported by its
high capitalization, prudent lending policies,
and its disciplined approach to risk manage-
ment, in addition to its highly recognized and
very stable management team. The NBK has
an extensive local and global presence. It has
boosted its foothold in a number of interna-
tional hubs in London, Paris, Geneva, New
York, Singapore, and China (Shanghai), in
addition to a number of MENA countries
including Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, Egypt,
Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, UAE and Turkey. 

NBK issues $750 million 
RegS/144A Perpetual Non-Call 
6-year Tier 1 capital securities
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Under the auspices of Ahmadi governor, Sheikh Fawwaz Khaled
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, Ahmadi governorate recently concluded a
campaign organized by CA to boost public awareness con-

cerning prostate cancer through visiting various diwaniyas and co-

ops under the motto of ‘Awareness is prevention’. Speaking on the
occasion, Ahmadi governorate technical office manager, Ibrahim Al-
Foudery stressed on the significance of awareness campaigns noting
that Sheikh Fawwaz had given direct instructions to lend helping hand

to all official, private and voluntary bodies for the greater good of the
community. On his part, Dr Ali Al-Qattan stressed on the importance
of regular checkups for the elderly to avoid various diseases includ-
ing cancer. 

Ahmadi governorate, CA conclude
prostate cancer awareness campaign

Within the activities organized by LOYAC’s
Academy for Performance Arts (LAPA)
The Palestinian three-member band;

Soul 47 recently performed at Al-Shaheed park
presenting a mixture of outstanding e-music and
songs in Arabic and English. The concert was
attended by the Palestinian ambassador to Kuwait,
Rami Tahboub and his accompanying delegation as
well as LOYAC’s chairperson, Fare’a Al-Saqqaf.
Speaking on the occasion, the band leader, Tareq
Abu Kuwaik expressed his joy on the band’s first
performance at Al-Shaheed park and in Kuwait.
Abu Kuwaik also explained that the band’s name
represents the freedom of transport in the pre 1947
border demarcation between Arab countries. The
Soul 47 band was formed in Amman, Jordan in 2013
including Ramzi Sulaiman, Hamza Aran’out, Wala
Sbait in addition to Abu Kuwaik.  

Critic Mohamed Sami Abu Hadbah
recently got a Ph.D. degree in
‘Style Structures in Suad Al-

Sabah’s Poetry’ and published a book
with the same thesis title including full
studies of nine of her poetry collection
books. The study started with a brief
note about Suad Al-Sabah’s life then a
preamble about stylistics concepts and
relation with other sciences including
language. The second chapter of the
book talked about phonetic and rhyth-
mic structures including repetition,
phonological synthesis, external acoustic
and rhythmic structures, music and

rhymes. The third chapter talks about
grammatical structures while the fifth
chapter introduces an applied study
about Al-Sabah’s style. “The lady of the
words, Suad Al-Sabah sailed in the
world of poetic creativity and held the
beacon to defend women’s rights in the
Arab world and thus became their offi-
cial spokesperson for their feelings and
silent hearts. Her poetry is full of love
and words that dance to its music. Her
poetry is also full of pain that brought
mothers to tears, it is full of patriotism
and ambition,” Abu Hadbah said in the
book’s preface. 

Critic Hadbah majors in 
Suad Al-Sabah’s Poetry

Palestinian band ‘Soul 47’ perform at Al-Shaheed park 

In collaboration with the
Hospitality Services Co.,
Leaders Group Company for

Consulting and Development
announced that more and more
hospitality, catering and hotel
equipment companies have so far
announced their intention to take
part in Horeca Kuwait 2020 exhi-
bition due to be held at Mishref
International Fair grounds in the
period of January 20-22, 2020.

Announcing his company’s
participation in this annual exhi-
bition, Al-Zad Trading Group’s
chairman of board of directors,
Abdullah Al-Nafisi, expected

growing demand on hospitality
services in Kuwait due to the
increase of luxurious hotels num-
bers in the few past years and the
competition amongst catering
companies and restaurants. He
added that 120 new hotels had
been built in three years. Al-
Nafisi added that Horeca had
proved the significance of spe-
cialized exhibitions in promoting
trade exchanges amongst spe-
cialized companies brought
together under one roof. 

Speaking about his group, Al-
Nafisi said that it was one of the
biggest ‘full line’ suppliers to

hotels and restaurants in Kuwait.
He added that it was established
in 1994 and became one of
Kuwait’s largest suppliers to the
hotels, restaurants and catering
companies. He also noted that
the company was established by
the owners of Kuwait’s five-star
hotels and that it was now the
sole agent of international food
brands and the first distributor
of those products in the entire
GCC region. 

Al-Nafisi added that the group
has a branch for raw materials
needed to produce sweets and
pastries, a gourmet for organic
and imported products, a branch
for sweets (Sweet Dalia) and huge
fleet of refrigerated trucks to
ensure immediate delivery of
refrigerated or dry products.

Further, Al-Nafisi added that the
group owns a travel and hotel
booking agency through which it
serves clients seeking travelling
for tourism or overseas treatment. 

Al-Zad co-sponsors 
Horeca Kuwait 2020

Abdullah Al-Nifisi

ICSK Amman students 
win at BISQ 2019

ICSK Amman’s young quizzers, Caleb
Kurian George of class VIII, Issam
Thalhath of class VII and Alvin Jerry

of class VI, who won the Bhavans Middle
East Inter School Quiz Competition in
September 2019, represented Kuwait at

the GCC finals of ‘BISQ 2019’ on
November 23, 2019. They emerged win-
ners of the BISQ 2019 quiz competition,
competing with various teams from the
different schools across the Middle East.

Within the “Kuwait on the Silk Route” program designed to explore Kuwaiti cities, the Diplomatic Women Committee recently
organized a trip to Ahmadi city, during which the committee advisor, Narjis Al-Shatti briefed the visitors about the city and its
various facilities. The trip included the ambassadors of Chad and Kyrgyzstan to Kuwait and a number of ambassadors’ spouses

who were all hosted at KOC’s Ahmed Al-Jaber Museum.  
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Washington DC sues e-cigarette
firm Juul for targeting minors

Thailand reverses
ban on weed killer
linked to cancer
BANGKOK: Thailand reversed a decision yester-
day to ban a controversial weedkiller and extended
the permitted use of two other pesticides for six
months, following pushback from its multi-billion
dollar agriculture industry.

Glyphosate — a weed killer better known by its
trade name Roundup — is a lightning rod for con-
troversy, as more than 42,700 lawsuits pile up in
the US with plaintiffs alleging that it caused dis-
eases including terminal cancers.  

But it remains popular among farmers in Thailand
— one of the world’s leading rice and sugar pro-
ducers — who are among the heaviest users of pes-
ticides in a sector that employs 40 percent of the
population. Studies have linked glyphosate,
paraquat and chlorpyrifos to a variety of illnesses,
and the kingdom last month decided the trio would
be prohibited from its crops by Dec 1.

But Thailand’s National Hazardous Substances
Committee ruled Wednesday that the continued
“limited” use of glyphosate would be permitted,

said Industry Minister Suriya Juangroongruangkit,
without elaborating. The committee’s decision,
which was “unanimous,” also allows farmers to
continue using the two other pesticides until June
1, 2020, he added.  Paraquat, a herbicide which the
US Centers for Disease Control calls “highly poi-
sonous”, has been banned in the European Union
since 2009, while studies have linked chlorpyrifos
to developmental delays in children. 

Manufacturer Monsanto — a subsidiary of
German chemical giant Bayer — could be on the
hook for billions of dollars, though its chief execu-
tive has insisted “leading regulatory agencies
worldwide are convinced that glyphosate-based
products are safe”. The weedkiller remains popular
among agricultural workers for its effectiveness
and its low cost, and is still widely used in the US.
The US Department of Agriculture had written let-
ters to Thailand asking to delay the ban, saying
that it could disrupt soybean and wheat imports to
the kingdom.  

Suriya of the Industry Ministry said those
impacts on Thailand’s agro-animal businesses had
been overlooked when the ministry originally
banned glyphosate in October. Biothai, a founda-
tion advocating for the ban, called Wednesday’s
decision “disappointing”, adding that a six-month
extension for the use of the other two chemicals
“could affect the health of farmers, consumers
and children.” — AFP 

WASHINGTON: Washington DC has joined the states of
New York and California in suing Juul labs, the United
States’ largest electronic cigarette manufacturer, for target-
ing youngsters with its marketing campaigns. The vaping
industry faces intense scrutiny for an epidemic of lung ail-
ments that has killed more than 40 people and sickened
over 2,000 in recent months, as well as skyrocketing use
among minors.

Juul had illegally sold to underage customers, used social
media platforms like Facebook and Instagram to advertise to
them, and  misrepresented the safety of its products,
according to a lawsuit filed by Washington’s district govern-
ment on Tuesday.

“We’re seeking to stop JUUL from engaging in these ille-
gal practices that have dragged a new generation into nico-
tine addiction,” the capital’s Attorney General Karl Racine
said on Twitter. The company specifically targeted young
people through the use of flavorings, a sleek design and an
altered chemical composition designed to appeal to first-
time smokers, according to the lawsuit.

The court filing also claimed Juul employed “influencers”
— who are paid to promote products to their followers on
social media — to appeal to a younger market. The company
said it had not yet reviewed the complaint but was focused
on combating underage use.

Juul had “suspended all broadcast, print, and digital prod-
uct advertising in the US and are investing in scientific
research,” said a statement by company spokesman Ted
Kwong. The firm has previously denied that its products
were aimed at minors and has pulled certain flavorings, such
as mint and mango, from the market. 

More than five million middle and high school students

reported using e-cigarettes in the past 30 days, an all-time
high, the 2019 National Youth Tobacco Survey reported this
month. US federal regulators this summer opened an investi-
gation into potentially “deceptive marketing” by Juul after
the surge in vaping-related deaths.  President Donald Trump
said he was considering a ban on flavored e-cigarette prod-
ucts in September but walked back the idea after a vigorous
industry lobbying campaign. — AFP

WASHINGTON: In this file illustration taken on October 02, 2018,
a man exhales smoke from an electronic cigarette in
Washington, DC. — AFP
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CROSSWORD 2371

ACROSS
1. (of securities) Not quoted on a stock

exchange.
4. An orange-red crystalline compound used

in making red pigments and in dyeing.
12. A syndrome that occurs in many women

from 2 to 14 days before the onset of
menstruation.

15. Seed of a pea plant.
16. Being within reasonable or average limits.
17. Of or relating to a member of the

Buddhist people inhabiting the Mekong
river in Laos and Thailand.

18. The sense organ for hearing and equilibri-
um.

19. (Greek mythology) The beautiful daugh-
ter of Zeus and Leda who was abducted
by Paris.

20. Strike with disgust or revulsion.
22. A person who lacks confidence, is irres-

olute and wishy-washy.
24. act between parties with a view to recon-

ciling differences.
25. A river in north central Switzerland that

runs northeast into the Rhine.
27. The location of something surrounded by

other things.
28. A soft silver-white or yellowish metallic

element of the alkali metal group.
30. An intricate traditional dance in India

performed by professional dancing girls.
33. An associate degree in applied science.
36. The lean flesh of a fish similar to cod.
38. Sustentacular tissue that surrounds and

supports neurons in the central nervous
system.

40. Worn or shabby from overuse or (of
pages) from having corners turned
down.

42. The compass point midway between
northeast and east.

45. A soft oily clay used as a pigment (espe-
cially a reddish brown pigment).

46. Emitting or filled with bubbles as from
carbonation or fermentation.

49. Fear resulting from the awareness of dan-
ger.

50. The act of scanning.
52. Make editorial changes (in a text).
53. A sock with a separation for the big toe.
56. The blood group whose red cells carry

both the A and B antigens.
58. The compass point midway between

south and southeast.
59. A region of Malaysia in northeastern

Borneo.
64. English theoretical physicist who applied

relativity theory to quantum mechanics
and predicted the existence of antimat-
ter and the positron (1902-1984).

67. Title for a civil or military leader (espe-
cially in Turkey).

69. An amino acid that is found in the central
nervous system.

73. A Kwa language spoken in Ghana and
the Ivory Coast.

77. A training program to prepare college
students to be commissioned officers.

78. A tricycle (usually propelled by ped-
alling).

80. An agency of the United Nations affiliat-
ed with the World Bank.

81. Hinge joint in the human leg connecting
the tibia and fibula with the femur and
protected in front by the patella.

82. A state in the southeastern United States
on the Gulf of Mexico.

83. A potent estrogen used in medicine and
in feed for livestock and poultry.

DOWN
1. An organization of countries formed in

1961 to agree on a common policy for
the sale of petroleum.

2. A drop of the clear salty saline solution
secreted by the lacrimal glands.

3. Genus of large deciduous nut-bearing
trees.

4. A member of the Semitic speaking people
of northern Ethiopia.

5. United States physiologist (born in
Germany) who did research on
parthenogenesis (1859-1924).

6. In an idle manner.
7. The 26th letter of the Roman alphabet.
8. A river in central Italy rising in the

Apennines and flowing through Florence
and Pisa to the Ligurian Sea.

9. An intensely radioactive metallic element
that occurs in minute amounts in urani-
um ores.

10. A republic in southern Europe on the
Italian Peninsula.

11. Water scorpions.
12. A hairdo formed by braiding or twisting

the hair.
13. A master's degree in library science.
14. Being the only one.
21. Able to be passed or traversed or

crossed.
23. Something causes misery or death.
26. Any movable possession (especially arti-

cles of clothing).
29. A cyst on the underside of the tongue.
31. Large sweet juicy hybrid between tanger-

ine and grapefruit having a thick wrin-
kled skin.

32. Group of people related by blood or
marriage.

34. The structure of the vertebrate skeleton
supporting the lower limbs in humans
and the hind limbs or corresponding
parts in other vertebrates.

35. Form a mental image of something that is
not present or that is not the case.

37. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on
a skewer usually with vegetables.

39. A public promotion of some product or
service.

41. A partly sheltered anchorage.
43. Any of various trees of the genus Ulmus.
44. Fairly small terrestrial ferns of tropical

America.
47. The shattering or crushing effect of a

sudden release of energy as in an explo-
sion.

48. A soft silvery metallic element of the
alkali earth group.

51. Being ten more than one hundred ninety.
54. A small pellet fired from an air rifle or BB

gun.
55. A white metallic element that burns with

a brilliant light.
57. A nonmetallic largely pentavalent heavy

volatile corrosive dark brown liquid ele-
ment belonging to the halogens.

60. A radioactive element of the actinide
series.

61. A member of a seafaring group of North
American Indians who lived on the
Pacific coast of British Columbia and
southwestern Alaska.

62. A case or sheath especially a pollen sac
or moss capsule.

63. Title for a civil or military leader (espe-
cially in Turkey).

65. A visual representation of an object or
scene or person produced on a surface.

66. Amount of a charge or payment relative
to some basis.

68. Marked by lack of intellectual depth.
70. Lacking sufficient water or rainfall.
71. indicate by signs.
72. Type genus of the Anatidae.
74. An accountant certified by the state.
75. Goddess of the dead and queen of the

underworld.
76. A loose sleeveless outer garment made

from aba cloth.
79. Before noon.
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Yesterday’s Solution

Someone near you this morning has a tendency to use hidden messages
for self-expression but a customer or new co-worker cuts through to the facts. You are
impressed and right away will make quick friends with this new person. You aim to
improve your life in all sorts of ways and enjoy people that you can have in your life as
a mentor or guide. Get ready-this new person in your life may find things about you
from which this person will learn. Practical, effective ideas are the ones that make the
most sense now-putting them to good use is a focus for you. You may find yourself
analyzing your life situation and surroundings. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Effective decisions are important and with your leadership status, you will
be able to show off your talents in a most extraordinary way this year. You do not stand
alone in your company and whether you own a company or you work for a company,
this is the year your talents will be acknowledged. You not only use your talents to
benefit the company you own or for which you work, you encourage others to do the
same thing. This lends itself to good teamwork and dependable, reliable team employ-
ees. An old friend appears to you before your day is over and in no time at all a party is
formed; you are the guest of honor. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You push to solve a work problem but some key information may be
missing. You will find the answer soon-pace yourself. After you have found what is
needed, you may want to take a break from the tension and do a little exercise and
have a little refreshment. This afternoon the trend for solving problems seems to con-
tinue and you encourage and raise the spirit of a depressed person through the art of
listening. You have a positive attitude and can usually spread joy wherever you go.
There is nothing that pleases you quite so much as work or volunteer service that can
make a difference in somebody else’s life. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Time will work out most difficulties, particularly if you remain respectful.
There is optimism and you take few risks when approaching difficult people. You have a
certain way of winning over the most difficult personality and are pleased with the
results you discover. Just remember, steer into calm waters and take them with you as
you make your presentations. Professional people recommend you because you consis-
tently succeed in your endeavors. This afternoon, at home, is a different atmosphere as
you find friends gather to gain your attention. There is a chance to help a friend shop for
baby clothes this afternoon; there is an indication this child will come early. This might be
a good time to plan the baby shower or at least check and see if one is in the works.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Personal and romantic feelings may interfere greatly with your ability to
work well. However, once involved in the process of your profession you forget those
bothering personal thoughts. This period will bring about good conditions and commu-
nication among co-workers. You could be most persuasive with others and charismatic
in your communication. You gain your confidence as you process through your day. You
will also be confident when you express your viewpoint. Don’t always be the last one to
leave your place of work; others may take advantage of you. You cannot afford to neg-
lect yourself. This evening the romantic frustrations have been solved and you are more
clearheaded and able to know what you want.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Your ability to concentrate is better than usual. Technical problems are
easier for you to solve as you have learned to be more patient with yourself and feel
better about taking more time to decipher the instructions or to do particular research.
You successfully ignore the one who keeps telling you to hurry and you come through
the day with more results, answers, progress and discoveries than ever before. You will
find the person who wants you to hurry will calm eventually and the work atmosphere
will build into a more beneficial one in the future. Endurance and patience with yourself
is the answer toward your progress. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

In your professional life, it is ideas that count, much more than narrowly
personal concerns. A business will honor the employee that works to

improve, enhance and help the business move forward. Intimate ties and business part-
nerships get the green light today. Business deals and superiors, as you know, can be
handled best with tact. Progress is good. An understanding for all the people in your life
is admirable and may be one of the reasons you are usually called on to help out in
some cause. You might consider ways to help those that are homebound and may have
a difficult time in seeing. 

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You are likely to find yourself tuning into some pretty amazing things if
you let your visionary side really wake up. This is not a great time for career or voca-
tional decisions, but your creative ideas will bring about motivation for others. Some of
your motivating ideas will be beneficial to you in a roundabout way. You seem to take
the fluctuation of the day with a grain of salt and a bit of humor. You work with a good
focus and are happy not to have any more responsibilities than you have. You are intu-
itively aware of any adjustments that are needed today, whether it is in the work you do
or in how you communicate with the people around you. The need to adapt to the game
of work, politics and performing on a personal level is satisfied.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

All indications lead to your being extremely busy in the workplace today.
There may be many instances where you will have to supply a solution to a

particular problem. Be prepared to work quickly and take your allocated breaks when
you can. You will bring an excellent idea to higher-ups as you write out a plan to adjust
a routine or eliminate a step that has slowed a work process. Focus into your day by
finding out where your energies can be best applied. You are good at expressing your
authority with a sensitivity that many supervisors do not have. In-depth discussions
and probing conversations find you at your mental best. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

Practical, workable ideas are the ones that make the most sense now-
putting them to good use is a focus for you. There are optimism, faith and a tendency to
take chances. Today you will be able to stretch your talents farther than usual as you
tackle tasks that require real discipline. You could find yourself working successfully-
with the flow of energy and being productive. You may have some serious or contem-
plative moments that help you communicate well with higher-ups. There may be a need
for relaxation during the noon meal but you might find a leisure walk beneficial. Opt for
some quiet time alone this afternoon and then you will be ready for more interaction in
the business world. This evening you share some quiet time with a loved one.

This may be a challenging day in that you will need to become more
absorbed in your work. There seems to be a time element that is important

today. You are very enterprising and can encourage others to perform well. Creatively,
you need to focus on completing projects and seeing things through to a successful
conclusion. Mental stimulation is important after work and you seek to find a new
game, new music, new restaurant, etc. If you are involved in a relationship you will find
all sorts of improvements as your attention is focused on pleasing others. If you are
looking for a relationship, the thrill of the chase might be most of the fun for now. 

Communication exchanges with others might lead you toward a teaching
career in some way. This could be lecturing, part-time or full-time teaching, tutoring,
career guidance, etc. Whatever the case, this new venture will keep you busy as well
as satisfied intellectually, financially and socially. You may find you already have the
education that is necessary to qualify for an education profession. There is a good
feeling about some new ideas you have. You are looking forward to talking over these
ideas with a loved one. Tonight may be a good time to have dinner away from home.
Tonight is the time you and your mate may also enjoy a bit of shopping. You may final-
ly find a particular item for which you have been searching for a long time.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
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Lifestyle

In this file photo Canadian actor Godfrey Gao a.k.a. Godfrey
Tsao poses on the ‘Pink Carpet’ ahead of the start of the 2017
Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show in Shanghai. — AFP  

A model presents a creation by
Hungarian designer Anita Pasztor
during the Marie Claire Fashion
Days of Budapest in the
‘Millenaris’ cultural centre. — AFP 

Reeling from the #MeToo movement,
Hollywood has put toxic masculinity
under the spotlight this year with a

batch of Oscars contenders zeroing in on the
father-son dynamic. From Joaquin Phoenix in
“Joker” to Brad Pitt’s “Ad Astra,” A-listers
have flocked to roles which highlight the dam-
age caused by sons’ quests for their fathers’
approval. But none have confronted the theme
more brutally and personally than “Waves,”
the indie coming-of-age teen drama being
tipped as an Oscars dark horse.

The film, portraying a black middle-class
family in Miami which implodes following a
tragedy, has been hailed as “a knockout” by
the New York Times and an “intimate epic”

by The Hollywood Reporter. Director Trey
Edward Shults modelled the film’s strict
patriarch on his own stepfather, whose
overzealous coaching results in a hideous
high-school wrestling injury-a trauma which
is dramatized in the movie, and leads to dev-
astating consequences.

“It is a cautionary tale of the traditional
idea of masculinity,” Shults, 31, told AFP. “We
don’t have to build these tough exteriors-we
can be vulnerable, we can communicate.”
Described as a “Dazed and Confused” for the
Instagram generation, the film shows how the
expectation that teenage boys be strong,
silent and stoic endures in American culture.

It was released this month by A24, the

indie production house behind Oscar-winner
“Moonlight,” with which “Waves” shares its
setting and several themes.

Shults said he forged the central character
after swapping stories with star Kelvin
Harrison, whose musician father tried and
failed to push him to follow in his footsteps.
“We would do these sort of intense therapy
sessions... him talking about his father’s state
of mind, his father’s father, where that stuff
came from.” The consequences of that pres-
sure led, midway through the film, to what
Shults calls “the ultimate tragedy.”

Terrifying
Later, another character’s reluctant visit

to reconcile with his dying biological father
in hospital is ripped directly from the direc-
tor’s own life. Filming the scene was “terrify-
ing,” said Shults, adding that the plotline of a
teenage boy dragged to the hospital bed by
his girlfriend after years of not communicat-
ing was “as identical as can be” to his own
life. “It’s like an all-consuming dread that
hits you at, like, the pit of your stomach,
reliving the most traumatic thing... It was
cathartic. But it was hard.”

The movie has stirred controversy in some
parts because its director is white.  Many of
its poignant scenes about the black experi-
ence were shaped by Harrison and his on-
screen father Sterling K. Brown (“This Is Us”).

But Shults-whose half-siblings are black-said
he did not set out to write about a black fami-
ly until Harrison came on board, and racial
politics were always secondary to universal
themes of family grief.

In fact, race serves mainly to amplify the
father’s intense drive to succeed. Being
black means “we are not afforded the luxury
of being average,” the father tells his son
during one argument. “That’s al l  Kel
(Harrison). That’s all with his dad. They had
that very talk,” said Shults, who admits that
trying to portray an African-American fami-
ly’s experience was intimidating. “It felt like
a lot of responsibility.”—AFP  

Taiwanese-Canadian 
model Godfrey Gao dies 
while filming in China

Taiwanese-Canadian actor and supermodel Godfrey
Gao, the first Asian to be the face of Louis Vuitton,
died while filming a TV show in China yesterday. The

35-year-old Gao collapsed in the eastern city of Ningbo
while on the set of “Chase Me”, a competitive sports reali-
ty show in China’s Zhejiang Television. A statement from
the network said Gao had slowed and fallen to the ground
while running during filming, and that the hospital had
confirmed it was a sudden cardiac death.

His management company Jetstar Entertainment said in
a statement posted on the Twitter-like Weibo platform that
Gao had fainted and was declared dead after nearly three
hours of medical care. The statement thanked “every fan
who loves Godfrey” and said his death was “extremely
painful”. In 2011 Gao became the first Asian model to be
signed by Louis Vuitton, and he played the role of Magnus
Bane in 2013 Hollywood action film “The Mortal
Instruments: City of Bones”. — AFP  

James Ellroy is adamant, as he often
is. “I don’t talk about the present or
answer any question about the

present time under any circumstances. I
don’t write about it and I don’t talk about
it,” said the writer of “The Black Dahlia”
and “LA Confidential”. Two minutes into
an interview with AFP in Paris, the veins
on his baldpate are bulging, and he is
threatening to walk out.

Interviewing Ellroy-who says he
“prefers boxing to culture”-has long
been something of a bare-knuckle sport.
The most pugnacious of American nov-
elists will not broker any parallels
between the white supremacists and
closet fascists who populate his latest
novel, “This Storm”, set just after Pearl
Harbor, and the rise of the far-right in the
US in recent years. “I am tired of fielding
queries asking if I am really writing
about America today.  “It’s a jackoff. No,
I’m not!” an exasperated Ellroy snapped.

Quoting Mussolini 
He starts his sprawling, multi-strand-

ed story that roams between Mexico and
his native Los Angeles at the end of 1941
with a quote from the Italian dictator
Benito Mussolini: “Blood alone moves
the wheels of history.” “I like the in-
your-face quality of quoting Mussolini,”
Ellroy drawled, his voice so rich you
could stand a spoon in it. “I would hardly
call him an admirable human being, but
he said something true.”

There is no shortage of blood over
the 600-plus door-stopping pages of
“This Storm”.  “I like big stuff,” said
Ellroy. “It’s a statement for me. “I don’t
want to be one of these guys like Philip

Roth who writes skinnier and skinnier
books. I want the big-ass books with big
epic vision,” he said, in a swipe at the
late, great author of “American Pastoral”
and “Portnoy’s Complaint”.

‘I’m an original’    
“This Storm” is the second book in

Ellroy’s “Second LA Quartet”, which
when combined with his “Underworld
USA Trilogy” will take in a span of 31
years in the history of his hometown and
his country. Ellroy is already working on
the third book of the quartet. “I am 71
and healthy and we will see if I can write
the second ‘USA Underworld Trilogy’
(after that). I will be old.” 

But the man who first made his name
as a crime writer, and whose signature
staccato style has loosened out into rich
and baroque commentary on the human
condition, has no doubts about his own
place in the literary canon. “I have
merged the crime novel the historical
novel and the political novel. That may be
my great achievement,” he said. “I creat-
ed a new genre. There is no heir, there
are no antecedents... I am an original-
they come around once in a while.  “I
was not really influenced by anybody.
And nobody is going to do what I do.”

‘I ignore the present’ 
Ellroy proudly admits to living in the

past. He said he does not read any of his
contemporaries and instead sticks to
vintage crime fiction from the golden
age of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond
Chandler. “I ignore the present day and
it is easy to ignore it because I don’t
have a computer. I write my books by
hand and very rarely watch TV, other
than for boxing. “I have always lived in
the historical LA of the past. Even when
I was a kid in the mid-1950s I would
look back.—AFP

Donald Trump’s “malignant narcis-
sism” is the only thing stopping
the US president plunging the

country into a foreign war, according to
cult American director Richard Linklater.
The acclaimed maker of “Boyhood”,
“Dazed and Confused”, “Slacker” and
the trilogy of romantic hits that began
with “Before Sunrise”, said that Trump is
“instinctually adverse to war because it
would put the attention somewhere else
and not on him.”

“If you are at war you got to do a lot of
work. You got to show up at meetings,
read memos and make decisions. You can’t
just watch TV all day and tweet,” the
director told AFP as a major retrospective
of his work opened in Paris. Linklater said
he has been glued to the impeachment
hearings aimed at the president in the
Democratic-led House of Representatives.

“People ask me if I have been watching
any good movies. I say, ‘No, I’m watching
impeachment hearings.’ That’s the best
reality show in town,” he said. The Texan
said he was worried major damage will be
done to the US political system if Trump is
elected for another four years in 2020.  “I
am an optimist but my optimism is tinged
by cynicism about the system itself. Can
Putin put Trump in another time?” he

added, referring to reported Russian infer-
ence in the 2016 vote.

Not worst president
“He probably could because of the

electoral college. I read today that he can
maybe lose by as many as five million votes
(next time) and still maybe stay president.
It’s horrible.” But Linklater, 59, said Trump
was not the worst American president ever.
“At least he hasn’t started wars. He is clear-
ly the worst person to be in there but is not
yet the worst president. 

“He doesn’t have a body count. Bush
and Cheney killed a lot of people. The only
thing keeping us out of wars is his narcis-
sism. This is my theory,” the director
added. “This is a case of his malignant nar-
cissism saving us currently from violence-
not that he might resort to that if he
thought it was to his advantage,” said the
maker of “School of Rock”. Hollywood star
Ethan Hawke, who has acted in many of
Linklater hits, echoed his fears at the
opening of an exhibition dedicated to the
director’s career at the Pompidou Centre in
Paris. “We have such a failure of our politi-
cal and spiritual leadership right now,” the
actor told AFP.—AFP

US movie director
Richard Linklater
poses during a
photo session in
Paris. — AFP 
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In this file photo US actor and director Robert Redford reacts
after receiving the Honor award during the 44th edition of the
Cesar Film Awards ceremony at the Salle Pleyel in Paris. — AFP

This image grab taken from an AFP video shows French
actress Adele Haenel waiting at the Central Office for the
Suppression of Violence against Persons in Nanterre, on the
outskirts of Paris. — AFP 

A picture shows the desk of Egyptian novelist and Nobel prize winner Naguib Mahfouz displayed at his museum at al-Azhar dis-
trict in the heart of the capital Cairo. — AFP photos

A mural depicting Egyptian novelist and Nobel prize winner Naguib Mahfouz is pictured.

The legacy of Islamic Cairo’s most
famous son Naguib Mahfouz lives
on in its winding lanes more than

three decades after he became the only
Arab to win the Nobel Prize for
Literature. A mosaic of the bespectacled
author overlooks a market teeming with
children on bikes, waiters balancing
trays of hot drinks and shoppers hag-
gling with hawkers over the price of
meat. It could be a scene straight out of
a typical Mahfouz novel focusing on the
minutiae of life in the Egyptian capital,
with its satirically political overtones
and timeless characters.

After years in the making, a museum
in the writer’s honor opened in July this
year. A new translation of previously
unpublished Mahfouz work is also in
print, underscoring 13 years after his
death the mark he made both on world
literature and on Egyptians themselves.
In November, young writer Ahmed
Mourad sparked controversy in Egypt
when he suggested that the quality of
Mahfouz’s work needed to be adapted
to make it more contemporary.

The backlash at this tarnishing of the
great man’s reputation forced Mourad
to go on the popular television talk
show circuit to clarify his comments.
Mahfouz is considered to be the father
of the modern Arabic novel: he broad-
ened its literary range by pushing
through sacred red lines including reli-
gious taboos. And he was nearly killed
for doing so. In 1994, a knifeman

stabbed him in the neck in an assassina-
tion attempt.  The attacker had been
acting on a fatwa or religious edict
issued by radical Egyptian-American
imam Omar Abdel-Rahman, denouncing
what he deemed to be the prodigious
author’s blasphemous prose.

About Cairo with love
Mahfouz’s daughter Om Kalthoum

said he was so deeply enmeshed in the
chaotic energy of Cairo that the city
itself was a major character in his work.
The writer’s routine included walks
along the corniche by the Nile to his
favourite cafes near Tahrir Square, epi-
centre of the 2011 revolution, and to
cultural salons. “He wrote about Cairo
with true love. He described it in granu-
lar detail. Even if he criticised it, it was
still full of love,” she told AFP. She and
her sister accepted their father’s 1988
Nobel Prize on his behalf because of
his inability to travel due to his deterio-
rating eyesight.

Om Kalthoum said: “I remember
sometimes we used to go to Al-Hussein
(the area around the Al-Hussein mosque
in the heart of Islamic Cairo) and we’d
sit in the cafe bearing his name,” the
Naguib Mahfouz Cafe. “He showed us
Midaq Alley-it was pretty much the size
a small room-and he would tell us great
stories about his days as a schoolchild,”
she recalled. ‘Midaq Alley’ was one of
his most widely read books globally and
was adapted into a 1995 film starring

Salma Hayek.
The site of the museum dedicated to

him is in a beautifully restored Ottoman
guesthouse in Islamic Cairo dating to
1774, and was chosen because he spent
his early years there. In the Al-Gamaleya
neighborhood the budding writer was
surrounded by 10th century walls and a
myriad of hiding spots for curious kids.
Om Kalthoum noted that being raised
there left an indelible mark on her
father’s imagination. Mahfouz’s precious
belongings including his mahogany
desk, honours such as his Nobel certifi-
cate and even his last pack of cigarettes
are among the items displayed in an
exhibition that covers three floors. 

A universal writer 
Roger Allen, emeritus professor at

Penn University in the United States and
a prolific translator of Arab writers but
especially Mahfouz, told AFP the author
was monumental “in the development of
Egyptian fiction”. His writings delved
into “ancient Egypt, Sufism, politics”,
Allen said. “You get glimpses of his
many interests. He was working on mul-
tiple tracks throughout his career.” Allen
translated a collection of his writings
into English this year in a work entitled
‘The Quarter’.

The collection “reflects what a
Cairene quarter looks like”-much like
where the museum dedicated to him is
located now. It is also “a heavily sym-
bolic entity associated with humanity”,

Allen added. “His works take on uni-
versal  themes that show how to
organize society and how it can be
disrupted by forces,” he said. The new
collection is based on a pile of papers
that his daughter found years after his
death. It was organized and originally
published in Arabic by Mohammed
Shoair, an editor with the culture jour-
nal Akhbar Al-Adab.

He told AFP that “in the years before
winning the Nobel, he lost his eyesight
so his relationship with reality was
almost severed. Writing for him became
an obsession.” Shoair has been archiv-
ing Mahfouz’s papers with Om
Kalthoum’s help for a multi-volume
biography. He talked about Mahfouz’s
pioneering role in revolutionizing the
Arab novel to the extent that many Arab
authors now follow in his footsteps.

Alaa al-Aswany from Egypt, Ahmed
Saadawi from Iraq and Algeria’s Ahlam
Mosteghanemi have all found a global
readership with books that have won
international awards. “The main idea
behind his work since the 80s was
returning to his childhood... his begin-
nings and the alley,” Shoair said of
Mahfouz. “He was talking about his per-
sonal life in a way, but through the mem-
ories of the past.” — AFP 

A mural depicting Egyptian novelist and Nobel prize winner Naguib Mahfouz
is pictured.

Kabul is rising from the ashes, shedding decades
of war and mountains of trash to rebuild its
pummelled culture. It’s no small job. When

restoration began in the Old City, some locals had
moved their ‘front door’ to the second storey, so high
were the heaps of garbage piled against their homes.
Today, more than a decade on, dozens of mud and
wood courtyard homes have been restored in the
historic Murad Khani district, and locals throng its
narrow alleys and weave through its once decimated
bazaar of food stalls and shops.

In a city brimming with security checkposts and
newbuilds, old mosques, community bath houses and
gardens have come back to life, drawing visitors and
locals alike. “The preservation of cultural heritage is
important, and is far more valuable than converting
Kabul into a sterile, glass-and-steel city,” said Pietro
Calogero, a professor of urban studies at the San
Francisco State University. “Monuments and cultural
heritage are integral to the political effort to win the
loyalty of the Afghan people.”

Forty years of war, from the Soviet occupation of
the 1980s to internal strife and Taleban rule, have
destroyed much of Afghanistan’s prized art, artefacts
and architecture. When the Taleban government was
ousted in 2001, restoring monuments and historic
neighborhoods was a low priority, given the urgent
need for essentials from roads to sewer lines. So
non-profits - including the Aga Khan Trust for
Culture (AKTC) and Britain’s Turquoise Mountain
Foundation (TMF) - stepped into the void.

“The restorations instilled a sense of pride in the
local community,” said AKTC general manager Luis
Monreal, who credits the build with also creating
homes, jobs and tourism. “Far more than a pro-
gramme of historic preservation, the work has
sought to contribute to the lasting redevelopment of
the economy, society and culture of the country,” he
said.

Casualty of war
From the English cathedral city of Coventry

bombed in World War II, to Syria’s ancient Palmyra
desecrated in 2015, cultural sites have often been a
casualty of conflict. In Afghanistan, the militant
Islamic group blew up giant statues of Buddha in
Bamiyan province in 2001, and destroyed scores of
smaller artefacts dating from the third century. A

US-supported project at the national museum of
Kabul aims to reassemble thousands of broken frag-
ments of Buddhist artefacts into statues within the
next three years.

Other projects focus on old Kabul, a city of nearly
5 million, most of whom live in unplanned, informal
settlements. “The government lacked the resources
to restore damaged heritage structures, even if it
recognised the merit in doing so,” said Kabul Mayor
Ahmad Zaki Sarfaraz. “So we encouraged the partic-
ipation of non-profits and others in preserving
Afghan heritage, which is a way for the city to
recover and boost its revenue potential also,” he
said.

In 2002, AKTC signed a deal to restore several
buildings, monuments, parks and other public spaces
in Kabul. In the Asheqan wa Arefan area, AKTC ren-
ovated more than two dozen homes, buildings and
bath houses; it paved alleyways, built drains and
improved water supplies, Monreal said. The project
provided training and work for dozens of locals in
conservation, along with old crafts such as carpet
weaving, woodwork, glass-blowing and tile making,
he said.

“Afghan traditional cities and architecture are the
product of centuries of development, which have a
direct bearing on regional identity and sense of
place,” Monreal said. “A rich cultural heritage in
danger of being cast aside in the race to modernity
after years of war was a significant element in
reconstruction, not only of buildings, but awareness
and professions that contribute to Afghan identity,”
he said.

Business is back
In Murad Khani, an 18th century area just north

of the Kabul river, TMF has restored some 50 hous-
es, and set up an institute to train Afghans, women
included, in woodwork, ceramics, calligraphy, jew-
ellery and glazed tiles. Their output is sold by well-
known global brands such as Kate Spade, Monsoon
and Asprey, according to its website. At one court-
yard house, the walls have been fortified and the
restored woodwork gleams in the sun. “It is good
that it is being renovated and preserved for future
generations,” said Safia Ahmad, who says the house
has been in her husband’s family for generations.

Parts have been left for residents to fix, though,
and Ahmad said they could not afford to repair the
cracks in the walls and stop the ceiling from caving
in. “We will have to wait till we have the money to do
it,” she told the Thomson Reuters Foundation.
Elsewhere in the neighborhood, men sit outside the
mosque chatting, and shoppers throng the food stalls
and shops. — Reuters 

Legendary US actor Robert Redford hit out at the
Trump administration on Tuesday in a scathing open
letter warning that America faced a “dictator-like”

attack by a man who, he said, must be voted out of office
in 2020. “We’re up against a crisis I never thought I’d see
in my lifetime: a dictator-like attack by President Donald
Trump on everything this country stands for,” the 83-
year-old founder of the Sundance Film Festival wrote in
an op-ed for NBC News.

“We have much to lose-it is a critical and unforgiving
moment,” wrote the Hollywood heartthrob, who memo-
rably starred in the 1976 political thriller “All the
President’s Men” about the Watergate scandal that
brought down Richard Nixon. “This monarchy in dis-
guise has been so exhausting and chaotic, it’s not in the
least bit surprising so many citizens are disillusioned,”
Redford wrote.

“It’s time for Trump to go,” he said. “And it’s up to us
to make that happen, through the power of our votes.”
Redford plays a fictional US president in HBO’s new
series “Watchmen”-which imagines a parallel world
where the actor succeeded Nixon as head of state and
remained in power for 26 years. The screen legend had
publicly praised Trump during the 2016 election cam-
paign, saying he “shakes things up,” although a
spokesman later clarified that Redford did not back the
real estate mogul for president.

In his op-ed, Redford explained that while he did not
vote for Trump, he had been willing to “give the guy a
chance.” But he said he was almost instantly disillusioned.
“There are only 11 months left before the presidential
election; 11 months before we get our one real chance to
right this ship and change the course of disaster that lies
before us,” Redford wrote. —AFP

French star Adele Haenel lodged a formal complaint on
Tuesday against a film director she claims sexually
harassed her between the ages of 12 and 15, her

lawyers said. The actress shook the French film industry
earlier this month with accusations about being repeatedly
touched and kissed by Christophe Ruggia, who directed
her in her first film role.

The 30-year-old winner of two French Oscars initially
refused to bring charges because she said so few sexual
assault cases come to court in France. But she changed her
mind and went to a police station in a Paris suburb on
Tuesday to make a formal complaint against Ruggia. The
director, now 54, initially denied the accusations before
asking Haenel to forgive him, saying: “I did not see that my
adulation and the hopes I placed in her, might-given her
young age-be distressing (for her).” 

Emotional interview
Paris prosecutors had already opened a preliminary

investigation after she detailed the alleged abuse in a
lengthy livestreamed interview to investigative website
Mediapart. The interview was seen as a turning point for
the #MeToo movement in France, where the film industry
has not been rocked in the same way as Hollywood. It
helped galvanize renewed criticism of controversial direc-
tor Roman Polanski, whose new film “An Officer and a
Spy” was released in France earlier this month.

Polanski, who has French citizenship, has been a fugi-
tive from US justice since 1978 after admitting to the
statutory rape of a 13-year-old girl in a plea bargain to
avoid a trial on more serious charges.  Days before his his-
torical thriller opened, a French photographer claimed that
Polanski had raped her in 1975 when she was 18 after
beating her “into submission” at his Swiss chalet. —AFP



he ‘Unforgettable’ hitmaker was taken to hos-
pital last Thursday and it is still unclear
whether he will be released in time for
Thanksgiving later this week as doctors are

still running tests and keeping the rapper under observa-
tion. Sources told TMZ French’s problems stem from a
travel schedule that saw him visit four countries in just six
days as he fell seriously ill when he returned, and he still
has a raised heart rate and stomach pains. French shared
a brief update on Instagram earlier this week, revealing
he was still in an intensive care unit (ICU), and a board on
the wall of his room revealed hospital staff were trying to
“manage pain” for him. He has had a number of visitors to
keep his spirits up, including Meg Thee Stallion, and it
was recently revealed he’s also been in touch with his for-
mer girlfriend Khloe Kardashian as she has been worried
about him. A source said: “Khloe has been in touch with
French. She heard the news and was concerned about
him. She is still worried about him and hoping he gets
some good news and they figure out what’s going on.”
The 35-year-old rapper had been rushed to hospital with
cardiac issues when he started suffering from “stomach
pains, nausea and an elevated heart rate”. LA County
Sheriff’s deputies had actually been called to the house at
1.30pm over reports of a suspected robbery - which
turned out to be a false alarm - but they were so con-
cerned by French’s condition that they summoned an
ambulance to take him to hospital. He was quickly trans-
ported there, where he was treated with IV fluids.
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he 63-year-old Oscar-winning actor
saw the funny sides when he was
shown a clip from the game show in
which his appearance in a short

video taken from his new film, ‘A Beautiful Day
in the Neighborhood’, drew a complete blank
from all those taking part. Shown the clip from
the game show on ‘Jimmy Kimmel Live’, Tom
laughed and said: “You are kidding me! You
are kidding me! “They didn’t even have any
wrong suggestions? Bing, Woody Harrelson?
Bing, Mahershala Ali? “What was the name of

the category? Washed up career choices for
800? Bad casting for 1000, Alex?” But the 52-
year-old talk show host told his guest he
should take it as a compliment. He said: “I look
at it as you inhabited that character so beauti-
fully that even they were absorbed instanta-
neously!” Tom nodded and replied: “OK, I’ll
take that, I’ll take that. Thank you!. “I think
actually they were blinded by the red sweater.
They couldn’t make anything out.” The recent
episode of ‘Jeopardy!’ saw contestant Beverly
select the ‘Biopic’ category, and so the group

was shown a clip of Tom as children’s TV pre-
senter Mr Rogers in his new film and Alex
Trebek then said: “In ‘A Beautiful Day in the
Neighborhood’, beloved children’s TV show
host Mr Rogers is played by this beloved
actor.” The host was then met by total silence
from all the contestants before Beverly eventu-
ally buzzed in - but was too late. The 79-year-
old presenter said: “The film opens Friday.
That’s Tom Hanks. Not quickly enough,
Beverly.” 

T

he 50-year-old singer-and-actress - who is
engaged to Alex Rodriguez and has twins Max
and Emme, 11, with ex-husband Marc Anthony
- always strives to be “better”, and admitted the

early days of life in the spotlight was “trial and error”
when it came to learning how to behave in the public eye.
She said: “I had terrible things happen in the beginning of
my career that I had to come back from. “I did magazine
articles where I said the wrong thing. It was a trial-and-
error thing. “And then you get put in a category of like
you’re this person or that person and you’re a diva. “But at
the same time, I had to look and go, what am I doing?
Because at the end of the day, it’s always do you like what
you’re doing. And for me, it’s always about how can I get
better? That’s why I do so much. How can I be better? I’m
going to be a better mom, sister, daughter, friend, business
partner, a better actress, better singer, better dancer, bet-

ter producer. It’s always about, how can we do it better
next time? Because you make mistakes.” The ‘Hustlers’
actress always tries to be her “best self”, even when she’s
having a “bad day” because she feels a “responsibility” to
be nice to people. Speaking to the LA Times in a round
table with Charlize Theron, Renee Zellweger, Awkwafina
and Cynthia Erivo, she said: “I feel like there is a responsi-
bility when you’re a public person. You can’t get around it.
“I know we all want to be like, ‘Just want to be me’, and I
just want to do this and I just want to do that. And I don’t
care what people say or think. But we have to because we
care what people say. “And so it’s just about being your
best self. And I think that’s where I keep my mind. “It’s like
you think I’m a good celebrity because what I’m trying to
do is put my best foot forward all the time and still be
myself, still be authentic to who I am.”

The ‘Sky Is Pink’ star gave her husband the
shock of his life when she returned home with
their new puppy, a German Shepherd, who they
have decided to call Gino Jonas. He wrote on

Instagram: “Pri came home with the absolute best surprise
this morning. Please meet our new pup @ginothegerman I
haven’t stopped smiling since I woke up this morning and
finally realized what was going on. Thank you @priyanka-
chopra (sic)” And under his post, Priyanka wished her hus-
band a happy “almost anniversary baby”, before adding:
“ur face ... hilarious (sic)” The ‘Quantico’ actress also
shared the video to her own social media account, cap-
tioning it: “so much cute in the same frame ... happy almost
anniversary baby. (sic)” The new arrival also has it’s own
Instagram account, @ginothegerman, and it has already
amassed an impressive 181,000 followers at the time of
writing. In the page’s bio, it reads: “My daddy’s a Rockstar!
(sic)” They have already shared several pictures of Gino
Jonas, two with the ‘Only Human’ singer which are cap-
tioned: “I’m here. I’m home ... Morning cuddle puddle with
daddy. (sic)” Whilst another is the dog’s “first selfie” and
the fourth was captioned: “From a few weeks ago. Felt cute
... might delete later.” And it wasn’t only Priyanka with a
surprise for their anniversary, as Nick recently admitted he
is planning his own “surprise” for Priyanka for their wed-
ding anniversary on December 1. He said: “Well, I don’t
wanna say what we’re doing to celebrate because it’s a
surprise for her, and she might be watching. And if she is,
then I wouldn’t want the surprise to be spoiled. We will be
taking a few days away from the tour to have some time.”

T

he 28-year-old rapper and the 22-year-
old reality star - who have 21-month-
old daughter Stormi together - went
their separate ways in October this

year after more than two years together. But it has
now been claimed Travis still has feelings for the
‘Keeping Up with the Kardashians’ star, although
he feels their romance was “too fast too soon”. A
source told Us Weekly magazine: “[He] feels that
their relationship was too fast too soon. He loves
her, but he wanted to be able to live his life and
travel and be with other people and not have to
worry about always going back to his family.”
Despite their split, Travis and Kylie have been
spending time together as they continue to co-
parent Stormi, and sources recently said Travis is
“all about Stormi” whenever he has free time. The
insider said: “It’s not anything new that they spend
a lot of time together. Even after they decided to
take a break, they still spent time together with
Stormi. And Travis was always free to come and
go at Kylie’s so he can see Stormi. “Now when he
isn’t working, his free time is all about Stormi.
Kylie and Travis always had fun co-parenting, but
you can tell that Kylie is happy Travis isn’t work-
ing right now. She is happy that he is around.”
Last month, Kylie was joined by Travis when they
took their daughter to the immersive Halloween-
themed jack-o’-lantern experience ‘Nights of the
Jack’ in Los Angeles.

T
he 35-year-old actress has been married
twice, once to Ryan Reynolds between 2008
and 2011, and once to Romain Dauriac - with
whom she has five-year-old daughter Rose -

from 2014 to 2017. And she has now admitted she didn’t
“understand” marriage when she first tied the knot with
‘Deadpool’ star Ryan, who is now married to Blake Lively.
Scarlett said: “The first time I got married I was 23 years
old. I didn’t really have an understanding of marriage.
Maybe I kind of romanticized it, I think, in a way.” The
‘Lucy’ star is now engaged to Colin Jost, and has said she
is now able to make “more active choices” about her love
life, and has a greater desire to “build a family” than she
did when she was younger. Speaking to Vanity Fair mag-
azine, she added: “It’s a different part of my life now. I
feel like I’m in a place in my life, I feel I’m able to make
more active choices. I’m more present, I think, than I’ve
been before. “The idea of building a family, making a
family, and having that work, I like that idea. I think that
would be wonderful. I’ve always wanted that. I wanted
that also in my marriage to my daughter’s father as well.
It just wasn’t the right person. But I like that idea.”
Scarlett and Colin got engaged in May after two years of
dating, and the actress recently said she was “surprised”
by the proposal. The ‘Black Widow’ star said: “It was sur-
prising, he’s got a lot behind that news desk he’s hiding.
He’s very charming and very thoughtful and romantic. But
yeah, I was surprised. Even if you kind of imagine what
that moment’s gonna be like, it’s still beautiful moment. It
was very personal, it was a very special moment. I think,
more than anything, when someone tells you they want to
spend their life with you, that’s a lovely, special thing.”

T

he 27-year-old singer launched herself back
into the spotlight this year with her first new
music since taking a break to focus on her
health and wellbeing, and has now hailed 2019

as one of the best years of her life, because she achieved
so much more than she thought she would. She said: “I
think every time the holidays come up, there’s some part
of you where you kind of sit and reflect on the year. This
year was really, really powerful for me. I can say that I’m
so proud of how hard I worked, and that I truly am
excited to just sit back with my family, and enjoy, and
turn off everything. I always just think about what hap-
pened, and where I want to go in life, and hope for the
best.” The ‘Look At Her Now’ hitmaker believes her
upcoming album is the “best” she’s ever done. She
added: I can say this, and it might not sound right, but
I’ve tried my hardest to make this the best album I’ve
ever done. And I feel like I lived up to the expectations.
Hopefully that doesn’t come back to bite me.” And
Selena says the best place to listen to her album - which
is set to be released on January 10 - is in the car.
Speaking to InStyle magazine, she said: “Always the car.
Sometimes me and my friends will just say, ‘Hey, do you
want to go for a drive?’ And we’ll just take a drive some-
where, maybe to the beach, and listen to music together.
Like, evening time. It’s just really pretty, and you’re with
your friends, you get to go somewhere nice, and you can
listen to music really well.”— Bang Showbiz

T
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In this photo Fatima Mohammadi drives her car on the streets of Kabul.

Parisa Haidary gets behind the steering wheel of a
mini-bus, kicks off her high heels and with a
socked foot presses the accelerator, carefully

easing the 10-seater into Kabul’s ever-clogged traffic.
The Afghan mother, who works for a women-only bus
service, smiles as other road-users-all of them men-
gawp in astonishment. “We get a lot of different reac-
tions,” she says. “Some drivers block our way, others

honk at us, some even drive alongside at the same
speed when the road is clear.”

In an ultra-patriarchal society where it remains rare to
see a woman behind the wheel, Haidary is one of four
drivers working for Pink Shuttle, a pilot bus program
employing only women to ferry female passengers and
their kids across the Afghan capital. “I love driving and
am interested in my job. The only concern we have is the
security situation. We have to stay fearless,” Haidary said. 

The 36-year-old former beautician, who has also
worked as a television journalist, and her colleagues were

chosen from 100 candidates. The first-of-its kind service
is helping women navigate the many challenges they face
getting around Kabul, where a woeful lack of transport
options is compounded by the risk of harassment if they
walk on the streets.

“We have transportation problems for women. In fact,
public transportation does not exist, especially for women
in Kabul,” project coordinator Obaidullah Amiri said. Pink

Shuttle is being run by Nove Onlus, an Italian non-gov-
ernmental group that in turn is being supported by the
Only The Brave foundation, created by fashion designer
Renzo Rosso. 

Amiri said the pilot project, which started in May and
also receives backing from the US Agency for
International Development (USAID), is set to be extend-
ed. While the service is currently being offered for free to
a limited number of pre-approved passengers, Nove
Onlus hopes it will become financially sustainable within
two years.

Terrifying traffic 
According to Khan Mohammad Shinwaray, police chief

at Kabul’s traffic department, the number of women driv-
ers in the capital has been steadily growing, with 275
licenses approved for the first half of the year.  This is
quite a jump: In the years between 2012 and 2016, just
1,189 women in total got licenses in the city, according to
Nove Onlus. It is a “positive change to see Afghan women
driving in Kabul,” Shinwaray said. “There are no restric-
tions on women becoming drivers.” 

Navigating Kabul’s traffic is no easy feat. Traffic can
flow fast one moment, then suddenly grind to a complete
standstill for hours on end. Road signs are non-existent,
few of the streets are named and drivers often zoom the
wrong way into oncoming traffic. Usually it is the bigger of
two vehicles that wins the right of way. Congestion has
only got worse in recent years as Kabul has been sliced
into ever-smaller portions by new security measures and
entire streets and landmarks suddenly disappear behind
towering blast walls. When extremist Taliban insurgents

swept to power in 1996, women were forced to stay home,
barred from most jobs, and deprived of their right to an
education. 

After the militants were toppled in late 2001 and a US-
backed government took over, gender equality was
enshrined in the Afghan constitution, though discrimina-
tion remains rife. Fatima Mohammadi, a 31-year-old Kabul
resident who has been driving for about four years, said
she appreciated the freedom of having a car but still deals
with daily harassment on the road. “I usually don’t leave
the windows of the car open,” she said.  “Sometimes when
another driver or passerby smiles or says ‘Well done,’ it
feels like harassment.”

Women like Haidary and Mohammadi worry the
Taliban might one day return to power, and take away
their relative freedoms.  Negotiations between the US and
the Taliban that could have paved the way to an eventual
peace settlement collapsed in September, and now no one
is sure what will come next. “If the Taliban come back, I
hope they are not the same group they used to be,” said
Haidary. “If they impose the same limitations, we will lose
our jobs.”—AFP

Japanese chicken yakitori kebabs, one of the
country’s most-loved fast foods, will soon be
making an appearance in orbit after Japan’s

space agency cleared them for astronaut meals.
The charbroiled chicken meat on skewers and fla-
vored with a variety of sauces is hugely popular
in Japan and abroad, and a canned version has
just won certification as a “Japanese space food”
for consumption on the International Space
Station. Yakitori joins 34 other Japanese items
such as “onigiri” rice balls, ramen noodles, sea-
weed soup and cooked mackerel, as Japanese
astronauts pine for a taste of home while in orbit.

They can pick what certified Japanese food to
bring on their ISS missions, adding to base meals
selected by NASA, a spokesman from the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) explained
on Wednesday. The approved yakitori will come
in two flavors-soy sauce and “yuzu kosho”-green
pepper infused with the Japanese citrus fruit
yuzu. But while astronauts may want the full yaki-
tori experience of chewing from a bamboo skew-
er, strict space rules will make this impossible.

“Eating from skewers in space would be good...
but the policy is to leave as little waste as possi-
ble,” the JAXA spokesman told AFP. So the yaki-
tori will be eaten from ring-pull cans with special
velcro to keep it from floating away in the micro-
gravity environment. The approved yakitori cans
are manufactured by Hotei Foods, based in
Shizuoka, southwest of Tokyo. The company said
they expect their cans will blast off when
Japanese astronauts leave for the ISS next year.
They won JAXA approval after clearing a rigor-
ous set of criteria such as guaranteeing the food
would not degrade even after 18 months at room
temperature. — AFP

AFrench celebrity chef has been branded a
“diva” for taking the Michelin guide to
court yesterday for suggesting he used

cheddar cheese in a souffle. In a case that could
have far-reaching consequences for restaurant
critics, chef Marc Veyrat is claiming he was “dis-
honored” by the red guide when it stripped his
flagship restaurant in the French Alps of its cov-
eted third star in January.

Dubbed “Cheddargate” by wags, he claimed
that an “incompetent” Michelin inspector mistak-
enly thought he had adulterated a souffle with
the much-maligned English cheese instead of
using France’s Reblochon, Beaufort and Tomme
varieties. It is the first time that a chef has sued
the guide, the most prestigious in the world.

If Veyrat wins the case, and forces Michelin to
hand over its secret judging notes, it could cause
an earthquake in the restaurant world, potentially
setting a precedent for other disgruntled chefs.

Veyrat, 69, made his name with so-called
“botanical” cooking using wild herbs gathered in
his native Haute Savoie region. He said the
Michelin review nearly broke him, sending him
into an eight-month depression, and leaving his
cooks in tears.

Pathological egotism   
But Michelin hit back on the eve of the court

battle, branding Veyrat a “narcissistic diva” suf-
fering from “pathological egotism”. The larger-
than-life figure, instantly recognisable for his
wide-brimmed black Savoyard hat and dark
glasses, told AFP that the case, which opens
before a judge in a suburb of the French capital
Wednesday, is a matter of “honour” for him.

“That they said that my souffle was full of
cheddar... and that they took “my virtual scal-
lops” to be real coquilles Saint-Jacques when
they were made from a base of burbot (fish) liv-
ers from Lake Geneva shows a lack of compe-
tence,” he said. But Michelin’s lawyers were with-
ering in response, calling the case “grotesque”.
“The court is not there to protect men’s vanity,”
barrister Richard Malka told AFP.

“Mr Veyrat wants France to abandon the prin-
ciple that restaurant critics should have the free-
dom to have an opinion because his restaurant
has two stars rather than three-because (La
Maison des Bois) was judged to be just excellent
rather than brilliant,” he added. Malka said the
case flies in the face of reason and basic consti-
tutional right of freedom of expression.

While Veyrat is demanding symbolic damages
of one euro ($1.1), Michelin is now counter suing
for 30,000 euros in costs and compensation. But
Veyrat’s lawyer Emmanuel Ravanas said that the
case was far from an abuse of the legal system.
“For decades Marc Veyrat has been used to his
cooking being judged and compared and he
knows that no one has (Michelin) stars for life.”
However it all depended on the criticism being
“rigorous”, he added. — AFP

Michelin brands
French chef ‘diva’ in
‘Cheddargate’ case

Go for lunch:
Japanese yakitori 
chicken gets space
thumbs-up

In this photo Parisa Haidary drives a mini-bus to pick up women passengers in Kabul. — AFP photos

‘Pink Shuttle’ buses help Afghan 
women navigate conservative society

In this photo Razia Dalili, front seat, gestures as she drives a mini-bus to carry women passengers in Kabul.
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Arrival Flights on Thursday 28/11/2019
Airlines Flt Route Time
IGO 1757 Kochi 00:10
AIC 989 Mumbai 00:10
JZR 254 Amman 00:45
THY 772 Istanbul 00:50
JZR 734 Cairo 00:50
KAC 102 London 00:55
PGT 858 Istanbul 00:55
KAC 504 Beirut 01:05
DLH 625 Dammam 01:30
RJA 642 Amman 01:40
JZR 722 Alexandria 01:55
IGO 1759 Delhi 01:55
KAC 5624 Doha 02:05
UAE 853 Dubai 02:15
ETH 620 Addis Ababa 02:15
GFA 211 Bahrain 02:30
KLM 446 Bahrain 02:30
QTR 1086 Doha 02:40
OMA 643 Muscat 02:55
ETD 305 Abu Dhabi 03:10
MSR 612 Cairo 03:15
LMU 510 Cairo 04:00
QTR 1076 Doha 04:00
IGO 1751 Chennai 04:10
KAC 418 Manila 04:25
OHY 352 Istanbul 04:30
KAC 796 Madinah 04:40
KAC 302 Mumbai 04:40
JZR 406 Kochi 04:45
JZR 702 Asyut 04:50
FDB 069 Dubai 05:00
KAC 358 Kochi 05:10
JZR 404 Hyderabad 05:10
DHX 170 Bahrain 05:10
KAC 784 Jeddah 05:20
KAC 382 Delhi 05:20
JZR 112 Doha 05:35
JZR 216 Jeddah 05:50
KAC 284 Dhaka 05:55
KAC 106 London 06:00
KAC 332 Trivandrum 06:05
JZR 402 Mumbai 06:05
KAC 344 Chennai 06:10
KAC 362 Colombo 06:30
KAC 544 Cairo 07:00
BAW 157 London 07:05
KAC 678 Dubai 07:05
KAC 206 Islamabad 07:10
IGO 1766 Mumbai 07:10
JZR 120 Dubai 07:35
FDB 053 Dubai 07:50
QTR 1084 Doha 08:00
QTR 8511 Doha 08:00
KAC 354 Bengaluru 08:10
KAC 622 Doha 08:30
UAE 855 Dubai 08:35
JZR 102 Bahrain 08:55
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 08:55
IRA 667 Esfahan 09:00
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:05
KAC 384 Delhi 09:30
KAC 304 Mumbai 09:30
FDB 055 Dubai 09:40
IGO 1753 Ahmedabad 09:40
QTR 1070 Doha 09:45
NIA 361 Alexandria 09:50
JZR 410 Delhi 10:00
SVA 512 Riyadh 10:00
IAW 157A Al Najaf 10:00
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
JZR 714 Sohag 10:50
JZR 122 Dubai 11:15
QTR 1074 Doha 11:35
KAC 352 Kochi 11:35
MEA 404 Beirut 11:55
SYR 341 Damascus 12:00
IAW 157 Al Najaf 12:00
GFA 209 Bahrain 12:05
MSR 610 Cairo 12:25
SAW 701 Damascus 12:30
UAE 871 Dubai 12:50
AXB 393 Kozhikode 13:15
QTR 1078 Doha 13:35
KAC 614 Bahrain 13:50
KNE 231 Riyadh 14:10
FDB 059 Dubai 14:20
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:40

FDB 8065 Dubai 14:40
KAC 774 Riyadh 14:40
KAC 672 Dubai 14:40
KAC 742 Dammam 14:45
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:45
KAC 118 New York 14:50
KAC 618 Doha 15:00
KNE 529 Jeddah 15:10
KAC 792 Madinah 15:10
JZR 602 Baku 15:10
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 15:15
KAC 788 Jeddah 15:25
JZR 222 Riyadh 15:30
OMA 645 Muscat 15:35
KAC 412 Bangkok 15:40
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
JZR 732 Cairo 15:50
KAC 562 Amman 15:50
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:55
JZR 152 Mashhad 16:00
KNE 531 Jeddah 16:05
JZR 212 Jeddah 16:25
IRA 607 Mashhad 16:25
FEG 241 Alexandria 16:35
QTR 1072 Doha 16:35
KAC 502 Beirut 16:40
JZR 116 Doha 16:40
KAC 546 Cairo 16:45
FDB 051 Dubai 16:45
SAW 705 Damascus 17:00
NIA 461 Sohag 17:20
FEG 341 Sohag 17:20
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:25
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 214 Jeddah 17:45
UAE 875 Dubai 18:00
JZR 302 Istanbul 18:15
FDB 063 Dubai 18:15
JZR 124 Dubai 18:20
KAC 158 Istanbul 18:25
MSR 620 Cairo 18:30
QTR 1080 Doha 18:30
RJA 640 Amman 19:10
KAC 156 Istanbul 19:20
RBG 555 Alexandria 19:25
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:25
NIA 161 Cairo 19:30
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:30
QTR 1090 Doha 19:35
KAC 744 Dammam 19:45
KAC 782 Jeddah 19:50
JZR 104 Bahrain 19:55
FDB 057 Dubai 20:00
KNE 381 Taif 20:00
OMS 225 Muscat 20:05
KAC 776 Riyadh 20:05
OMA 647 Muscat 20:20
KAC 616 Bahrain 20:30
QTR 1088 Doha 20:30
JZR 126 Dubai 20:40
KAC 174 Munich 20:45
DLH 624 Frankfurt 20:55
KAC 674 Dubai 20:55
KAC 542 Cairo 21:00
ALK 229 Colombo 21:20
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:20
MEA 402 Beirut 21:20
UAE 859 Dubai 21:30
GFA 219 Bahrain 21:45
KLM 445 Amsterdam 21:50
KAC 164 MXP 21:55
MSC 501 Alexandria 22:00
RBG 551 Alexandria 22:00
KAC 168 Paris 22:00
KAC 620 Doha 22:00
QTR 1082 Doha 22:05
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:15
AIC 981 Chennai/Ahmedabad 22:25
RBG 213 Sohag 22:30
KAC 786 Jeddah 22:50
BBC 043 Dhaka 23:00
GOW 061 CNN 23:00
JZR 002 LGW 23:05
QTR 1092 Doha 23:10
JZR 128 Dubai 23:15
MSC 415 Sohag 23:15
KAC 676 Dubai 23:20
JZR 736 Cairo 23:30
FDB 071 Dubai 23:40
KAC 564 Amman 23:55

Departure Flights on Thursday 28/11/2019
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 976 Goa/Chennai 00:05
SVA 503 Jeddah 00:05
JZR 215 Jeddah 00:05
MSC 406 Sohag 00:15
QTR 1093 Doha 00:25
FDB 072 Dubai 00:35
JZR 409 Delhi 00:50
AIC 990 Mumbai 01:10
IGO 1758 Kochi 01:10
JZR 111 Doha 01:55
PGT 859 Istanbul 02:00
KAC 677 Dubai 02:10
THY 773 Istanbul 02:20
JZR 119 Dubai 02:25
DLH 625 Frankfurt 02:30
KAC 417 Manila 02:30
IGO 1765 Delhi 02:55
ETH 621 Addis Ababa 03:05
UAE 854 Dubai 03:40
KLM 446 Amsterdam 03:55
QTR 1087 Doha 04:00
OMA 644 Muscat 04:00
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:00
KAC 621 Doha 04:05
MSR 613 Cairo 04:15
JZR 713 Sohag 04:30
LMU 511 Cairo 05:00
IGO 1752 Chennai 05:10
QTR 1077 Doha 05:30
OHY 351 Istanbul 05:30
JZR 101 Bahrain 05:50
JZR 121 Dubai 06:35
RJA 643 Amman 06:55
FDB 070 Dubai 07:05
GFA 212 Bahrain 07:15
KAC 413 Bangkok 07:30
KAC 167 Paris 07:35
IGO 1767 Mumbai 08:10
KAC 173 Munich 08:20
FDB 054 Dubai 08:35
JZR 001 LGW 08:35
KAC 163 MXP 09:00
KAC 787 Jeddah 09:00
KAC 501 Beirut 09:00
BAW 156 London 09:10
JZR 731 Cairo 09:10
QTR 1085 Doha 09:30
KAC 545 Cairo 09:30
KAC 157 Istanbul 09:30
JZR 601 Baku 09:30
KAC 671 Dubai 09:35
KAC 561 Amman 09:45
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:45
KAC 101 London 09:45
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 09:55
JZR 151 Mashhad 09:55
KAC 117 New York 10:00
QTR 8512 Doha 10:00
UAE 856 Dubai 10:00
IRA 606 Mashhad 10:00
KAC 791 Madinah 10:00
KAC 613 Bahrain 10:05
JZR 301 Istanbul 10:05
KAC 773 Riyadh 10:15
KAC 155 Istanbul 10:20
KAC 617 Doha 10:35
FDB 056 Dubai 10:35
IGO 1754 Ahmedabad 10:40
JZR 211 Jeddah 10:40
NIA 462 Sohag 10:50
QTR 1071 Doha 11:00
IAW 158A Al Najaf 11:00
SVA 513 Riyadh 11:00
KAC 741 Dammam 11:05
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:25
JZR 221 Riyadh 12:00
JZR 213 Jeddah 12:00
MEA 405 Beirut 12:55
JZR 115 Doha 13:00
QTR 1075 Doha 13:00
IAW 158 Al Najaf 13:00
SYR 342 Damascus 13:00
GFA 210 Bahrain 13:05
MSR 611 Cairo 13:25
SAW 702 Damascus 13:30

KAC 781 Jeddah 13:30
JZR 123 Dubai 13:40
KAC 541 Cairo 13:45
UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
AXB 394 Kozhikode 14:15
QTR 1079 Doha 15:00
KNE 382 Taif 15:00
FDB 060 Dubai 15:10
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:25
FDB 8066 Dubai 15:40
KAC 775 Riyadh 15:45
KAC 673 Dubai 15:50
SVA 501 Jeddah 16:00
KNE 530 Jeddah 16:00
JZR 125 Dubai 16:00
KAC 743 Dammam 16:05
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:20
KAC 785 Jeddah 16:30
OMA 646 Muscat 16:35
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:35
KAC 615 Bahrain 16:45
JZR 103 Bahrain 16:50
JZR 735 Cairo 16:50
KNE 532 Jeddah 16:55
KAC 283 Dhaka 17:00
KAC 503 Beirut 17:05
IRA 666 Esfahan 17:25
FEG 242 Alexandria 17:35
KAC 619 Doha 17:35
KAC 357 Kochi 17:35
JZR 405 Kochi 17:40
FDB 052 Dubai 17:45
UAE 858 Dubai 17:45
KAC 563 Amman 17:55
QTR 1073 Doha 18:00
SAW 706 Damascus 18:00
KAC 343 Chennai 18:00
NIA 562 Asyut 18:10
KAC 675 Dubai 18:10
JZR 733 Cairo 18:10
FEG 342 Sohag 18:20
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:20
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 127 Dubai 18:35
KAC 301 Mumbai 18:35
JZR 403 Hyderabad 18:40
KAC 381 Delhi 18:45
JZR 721 Alexandria 18:55
FDB 064 Dubai 19:20
JZR 253 Amman 19:20
UAE 876 Dubai 19:30
MSR 621 Cairo 19:30
KAC 691 Muscat 19:30
QTR 1081 Doha 19:55
ABY 124 Sharjah 20:05
RBG 556 Alexandria 20:05
RJA 641 Amman 20:10
GFA 218 Bahrain 20:15
NIA 162 Cairo 20:30
FDB 058 Dubai 20:45
OMS 266 Muscat 20:45
KNE 232 Riyadh 20:50
KAC 333 Trivandrum 20:50
JZR 401 Mumbai 20:55
QTR 1091 Doha 21:00
OMA 648 Muscat 21:20
DLH 624 Dammam 21:45
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
QTR 1089 Doha 21:55
JZR 507 KHI 22:00
KAC 203 Lahore 22:15
JZR 701 Asyut 22:15
MEA 403 Beirut 22:20
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:25
ALK 230 Colombo 22:25
GFA 220 Bahrain 22:30
KLM 445 Bahrain 22:50
UAE 860 Dubai 22:55
RBG 552 Alexandria 23:00
MSC 502 Alexandria 23:00
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:05
RBG 214 Sohag 23:10
KAC 783 Jeddah 23:15
KAC 383 Delhi 23:20
QTR 1083 Doha 23:25
KAC 543 Cairo 23:30
KAC 303 Mumbai 23:40

Classifieds
Thursday, November 28, 2019

Airlines
Kuwait Airways                              171

Jazeera Airways                                 177

Wataniya Airways                         22 066 536

Turkish Airlines                              1884918

American Airlines                         22087425 

Jet Airways                                       22924455

FlyDubai                                            22414400

Qatar Airways                                 22423888

KLM                                                     22425747

Royal Jordanian                             22418064/5/6

British Airways                                22425635

Air France                                          22430224

Emirates                                             22921555

Air India                                             22456700

Air India EXPRESS                      22438185/4

Sri Lanka Airlines                           22424444

Egypt Air                                            22421578

Swiss Air                                            22421516

Saudia                                                22426306

Middle East Airlines                         22423073

Lufthansa                                          22422493

PIA                                                        22421044

Bangladesh Airlines                        22452977/8

Indian Airlines                                22456700

Oman Air                                           22958787

Turkish Airlines                              22453820/1

Aeroflot                                              22404838/9

CHANGE OF NAME

We, BUSIREDDY MALLESHVAR
REDDY and BUSIREDDY VIJAYA
KUMARI, parents of BUSIREDDY
KARTHIKA, Passport No.
M4250149 issued on 29-12-
2014, who are residents at #
67/95-3-1, SBI Colony,
Mariyapuram, Akkayapalli,
Kadapa, Y.S.R. District, changed
our daughter’s name as
BUSIREDDY KARTHIKA (new

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

name) previously called KAN-
THIJA BUSIREDDY (old name).
(C 5690) 28-11-2019

I, Pappachen Sophy,
Kuzhivilakezhakkathil holder of
Indian Passport No. M5454405
do hereby change my name to
given name: Sophy, Surname:
Kuzhivilakezhakkathil
Pappachen for all purpose. I also
undertake of effect the change
in all my other public docu-
ments. (C 5476) 26-11-2019
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Continued from Page 1

Meanwhile, Ghanem yesterday relayed a verbal mes-
sage from HH the Amir to Qatari Amir Sheikh Tamim bin

Hamad Al-Thani during a meeting in the Qatari capital.
HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah’s message dealt with bilateral
ties and the latest developments in the region, according
to the Kuwaiti parliament’s Al-Dostour news service. 

Ghanem also conveyed HH the Amir’s warmest greet-
ings to Qatar, wishing the Gulf country continued pros-
perity and success. The Qatari Amir reciprocated the
warm sentiments. The National Assembly speaker
arrived in Qatar a day earlier to attend the opening of
the Gulf Cup football tournament. — KUNA 

Amir instructs three
authorities to join...

Continued from Page 1

Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed Al-
Nahyan greeted Prince Mohammed at the capital’s air-
port. The streets of Abu Dhabi were lined with Emirati
and Saudi flags, while road signs that usually display
traffic warnings greeted Prince Mohammed. The sound
of fighter jets resonated across Abu Dhabi’s skies as the
two leaders headed together to the opulent presidential
palace, where Saudi Arabia’s de facto ruler was greeted
with the classic Saudi song “You are the King”.

This comes a day after the Saudi-led military coali-
tion said it will release 200 Yemeni Houthi rebels and
permit some flights from the insurgent-held capital

Sanaa. The initiatives coincided with a lull in Houthi
attacks on Saudi Arabia launched from Yemeni soil and
come after a senior official in Riyadh this month said it
had an “open channel” with the Iran-aligned rebels.
Patients needing medical care will be allowed to be
flown out of Sanaa airport, which has been closed to
commercial flights since 2016, coalition spokesman
Turki Al-Maliki said in a statement on Tuesday.

Saudi Arabia and its allies intervened in Yemen’s
war in March 2015, shortly after the Houthis seized the
capital Sanaa. Since then, tens of thousands of people
- most of them civilians - have been killed and millions
displaced in what the UN has termed the world’s
worst humanitarian crisis. Prince Mohammed’s visit
also comes at a time when Saudi Arabia is seeking to
attract investment in its oil giant Aramco’s initial pub-
lic offering, which could be the world’s largest flota-
tion. According to Bloomberg, Abu Dhabi intends to
invest as much as $1.5 billion in the listing.  — AFP 

MBS meets MBZ
amid push to end... Continued from Page 1

Kuwait Investment Authority (KIA) also planned to
invest in the IPO, two of the sources said, although the
size of Kuwaiti commitment was not immediately clear.
ADIA and Aramco declined to comment. KIA did not
immediately respond to a request for comment. Saudi
Arabia aims to sell a 1.5 percent stake in Aramco, valuing
the company at $1.6 trillion to $1.7 trillion, a lower valua-
tion than the $2 trillion target initially sought by Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman, known as MBS, who has
made the offering a cornerstone of his economic diversi-
fication program.

Jason Tuvey, senior emerging markets economist at
Capital Economics, said that any Gulf state investment in
the IPO would be “purely a political decision rather than
anything (else)”. He said commitments by Abu Dhabi and

Kuwait, which both sit on huge oil reserves of their own,
would be “to show their support to MBS and his plans to
diversify the Saudi economy”. ADIA, estimated to have
assets of nearly $700 billion, is chaired by the president
of the United Arab Emirates and its deputy chairman is
Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed
Al-Nahyan, a close ally of the Saudi crown prince.

When Aramco’s IPO plans were first flagged in 2016,
an international listing was seen as one of the central ele-
ments, prompting interest among exchanges from New
York to Singapore. But many foreign institutional
investors have said Aramco’s valuation looked expensive
and raised concerns about political, governance and
environmental issues.

The head of the biggest refiner in Japan, a major
Saudi oil importer, said Japanese firms were unlikely to
invest because of difficulties in valuing the Saudi firm.
Malaysian and Russian oil firms also said they would not
invest. The sale process for listing Aramco on Riyadh’s
Tadawul exchange kicked off on Nov 3. Lead manager
Samba Capital said retail subscriptions reached 27.04
billion Saudi riyals ($7.21 billion) on Tuesday, ahead of
today’s deadline. — Reuters 

Gulf investors 
to help Aramco...

Continued from Page 1

The local Nederland Volunteer Fire Department said
a mandatory evacuation had been ordered for everyone
living within a 1/2 mile radius of the plant.

The TPC Group said the explosion happened in
what it said was a “processing unit” at around 1:00 am
local time (0700 GMT). “TPC Group has activated its
Emergency Response Plan and requested assistance

from Port Neches Fire Department and Huntsman,” it
said in a statement. “The event is ongoing, but will be
brought under control as quickly and safely as possible.
At this time, personnel at the site have been evacuated.
We have accounted for all site personnel and three per-
sonnel have sustained injuries and are being treated.”

The Port Neches plant is around 135 km from
Houston. More than 200 people work at the facility,
according to TPC Group’s company website. The facili-
ty produces butadiene, a flammable gas used in the
production of synthetic rubber, and other petrochemi-
cals such as butane. A shelter for those forced from
their homes has been opened at a church in Nederland,
local media said.  — AFP 

Three injured in 
blast at Texas...

TEHRAN: Iran’s supreme leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei yesterday said his sanctions-
hit country had foiled a “very dangerous”
plot after violent demonstrations triggered
by a fuel price hike. New York-based
Human Rights Watch, meanwhile, accused
Tehran of “deliberately covering up” more
than 100 deaths and thousands of arrests
during the crackdown. The demonstrations
first flared on Nov 15, hours after a mid-
night shock announcement that petrol
prices would immediately go up by as much
as 200 percent in the Islamic republic.

A near-total Internet blackout was
imposed as the protests turned violent, with
police stations attacked, petrol pumps
torched and shops looted. Connectivity was
restored for much of the country after the
unrest was quashed within days, and mobile
access was returning late yesterday. The
outage had apparently been enforced to
temper shows of dissent and stem the flow
of videos of violence being shared online.

But it also made it difficult to know the
full extent of the bloodshed. Officials in Iran
have confirmed five people were killed and
so far announced about 500 arrests, includ-
ing of some 180 “ringleaders”. London-
based Amnesty International said on
Monday that 143 people were killed and up

to 7,000 arrested, citing what it said were
“credible reports”.

Iran has blamed the unrest on “thugs”
backed by its foreign enemies, including
the US, Israel and the People’s Mujahedeen
of Iran, an exiled armed opposition group it
considers a “terrorist” cult. “The people
foiled a deep, vast and very dangerous
conspiracy on which a lot of money was
spent for destruction, viciousness and the
killing of people,” Khamenei said, quoted
on state television.

The leader was speaking at a gathering
of the Basij, a loyalist militia which he
advised to have a presence in all districts of
Iran and to remain a step ahead of the ene-
my. On Twitter, Khamenei expressed his
“heartfelt gratitude and appreciation” to
the Iranian nation in a post that featured
pictures of a massive pro-government rally
held Monday in Tehran. 

“The people proved again that they are
powerful and great, and defeated the big
conspiracy of the enemy with their pres-
ence on the scene,” he said. “Police and
security forces... performed their duty, but
what the nation did during this week was
more important than any other measure,”
said another tweet. The tweets accused the
“#GlobalArrogance and #Zionism” - Iran’s

arch-enemies the US and the Jewish state -
of being behind the street violence.

The United States said it had received
thousands of messages from Iran about
protests after appealing to demonstrators
to defy the internet restrictions. “We’ve
received to date nearly 20,000 messages,
videos, pictures, notes of the regime’s abus-
es through Telegram messaging services,”
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said,
referring to the encrypted app. Iran has yet
to respond.

Long-fraught links between Tehran and
Washington plunged to a new low in May
last year when the US unilaterally withdrew
from an international accord that gave Iran
relief from sanctions in return for curbs on
its nuclear program. In its report released in
Beirut, Human Rights Watch accused Iran of
“deliberately covering up the scale of the
mass crackdown against protesters”.

HRW called on Iranian authorities to
“immediately announce the number of
deaths, arrests, and detentions... and permit
an independent inquiry into alleged abus-
es”. Its deputy Middle East director,
Michael Page, criticized Iran for having so
far “refused to provide an accurate death
toll and instead threatened detainees with
death”. “Keeping families in the dark about

the fate of their loved ones while ratcheting
up an atmosphere of fear and retribution is
a deliberate government strategy to stifle
dissent,” Page said.

The unrest erupted after the price of

petrol was raised by 50 percent for the
first 60 litres and 200 percent for any
extra fuel after that each month. The gov-
ernment says the proceeds will go to
poor families. — AFP 

Iranian supreme leader says 
‘very dangerous’ plot foiled 

TEHRAN: An Iranian man checks his phone on a park bench in the capital yesterday. — AFP 

ROME: Syrian children are welcomed by NGOs and volunteers of the Community of Sant’Egidio as they arrive at
Fiumicino international airport yesterday as part of a humanitarian corridor. —AFP 

ROME: More than a hundred Syrian refugees arrived in
Rome yesterday, the latest wave of refugees from the war-
torn country to be escorted to safety in Europe. The 113 men,
women and children arrived at Rome’s Fiumicino airport
from Lebanon where church groups had arranged their safe
passage out of refugee camps. “Viva Italy,” shouted the
approximately 30 children among the group, as a host fami-
lies and volunteers greeted the new arrivals - some of them
family members - with smiles and tears.

“These kids have only known the war and refugee camps.
But now they’ll have a future in Italy,” said Marco
Impagliazzo, president of the Community of Sant’Egidio,
which together with the Federation of Evangelical Churches
in Italy (FCEI) and the Waldensian Evangelical Church,
organized and financed the safe passage. Since 2016, the
groups have together brought over 3,000 Syrians to Italy,
France, Belgium and Andorra, 1,800 of them to Italy alone. 

For the new arrivals, the network provides housing and
organizes schooling for children as well as language classes.
Within about a year, most families have begun to integrate
into society, organizers say. One, Rola Alattal, 20, came to
Italy a year and five months ago with her immediate family,
and was again at the airport yesterday to greet her uncle, a
beaming Ibrahim Bitar, and his young family.

“Things were getting a bit bad for him in Syria,” said
Alattal, explaining how Bitar escaped to Lebanon after being

pressured to join the Syrian army two years ago. But without
documents, he couldn’t work and his situation became more
desperate. Another new arrival, Bushra Alkanj, 26, was to
travel to Padua to live with other young women, since she
had arrived alone without family. “Just like the others here,
we’re excited to go to our new home,” said Alkanj.

Alkanj left her home and family in 2012 in Syria for
Lebanon, where she continued to study and volunteer to
help other exiled Syrians. “But like so many other Syrians in
Lebanon the situation is getting worse and so I was forced
to ask for help,” said Alkanj. “Now I feel safe, I’m in Italy.”

Syria’s war has killed more than 370,000 people and dis-
placed millions, mostly to Turkey and Lebanon, since it
erupted in 2011 with the brutal repression of anti-govern-
ment protests. Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan wants to
repatriate some of the 3.6 million Syrians in the country to a
“safe zone” in northern Syria, a move humanitarian groups
such as Amnesty International say amounts to sending them
back to a war zone. Last month, Erdogan threatened to send
millions of Syrian refugees to Europe, increasing fears of a
new wave of migrants. 

Organizers of yesterday’s safe passage expressed con-
cern, saying governments were increasingly impeding
humanitarian groups’ work, with the result that refugees
were even more desperate. “People are more afraid, they’re
risking more, their lives,” said Christiane Groeben, vice pres-
ident of the Federation of Evangelical Churches in Italy.
“When government people say ... that the numbers (of
migrants arriving in Europe) have gone down, they have
gone down because more people have drowned,” said
Groeben, referring to migrants, including Syrians, who con-
tinue to take the perilous sea route for Europe. — AFP 

113 Syrian refugees 
welcomed in Italy

BAGHDAD: Iraqi demonstrators burn tyres amid clashes with security forces in the
capital’s Al-Rasheed Street near Al-Ahrar bridge yesterday. — AFP 

BAGHDAD: Two protesters were shot dead in
Baghdad yesterday and other Iraq cities were
shrouded in acrid smoke from burning tyres as
demonstrators pressed their campaign of anti-
government rallies. Masked youths sealed off
streets with makeshift barricades across the
restive south as schools and public offices
stayed shut. “The government has lost all its
legitimacy. We don’t want them,” said one pro-
tester in the southern city of Basra. “They meet
every day and claim to be discussing our
demands, but we expect nothing from them.” 

For nearly two months, Iraq’s capital and
Shiite-majority south have been gripped by the
largest protests since the 2003 US-led invasion

that toppled Saddam Hussein. In central
Baghdad, young demonstrators donned helmets
and medical masks to face off again with securi-
ty forces unleashing tear gas. Iraqi medical and
security sources said at least two demonstrators
were shot dead in Baghdad as protesters and
security forces clashed.

An AFP correspondent reported volleys of
gunfire from behind concrete barricades where
the security forces were deployed. The Islamic
State group, meanwhile, claimed that it was
behind three deadly explosions that rocked
Baghdad late on Tuesday, killing six people. The
near-simultaneous blasts were caused by explo-
sives-laden motorcycles and roadside bombs in
Shiite neighborhoods, medical and security
sources said. They were the first such attacks in
Baghdad in several months claimed by IS, a
group which the Iraqi authorities said had been
defeated two years ago.

The street violence in Iraq has left more than
350 people dead and some 15,000 wounded
over the past two months. Another 100 protest-

ers suffered injuries in two days of rallies in
Hillah, just south of Baghdad, when security
forces used tear gas against them. The unrest
has paralyzed daily life in many towns and cities,
with schools intermittently closed, streets block-
aded and government offices empty.

Yesterday, religious authorities in the holy
city of Karbala ordered their private schools
there, and in nearby Babylon and the second
holy city of Najaf, kept shut for two days. They
feared a repeat of Tuesday’s chaos when riot
police and protesters clashed, leaving one
demonstrator dead. Karbala, visited by millions
of Shiite pilgrims from around the world each
year, had seen deadly skirmishes overnight and
during the day.

Demonstrators yesterday torched tyres in
and around the city, sending thick plumes of
black smoke barrelling skywards. In Nasiriyah,
further south, authorities ordered all public
offices closed for two days, although these had
been largely shut already by ongoing sit-ins and
marches. — AFP

More protesters 
killed in Iraq 
anti-govt unrest 
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Gulf Basketball 
Championship 
concludes today
By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: The preliminary matches of the 16th Gulf
Basketball Championship will conclude today with a
match between Qatar and UAE at 5:00 pm followed by
a match between Kuwait and Bahrain.

Saudi team tops the table with 5 points after 3
matches, followed by Bahrain with 4 after two matches,
UAE 4 after 3 matches, then Kuwait with 3 points from
two matches and finally Qatar with 2 points from two
matches.

The UAE-Qatar match is expected to be very strong
bearing in mind UAE’s strong performance against
Kuwait, restoring hopes to reach the semi final, while
Qatar seeks to restore its usual image and get into
competition once again.

The Kuwait-Bahrain match will be so important
because it will decide Kuwait’s qualification to the next
round, and it will be very difficult because of the
strength of the Bahrain team.

Meanwhile the GCC Basketball organizing commit-
tee decided to change the time of the champion clubs

tournament in Qatar from mid April to 29th May until
6th June as a preliminary suggestion in waiting for the
Asian Federation approval.

On his part Chairman of the Committee UAE’s
Abdellatif Al-Fardan said a meeting will be held with

the Asian Federation Secretary General to approve the
final day for the GCC Clubs date. 

Kuwait’s representative in the organizing committee
Thamer Al-Shanfa thanked committee members for
agreeing to change the date of the clubs championship.

 Blackhawks 
halt Stars’ 
record-tying run
CHICAGO: Corey Crawford made 32
saves for his first shutout of the sea-
son  as  the  Ch icago B lackhawks
defeated visiting Dallas 3-0 Tuesday
night, preventing the Stars breaking
the record for longest winning streak
in  team h is tory. Brandon  Saad ,
Patr ick Kane and Connor Murphy
scored  as  Ch icago snapped the
Dallas’ franchise-record-tying, sev-
en-game winning streak and 12-game
point streak (11-0-1). The shutout
was the 26th of Crawford’s 13-year
career with the Blackhawks. Kane
extended h i s  po in t  s t reak  to  13
games , dur ing  which  he ’s  had  22
points (nine goals, 13 assists), and
helped the Blackhawks snap a three-
game winless streak (0-2-1).

BRUINS 8, CANADIENS 1
David Pastrnak scored three times,

Brad Marchand and Charl ie Coyle
each added a goal and two assists,

and Boston crushed host Montreal.
Jake  DeBrusk , Anders  B jork  and
Danton Heinen also scored, and Sean
Kuraly had three assists as the Bruins
won for the fifth time in their past six
games  (5-0-1 ) . Jaros lav  Ha lak
stopped 36 shots. Shea Weber scored
for the Canadiens, who have lost five
straight (0-3-2). Carey Price allowed
the first five goals on 11 shots before
he was pulled 1:10 into the second
period.

WILD 3, DEVILS 2
Ryan Suter scored the tiebreaking

goal  three  minutes  in to  the  th i rd
period, and Kaapo Kahkonen made
32  saves  in  h i s  NHL debut  as
Minnesota  edged New Jersey  in
Newark, N.J. The Wild improved to
4-0-3 in their past seven games and
held the lead this time after blowing
late  leads  and los ing  in  overt ime
Monday to the New York Rangers
and Saturday to the Boston Bruins.
Former Devil Zach Parise and Jordan
Greenway also scored for Minnesota,
which played its league-leading 17th
road game. Jesper Boqvist and Kyle
Palmieri scored for the Devils, who
have been outscored 31-14 in  the
third period this season. —Reuters

Mustafa Karam 
shooting tourney
begins today
By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: The Mustafa
Karam and Sons shoot-
ing tournament will
start today at Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad
Olympic Shooting
Complex in the Olympic
Skeet and Trap events.
Shooters from club and
National Guard will
start their official train-
ing, as they will shoot at
75 targets.

Technical and Administrative departments made
all the necessary preparations to allow shooters
show their skills, and successful ones will be cho-
sen to join national teams. Kuwait Shooting Sport
Club treasurer Essa Ahmad Al-Buti Butaiban
thanked the company who committed itself to sup-
port Kuwait shooting activities and encourage out-
standing shooters out of its believe is the impor-
tance of supporting sports. He said the technical
department made sure ranges are ready for a fair
competition for shooters and juniors who receive
class and field instructions at Sheikh Saad Al-
Abdallah Olympic Shooting Academy

EL ALTO: Wearing a bright green billowing skirt and
dainty black velvet flats, Bolivian wrestler Lidia
Flores launches herself from the second rope of the
outdoor wrestling ring and squashes her hapless
male opponent.

Suspended for two weeks as anti-government
protests and blockades rocked El Alto, a sprawling city
overlooking La Paz, the cholitas luchadores are back
on the canvas at Sharks of the Ring wrestling club.

The raucous crowd of elderly men, young women
and parents with small children heckle and hurl insults
as the indigenous women wrestlers, wearing traditional
multilayered “pollera” skirts and long braids, flip, kick,
punch and pull each other’s hair in a chaotic show that
often spills outside the ring onto the pavement.

Flores, whose performance name is “Dina the Queen
of the Ring,” says wrestling is a welcome relief from
the pressure of her day job cooking in a restaurant.

“Wrestling de-stresses me,” Flores, 44, tells AFP as
she stands outside the venue before the match handing
out fliers to people walking through a street market.

After a fortnight hiatus, the feisty mother of three,

who has been wrestling for 12 years, is “very keen” to
get back in the ring. “With these problems, with so
many blockades, nothing to eat, it was very stressful,”
she says, a black bowler hat worn by many indigenous
women perched on her head.

Weeks of unrest triggered by the disputed October
20 election, which Evo Morales claimed to have won
and opposition groups said was rigged, have made life
difficult and dangerous for people in El Alto, a strong-
hold for the former president.

A siege of a key fuel plant turned deadly last week
when protesters clashed with heavily armed security
forces, leaving eight people dead.

Two days later, police tear-gassed demonstrators
who marched on La Paz with five of the bodies to
demand justice and the resignation of interim President
Jeanine Anez, who replaced Morales after he quit on
November 10 and fled to Mexico. With roads blocked
and many afraid to leave their homes in the city more
than 13,000 feet above sea level, the Sunday high-alti-
tude wrestling matches were cancelled for a fortnight.

“It was the first time (in eight years) that we had to

stop because of conflict,” says organizer Marie
Penaranda, 30, as she sells tickets for 20 bolivianos
(around $3) each.  

Tensions eased at the weekend with the passing of a
bill authorizing new elections and ongoing talks
between the caretaker government and protesters
aimed at ending the unrest. 

Ana Luisa Yujra, better known as “Jhenifer Two
Faces,” says the spectacle is “affordable” therapy for
the crowd after so much violence. 

“I love demonstrating the ability, agility and capaci-
ty that a woman can have,” says Yujra, who works as a
geriatric nurse.  

‘Rough but interesting’  
Flores, wearing a shawl the same shade of garish

green as her flouncy skirt, climbs into the ring and
tosses her bowler hat on the floor. 

To warm up for her mixed pairs fight against Yujra,
the plump wrestler performs a couple of running som-
ersaults on the canvas, revealing the lacy layers of her
pollera and her underwear to the scores of spectators.

Martha Mayta, 28, sits in the front row enthralled by
the performance.

“It is really admirable ... how these women in a
pollera can get into the ring, wrestle, be in those posi-
tions,” she tells AFP.

The sight of male and female wrestlers stomping,
beating, choking and spraying water on each other
does not bother the crowd as they egg on the per-
formers to go even further.

“It is a demonstration for us of a woman defending
herself against men,” Norah Martinez Salazar, 34, tells
AFP.

“It seems rough, but it’s something interesting.” 
After an intense battle peppered with references to

the political crisis gripping the country, Yujra and her
male partner decked out in shiny red trousers and
matching top, are declared the winners.

A visibly exhausted and dishevelled Flores blows
kisses to her fans as she leaves the ring defeated and
returns to the makeshift change room.

“I feel bad,” she says. “I’m really tired and out of
breath.”  —AFP

‘I love demonstrating the ability, agility that a woman can have’

Bolivia’s women wrestlers 
back in the ring after unrest

EL ALTO: Bolivian wrestler Ana Luisa Yujra (R), aka “Jhenifer Two Faces”, a member of the Fighting
Cholitas, fights with a male wrestler at Sharks of the Ring wrestling club in El Alto, Bolivia. —AFP

EL ALTO: Bolivian wrestler Ana Luisa Yujra (R), aka “Jhenifer Two Faces” and Lidia Flores, aka “Dina, The
Queen of the Ring”, both members of the Fighting Cholitas, fight at Sharks of the Ring wrestling club in
El Alto, Bolivia, on November 24, 2019.  —AFP

Sacked Folau raises 
compensation claim 
to Aus$14 million
SYDNEY: Sacked Israel Folau increased
his demand for compensation against
Rugby Australia to Aus$14 million
(US$9.5 million) yesterday, claiming that
he could have been Wallabies captain.

The stridently Christian fullback was
fired in May for “high-level” misconduct
after posting on Instagram that “hell
awaits” gay people and others he con-
siders sinners. 

The 30-year-old is pursuing legal
action against Rugby Australia and
NSW Rugby, claiming he was unlawful-
ly dismissed under legislation that disal-
lows sackings because of a person’s
religion. 

The governing body insists his firing
was purely contractual. 

Folau had previously been seeking
Aus$10 million for lost earnings, but
this  has been increased by Aus$4
mi l l ion , which i f  successfu l  could
plunge Australian rugby into financial
difficulties.

A trial has been set for February

unless court-ordered mediation in
December is successful, with Folau lodg-
ing an updated statement of claim in the
Federal Circuit Court, which was made
public yesterday.

Folau has gained the support of
prominent conservatives and is cashed
up after the Australian Christian Lobby
raised more than Aus$2 million in just
two days to help pay his legal fees.

Super Rugby’s record try-scorer, who
has played 73 times for the Wallabies,
said his four-year contract termination
would cost him Aus$4.2 million. 

His new claim also tall ied match
payments, Aus$1.5 million a year he
could have earned with Rugby
Austral ia after 2022 and a s imi lar
amount annually should he have opted
to play with an overseas club towards
the end of his career.

Lost sponsorships and missed rev-
enue that comes with competing at
World Cups and possibly captaining
the Wallabies were also used to justify
his demand.

Rugby Australia had no immediate
comment on the new claim.

Folau argued in an earlier statement
of claim that his dismissal was “an unrea-
sonable restraint of trade” because it
stopped him playing the sport. —AFP
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Archer ‘over’ racism shock as 
England regroup for second Test

HAMILTON: England paceman Jofra Archer said yes-
terday he had “moved on” after being racially abused
by a spectator in New Zealand and was ready to help
the tourists bounce back from a heavy first Test defeat.

Archer said his focus was on the second Test in
Hamilton beginning Friday, not the racial taunts thrown
at him late in the opening match in Mount Maunganui
on Monday as England were drubbed by an innings and
65 runs.

“I’m over it. I’ve left what happened at the ground
and I’ve moved on,” the Barbados-born bowler said in a
column for the Daily Mail. New Zealand, who will be
without opening bowler Trent Boult and all-rounder
Colin de Grandhomme for the second Test, expressed
shock at Archer’s treatment, with skipper Kane
Williamson offering an apology on behalf of all Kiwis.

“I should also say it was just one person who was
shouting stuff. But I found the incident a real shame,”
said Archer who added he was disappointed other
spectators did not intervene. “I thought members of the
crowd around the guy might have pulled him up
because I could hear him from the pitch as I was walk-
ing off. I guess they didn’t,” the 24-year-old said.

New Zealand Cricket said a life ban and a referral to
police awaits the perpetrator once identified. The inci-
dent has overshadowed the build-up to the second Test
and its impact on the tourists in the wake of a demoral-
ising loss remains to be seen.

Director of cricket Ashley Giles described Archer as
“emotional” and “hurt”, but the abuse could also serve
to draw England’s players together. Further unsettling
the team in Hamilton will be new coach Chris
Silverwood’s departure at the end of day two, when he
leaves for England after a family bereavement.

What is beyond doubt is that England need to vastly

improve with both bat and ball after an insipid display
at Mount Maunganui that raised questions about Joe
Root’s Test captaincy.

Root went into the series vowing England would
“bat longer” and play “attritional cricket” with a long-
term view on reclaiming the Ashes in Australia in 2021-
2022.

Instead, England’s batsmen, including Root himself,
threw away their wickets with rash shots on a pitch that
yielded a double century for Kiwi wicketkeeper BJ
Watling and a maiden ton for allrounder Mitchell
Santner.

Silverwood rejected criticism of Root’s leadership
record but said his coaching team would try to ease the
burden of captaincy, allowing the player to concentrate
on his batting. “We have to help him, talk to him and try
to strip pressure away... we are starting a new sort of
era now,” he said.

While Archer failed to fire in the first Test, New
Zealand are poised to unleash their own speedster in
Hamilton on the form of Lockie Ferguson. The absence
of Boult and de Grandhomme, both with muscle prob-
lems, opens the way for Ferguson’s Test debut and also
prompted Daryl Mitchell’s call up into the wider squad.

Williamson was under an injury cloud after leaving
the field early clutching his lower back but later insisted
he was fit and had not aggravated hip injury that kept
him out of the Twenty20 series against England. A win
or draw will secure New Zealand’s fifth consecutive
Test series victory on home soil.   

However, the series will not count towards the World
Test Championship, which began in August and will end
in June 2021. 

New Zealand squad: Kane Williamson (capt), Todd
Astle, Tom Blundell, Lockie Ferguson, Matt Henry, Tom

Latham, Daryl Mitchell, Henry Nicholls, Jeet Raval,
Mitchell Santner, Tim Southee, Ross Taylor, Neil
Wagner, BJ Watling.

England squad: Joe Root (capt), Jofra Archer, Jonny

Bairstow, Stuart Broad, Rory Burns, Jos Buttler, Zak
Crawley, Sam Curran, Joe Denly, Jack Leach, Saqib
Mahmood, Matthew Parkinson, Ollie Pope, Dominic
Sibley, Ben Stokes, Chris Woakes. — AFP

HAMILTON: England’s Jofra Archer (L) stands with Sam Curran during a team training session ahead of the sec-
ond cricket Test between England and New Zealand at Seddon Park in Hamilton, yesterday. The second Test
match begins tomorrow. — AFP

ADELAIDE: Australia will not be complacent in
the second Test against Pakistan this week despite
the odds being stacked heavily in their favour, they
said, insisting day-night cricket is a “completely
different beast”.

The home team went one up in the two-Test
series with a crushing innings-and-five-run victo-
ry inside four days at the Gabba in Brisbane last
weekend. But the match starting tomarrow at
Adelaide Oval is a pink-ball affair, which
Australian captain Tim Paine said would produce
different conditions with generous grass on the
pitch and outfield.

“Certainly there’s going to be times during the
game where tactics might be slightly different —
day-night,” he said. “We’ll wait and see on the
wicket and how the ball handles it, whether it goes
soft or if it’ll nip around for the whole game.

“Everyone’s looking forward to it but we do
know it’s a completely different beast,” he added.
Australia are overwhelming favourites. They have
won all five pink-ball Tests they have played since
the concept was launched four years ago, with
three of them coming in Adelaide and quick
bowlers Mitchell Starc, Josh Hazlewood and Pat
Cummins all excelling under lights.

Cummins said the Adelaide Oval at night was “a
fast bowler’s dream”. “Our record there is really
good, we know the conditions well, it’ll be a bit of
a different game (to Brisbane), I think,” Cummins
told cricket.com.au.

“We’ve all spent quite a few long days in the
dirt on flat MCG or SCG wickets, so a bit of grass
on the wicket, the pink ball zipping around at night
— it’s a fast-bowler’s dream.” Add into the mix
that Pakistan have now lost 13 consecutive Tests in
Australia and Paine’s men will be disappointed if
they do not wrap up the series 2-0.

They are expected to stick with the same XI
from Brisbane, although fast bowler James
Pattinson is in the squad and available again after
being suspended from the Gabba for player abuse
in a domestic match.

Pakistan took some positives from a gutsy sec-
ond-innings 335 in Brisbane, where Babar Azam
scored a century and wicketkeeper Muhammad
Rizwan 95. They were let down by a poor first
innings batting effort and the inability of their
young bowling attack to threaten an Australian top
order that put on 222 for the first wicket and
added another 129 for the second.

Pakistan took a gamble at the Gabba by leaving
out experienced paceman Mohammad Abbas, giv-
ing exciting 16-year-old Naseem Shah a debut,
and he may be drafted back in for Adelaide, with
Imram Khan appearing to be the likely fall guy. 

Naseem held his own in Brisbane, finally
removing David Warner for 154 to give him match
figures of one for 68, and skipper Azhar Ali liked
what he saw. “For a 16-year-old guy, he came up
and bowled at a consistent pace. His line and
length were also good and he will be a good
prospect for Pakistan,” he said, adding that selec-
tors would take a good look at how best to deal
with the Adelaide conditions before deciding on
their team.

If Pakistan opt to manage Naseem’s workload
and rest him, they have the option of 19-year-old
Musa Khan. Former Australian skipper Steve Smith
expects Pakistan to “come back hard at us”. “You

Australia favourites 
for ‘fast bowler’s 
dream’ pink-ball Test

Jofra ready to help England bounce back from heavy first Test defeat

By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: Kuwait Table Tennis Federation (KTTF) hon-

ored 48 referees of both genders after successfully
passing the new referees course, the federation organ-
ized at the start of the current season, under the super-
vision of the games international association.

Deputy Chairman of the Board, and head of the ref-
erees committee Khalid Al-Khudhari and his deputy
Nayef Al-Qabtani distributed the certificates to the ref-
erees. Al-Khudhari said the Board of Directors and its
Chairman are keen on developing the administrative

and technical staff at the federation through specialized
courses, carried by approved lecturers by the interna-
tional association.

He said there was a course for coaches, and now the
referees course ended. He lauded the referees efforts,
adding that the lack of complaints from clubs over the
officiating of the league matches indicates their techni-
cal and administrative abilities that contributed the suc-
cess of table tennis season 2019-2020.

KTTF honors
48 referees

HAMILTON: England’s Ben Stokes
described the Test side’s captaincy as
one of the most criticised roles and
said the team had shared the responsi-
bility for their heavy defeat by New
Zealand in the opening Test.

England were beaten by an innings
and 65 runs at Mount Maunganui on
Monday as the hosts took a 1-0 lead in
the two match series. “The pressures of
being England Test captain are huge. It
can be one of the most criticised jobs
in England... sometimes unfairly,” all-
rounder Stokes told BBC’s Test Match
Special.

“There are 11 guys on the field that
contribute to a win or loss. It doesn’t all
fall on the captain.” Root’s form has
also come under scrutiny since he was
named full-time Test skipper in 2017
and the 28-year-old, who has not
scored a century since February, said
the pressure of captaincy was not an
excuse for his batting woes.

“He’s England’s best player and he
knows he has got the full support of us
in the changing room,” Stokes added.
“We put our hands up as players when
we don’t perform as well and unfortu-
nately Joe cops most of that. But as a

playing group, we stick together and
we hold our hands up together.”

Stokes said England would not be
distracted by the departure of coach
Chris Silverwood, who will return
home after day two of the second test
starting on Friday, due to a family
bereavement.

“Family always comes first, no mat-
ter where you are in the world or a sit-
uation a team finds itself in,” Stokes
added. “We do all the tactical analysis
so, once we get going, the onus will be
on the players. Chris going home won’t
be a distraction to us.”  — Reuters

SYDNEY: Former Australia Twenty20
captain George Bailey was appointed
yesterday as one of the country’s three
national selectors, replacing the retired
Greg Chappell. He joins chairman
Trevor Hohns and coach Justin Langer
and draws the curtain on his long play-
ing career after the domestic Big Bash
League in early February to take on
the role full-time.

“I have been fortunate enough to
contribute as a player for quite a few
years, and to now have the opportuni-
ty to continue in the role of selector is
a tremendous honour,” said Bailey. “I’m
confident I can add value to the selec-
tion process and that my experience
will be complementary to that of
Trevor and Justin.”

Bailey, 37, played five Tests, 90 one-
day internationals and 30 Twenty20s
for Australia.  He has also been a stal-
wart for Tasmania, the Hobart
Hurricanes and Melbourne Stars since
making his first-class debut in 2004.
He is currently 12 runs short of 10,000
first-class runs.

“He is an outstanding leader and
one of the most respected, thoughtful
and generous figures in international
cricket,” said Cricket Australia’s head
of national teams Ben Oliver said. “His
extensive experience across all for-
mats, and deep knowledge of T20
cricket, will be invaluable as we head
into a home T20 World Cup (next
year) and beyond.”

Bailey replaces former Australian
skipper Chappell, who had been
Cricket Australia’s national talent man-
ager for the past nine years as well as
a selector before calling it quits in
September. — AFP

Bailey appointed
Australia selector

Root has full support of England players: Stokes

HAMILTON: England’s Ben Stokes (R) stretches with team mates during a team training session ahead of the second
cricket Test between England and New Zealand at Seddon Park in Hamilton, yesterday. — AFP
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Tottenham win on Mourinho home debut,
Lewandowski hits four for Bayern

PARIS: Tottenham Hotspur came from two goals down
to beat Olympiakos 4-2 and qualify for the Champions
League last 16 on Jose Mourinho’s home debut on
Tuesday, while Robert Lewandowski continued his
incredible season by scoring four times for Bayern
Munich.

Spurs were one of three teams to secure their place
in the knockout phase with one game to spare as
Manchester City and Real Madrid also made it to the
last 16. However, it looked like it might not be
Tottenham’s night as they went 2-0 down inside 19 min-
utes in north London with a Youssef El Arabi strike fol-
lowed by a Ruben Semedo tap-in for Olympiakos.

Mourinho, though, had been unbeaten in his first
home game in charge of each of the seven previous
clubs he had coached, including in each of his two
spells at Chelsea. Dele Alli pulled one back for Spurs
just before the interval, and Lucas Moura set up Harry
Kane to equalise five minutes after the break.

KANE SCORES BRACE 
A thumping Serge Aurier strike completed the turn-

around on 73 minutes before Kane headed in Christian
Eriksen’s free-kick to become, on his 24th appearance,
the quickest player to 20 goals in Champions League
history. “The boys gave everything, the feeling is good
and we have difficult matches to come. We can look to
the Bayern Munich game with different eyes,”
Mourinho told BT Sport.

Tottenham will finish second in Group B behind their
final-day opponents Bayern, who made it five wins from
five in Europe this season as Lewandowski’s quadruple
helped them to a 6-0 win at Red Star Belgrade.

Lewandowski scored four goals in the space of 16
second-half minutes, the first of them a penalty, in
between goals by Leon Goretzka and Corentin Tolisso.
Lewandowski has scored four times in a Champions
League game once before, for Borussia Dortmund
against Real Madrid in 2013. He now has 27 goals for
Bayern this season. “I am just as happy when I don’t
score and we win,” the Polish striker told German Sky.

SUBDUED CITY 
Pep Guardiola’s Manchester City got the point they

needed to progress from Group C, drawing 1-1 with
Shakhtar Donetsk. On a subdued occasion, Ilkay
Gundogan got a 56th-minute opener, but Manor
Solomon levelled for the Ukrainians.

“The group stage is always tricky but the target was
to qualify and we have done it,” Guardiola said. City
will finish top of the group while Shakhtar will join them
by winning their final game against Atalanta.

The Italians are still in contention to qualify after
beating Dinamo Zagreb 2-0 thanks to Luis Muriel’s
penalty and a cracking Alejandro ‘Papu’ Gomez goal.
Atalanta remain bottom of the group but can still go
through if they win their final game, provided Dinamo
do not beat City. —AFP

LONDON: Tottenham Hotspur’s English striker Harry Kane (top) vies with Olympiakos’ Tunisian defender Yassine
Meriah during the UEFA Champions League Group B football match between Tottenham Hotspur and Olympiakos at
the Tottenham Hotspur Stadium in north London. — AFP

LONDON: Manchester City’s Spanish manager Pep Guardiola reacts during the UEFA Champions League football
Group C match between Manchester City and Shakhtar Donetsk at the Etihad Stadium in Manchester, north
west England. — AFP

Guardiola’s City get a point they needed to progress from Group C

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

UEFA EUROPA LEAGUE

FK Krasnodar v FC Basel 1893 18:50
beIN Sports
Trabzonspor v Getafe CF 18:50
beIN Sports
FC Astana v Manchester United 18:50
beIN Sports 
Medipol Basaksehir F.K v AS Roma 20:55
beIN Sports 
Wolfsberger AC v Borussia Monchengladbach 20:55
beIN Sports
AZ Alkmaar v FK Partizan Belgrad 20:55
beIN Sports 
Besiktas v Slovan Bratislava 20:55
beIN Sports 
Sporting Braga v Wolverhampton Wanderers FC 20:55
beIN Sports 
Saint Etienne v KAA Gent 20:55
beIN Sports 
FK Oleksandria v VfL Wolfsburg 20:55
beIN Sports
CSKA Moscow v Ludogorets Razgrad 20:55
beIN Sports
Ferencvarosi TC v RCD Espanyol 20:55
beIN Sports
BSC Young Boys v FC Porto 20:55
beIN Sports
Feyenoord Rotterdam v Glasgow Rangers FC 20:55
beIN Sports
Sevilla FC v Qarabag Agdam FK 23:00
beIN Sports
F91 Dudelange v Apoel Nicosia 23:00
beIN Sports
SS Lazio v CFR Cluj 23:00
beIN Sports 
Celtic v Stade Rennais 23:00
beIN Sports
Arsenal FC v Eintracht Frankfurt 23:00
beIN Sports HD 1
Malmo FF v Dynamo Kyiv 23:00
beIN Sports
FC Lugano v FC Kobenhavn 23:00
beIN Sports
Sporting CP v PSV Eindhoven 23:00
beIN Sports HD 5
Rosenborg BK v Lask Linz 23:00
beIN Sports 
Vitoria Guimaraes v Standard de Liege 23:00
beIN Sports

DOHA: Mohamed Qasim Majid scored two first-
half goals to give Iraq a 2-1 win over Asian cham-
pions Qatar in the opening match of the Arabian
Gulf Cup in Doha on Tuesday. Qasim Majid’s
attempted cross found the net 18 minutes into the
Group A match, and the midfielder doubled their
lead with a stunning shot from outside the box
nine minutes later.

Substitute Abdul-Aziz Hatem pulled one back
for the tournament hosts four minutes into the sec-
ond half, but Iraq held on to avenge their defeat to
Qatar in the Asian Cup’s last 16 earlier this year.

Qatar were also hit with the injury of Iraqi-born
defender Bassam Al-Rawi who suffered a broken
leg, the Qatar Football Association (QFA) said.
“Our national team player @basam_97 suffered a
foot injury during the game against Iraq, which will
require him to undergo surgery. He will miss the
remainder of the #GulfCup,” the QFA said in a
statement on Twitter.

In the group’s other match on Tuesday, striker Ali
Mabkhout scored a hat-trick to give the United Arab
Emirates an easy 3-0 win over Yemen, who have nev-
er won a match in the Gulf Cup. The UAE will face
Iraq, while Qatar meet Yemen on Friday. — Reuters

Iraq stun Qatar in 
Gulf Cup opener

MADRID: Kylian Mbappe instigated a dramatic Champions
League comeback on Tuesday as Paris Saint-Germain scored
twice in two minutes to rescue a 2-2 draw against Real
Madrid and secure first place in Group A.

Madrid dominated the majority of a pulsating contest at
the Santiago Bernabeu and looked to have sewn up an
impressive victory when Karim Benzema scored his second
goal in the 79th minute. But PSG pulled off an unlikely turn-
around as Mbappe capitalised on a defensive mix-up to pull
one back in the 81st minute before Pablo Sarabia, once of
Real, drove into the top corner second later.

“Real were better for long periods,” said PSG coach
Thomas Tuchel. “We were lucky but that’s not a crime.”
Gareth Bale, who came on as a substitute to a mixed recep-
tion from the home fans, almost won it in injury-time when his
bending free-kick struck the post.

The draw means PSG will go through as group winners
while Madrid are guaranteed to finish second after Club
Brugge drew 1-1 at Galatasaray in the early kick-off. Madrid’s
late capitulation tarnished an excellent display that highlight-
ed their transformation since the 3-0 thrashing at the Parc des
Princes in September.

“It was a great performance,” said Zinedine Zidane. “The
players are not happy with the result but you have to be hap-
py with what we have done for 80 minutes. I’d take that per-
formance all day long.” There was also the worrying sight of
Eden Hazard hobbling off with what looked like an ankle
injury in the second half, with the Clasico against Barcelona
only three weeks away.

“It’s more than just a knock but I hope the twist is a minor
one,” said Zidane. Neymar was also left on the bench by
Tuchel despite recovering from a hamstring injury, only to be
brought on at half-time. It was his dummy that led to Sarabia’s
equaliser. “I didn’t want to risk him,” said Tuchel. “I prefered
to be sure he could finish the match.” Zidane’s press confer-
ence on Monday became another ode to Mbappe, who will
reportedly be Madrid’s number one target next summer.

The Frenchman, in his 100th game for PSG, looked like he
wanted to put on a show, puffing out his chest after an early

foul by Sergio Ramos and squeezing Zidane’s hand as he
fetched a ball from behind his back.

The threat of Mbappe hung over the match but Madrid
were much the better side, slicker in their passing, faster with
the ball and more aggressive in winning it back. Their opening
goal came in the 17th minute and Hazard started it, skipping
between Thomas Meunier and Marquinhos before switching
to the right. Isco struck Fede Valverde’s pull-back against the
post before Benzema showed a cool head to find the corner.

On the back foot for most of the half, PSG twice went
close towards the end of it. Mbappe, slipped through by
Angel Di Maria, opted to shoot when he might have squared
for Mauro Icardi. Icardi was then brought down in the area
after nipping around Thibaut Courtois. Referee Artur Dias
pointed to the spot and showed the goalkeeper a red card but
a VAR review showed Idrissa Gueye had pushed Marcelo in
the build-up.

Madrid looked to have put the game to bed when Luka
Modric ghosted clear and Marcelo’s cross found the deadly
Benzema free at the back post. But the celebrations had bare-
ly finished when Mbappe pulled one back, a gift as Courtois
and Raphael Varane allowed Meunier’s cross to slip between
them, leaving the 21-year-old with an open goal.—AFP

PSG snatch dramatic 
point at Real Madrid

LONDON: Manchester City want to keep Pep
Guardiola at the helm for many years to come, says the
English champions chairman Khaldoon Al Mubarak.
Guardiola — who stayed for four seasons with
Barcelona and three terms with Bayern Munich — took
over at City in 2016 and is under contract till 2021. 

The Spaniard — who has guided City to successive
league titles and an unprecedented domestic treble last
term — nipped speculation in the bud that he would
leave at the end of this campaign by saying last week
he wanted to stay longer.

This season has been a testing one for him in the title
race, though, with Liverpool holding a nine point lead
over City with just over a third of the campaign gone.
Whilst they reached the knockout stages of the
Champions League on Tuesday they still have hanging
over them a possible ban from the competition next
season over allegedly breaching UEFA’s financial fair
play rules.      

Al Mubarak said Guardiola was much more than just
a great manager and he would like him to remain at the
club for a long time to come. “Pep has been an incredi-
ble asset to this organisation,” Al Mubarak told Sky
Sports.

“We can speak about his managerial accomplish-
ments for hours but I think as a person, as an individual,
as a friend, he’s been a core part of what we’ve accom-
plished here over the last three years. “He’s very com-
mitted, we’re committed to him.

“We have a great relationship, we have a great envi-
ronment here. “The people around him, the team we
have in place today, the relationships I have with them,
this is really an environment that’s conducive to success
for both him and everyone involved in this organisation.

“So I’m very satisfied with his commitment and our
commitment to him and I’m looking forward to the con-
tinuity of this for years to come.” Al Mubarak is also
confident that Guardiola can turn the tables on
Liverpool in the title race.

“I think in Pep we have a leader who has shown time
and time again his ability to continuously evolve and
continuously challenge,” said Al Mubarak. “We’ve been
in this position not once but many times before, and
we’ve shown the character always consistently to come
back. “We’re up for it and there’s still a long way to go,
(we’re) still in November and we’ll see where we end up
in May, but certainly we’re up for it.” — AFP

TURIN: Paulo Dybala’s ferocious curled free-kick
earned Juventus a 1-0 home win over Atletico Madrid
and top spot in Champions League Group D. The
Italian champions had already booked their place for
the last 16 with two games to spare but made sure of
top spot with an impressive win on Tuesday.

Dybala struck two minutes into first-half injury
time. His left-footed effort whipped into the net from a
seemingly impossible angle leaving goalkeeper Jan
Oblak with no chance. Diego Simeone’s Atletico will
need to win  their final group game against Lokomotiv
Moscow in Madrid to be sure of advancing to the
knockout rounds.

“I think Dybala scored a goal that we can’t recom-
mend,” said his coach Maricio Sarri. “The first thing a
coach says when he sees someone trying to shoot
from that position is ‘but why the hell are you shooting
from there!’  “He did something extraordinary, he
deserved the applause,” said Sarri. “It was an extraor-
dinary piece of skill.” Cristiano Ronaldo returned to
the side and played for the entire match after missing
last weekend’s game against Atalanta and was substi-
tuted in their previous two games because of a slight
knee problem. “I haven’t spoken to him yet about the
pain in his knee, but he looked to be in good shape,”
added Sarri.

Juventus have 13 points from five games, with
Atletico still on seven, one point ahead of third-placed
Bayer Leverkusen who beat Lokomotiv 2-0. “We had
a good match against a great rival,” said Simeone. “We
had chances but we lacked a little efficiency. 

“We  didn’t score ourselves, which is the most
important thing in football, but we were always in the
match.” Ronaldo was partnered up front by Dybala as
in-form Gonzalo Higuain started on the bench.

Ronaldo had another injury scare in the first half,
grimacing in pain and limping after colliding with the
corner flag, but he played on. Atletico had their
chances in a balanced first half. Thomas Partey sent a
long-range volley wide after 13 minutes. Juventus
goalkeeper Wojciech Szczesny got down low to
smother a goal-bound Saul Niguez effort.

The 26-year-old Dybala was the standout player.
He made the breakthrough just before the break when
he curled in a superb strike from a tight angle to leave
Atletico goalkeeper Oblak completely beaten.

Dybala’s celebrations included a military-style
salute to Turkish international teammate Merih
Demiral. “It was just a joke between us in the dressing
room, there was no message in that,” said the
Argentine. “It was a good goal from a tight angle,
there were a lot of players on front of me,” he added.

Ronaldo threatened after an hour, racing towards goal
only to shoot wide. Then Federico Bernadeschi rattled the
post after coming on for Welsh international Aaron
Ramsey. Dybala went off to a standing ovation and was
replaced by Higuain for the last quarter of an hour.—AFP

Dybala stunner
seals top-spot
for Juventus 

City want to keep 
Guardiola for 
years to come
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Kuwait beat Saudi Arabia 3-1 
Oman, Bahrain goalless in Gulf Cup 

DOHA: Saudi’s Ziyad al-Sahaf (L) vies for the ball with Kuwait’s Ahmed Al Dhafeeri (C) during the 24th Arabian Gulf Cup Group B football match between Saudi Arabia and Kuwait at the Abdullah bin Khalifa Stadium in the Qatari capi-
tal Doha yesterday. — AFP

DOHA: Kuwait outmatched Saudi Arabia
to end the opener of the Gulf football Cup
3-1 in a clash held in the Qatari capital,
Doha, yesterday. Saudi Arabia were con-
trolling the pitch and attempted to pene-
trate from within the Kuwaiti defense. The
Kuwaitis were relying on counter-attacks.
However, Kuwait’s Ahmad Al-Dhefeeri
scored the opener by capitalizing on a

cross-over from team captain Bader Al-
Mutawwa. Sami Al-Sane, in an assist by
Al-Mutawwa in minute 46 of the first half,
added a second goal.

Kuwait looked different in the second
half, turning more to the offensive and
attempting to create chances to score.
Mubarak Al-Feneini scored the team’s
third goal in the last minute of the clash.

But, Feras Al-Buraikan scored Saudi
Arabia’s lone goal in the 96th minute.
National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-
Ghanem, who was watching from the
stands, said the Gulf championship has
succeeded even before it started as it
united the GCC. He hoped success con-
tinues to smile on the Kuwaiti team,
adding the Kuwait team loves the Gulf

championship and the real win is in the
gathering of all the Gulf countries. 

Earlier, Oman and Bahrain ended
their Gulf Cup opener yesterday goal-
less with both teams trying very hard to
snatch a goal. Both teams were cautious
in the first half but the Omanis had
advantage in the second half but all bids
were fruitless. — KUNA

MOSCOW: The Kremlin yesterday said it regrets a
proposed four-year ban for the country’s athletes over
doping but Russia is still open to cooperation to resolve
the scandal. “This is definitely concerning information.
We regret this,” President Vladimir Putin’s spokesman
Dmitry Peskov told journalists.

Anti-doping watchdog WADA’s compliance review
committee on Monday recommended a four-year
sporting ban over falsified lab data it received from
Russia. If WADA chiefs adopt the review committee’s
recommendations, Russia faces exclusion from key
sporting events including the 2020 Tokyo Olympics.

In the Kremlin’s first reaction, Peskov stressed that
Moscow was still open to cooperation with internation-
al authorities. “You know the Russian sporting authori-
ties have been, are and will remain as open as possible
to cooperation and collaboration with the international
sporting community and also with WADA,” he said.

The doping scandal has tainted Russia’s sporting
reputation for the last five years, after revelations of
large-scale state-sponsored doping aimed at improving
Russia’s medal performance at the 2014 Winter
Olympics in Sochi.

Monday’s call from the World Anti-Doping Agency’s
review panel came after Russian authorities were

accused of falsifying laboratory data related to the
country’s doping scandal, which were handed over to
investigators in January.

WADA was not convinced by Russia’s explanations
of why evidence of some positive tests handed over by
a whistleblower did not show up in the thousands of
files it handed over. The International Olympic
Committee (IOC) has said it backs “the toughest sanc-
tions against all those responsible for this manipula-
tion,” while cautioning against blanket sanctions that
would punish the innocent.

The head of the United States anti-doping agency
Travis Tygart however called for Russian athletes to
face the maximum restrictions on participation in
Tokyo. Lawyers for the Russian whistleblower, Grigory
Rodchenkov, the former head of the Russian anti-dop-
ing laboratory, also urged the IOC not to give Russia
“yet another free pass.”

Peskov said news of the possible ban was “far from
joyful for us,” but Moscow would await the final deci-
sion on the proposed ban by WADA’s executive com-
mittee on December 9 before making an assessment.

“Let’s remain sober in our judgements,” he urged.
Concerning the tainted data, Peskov insisted Russia had
provided “detailed explanations” to WADA of the
inconsistencies it found. Putin said last month that
Russia was complying with all of WADA’s demands.

The head of Russia’s anti-doping laboratory, RUSA-
DA, Yury Ganus, appointed in a bid to restore confi-
dence, has blamed unnamed officials for interfering
with the data, which was being held by criminal investi-
gators, not RUSADA. 

He told AFP on Tuesday that he expected WADA to
uphold the recommended ban. But Russia’s sports min-

ister Pavel Kolobkov said in a television interview that
“we carried out our duty honestly” and he expected a
“sensible decision.”

If Russia challenges an eventual suspension by
WADA the case will go to the Swiss-based Court of
Arbitration for Sport, whose decision will be binding on
sports bodies including the International Olympic
Committee.

During its suspension by WADA, Russia was allowed
by the International Olympic Committee to take part in
the 2016 Rio Olympics, but Russian competitors at the
2018 Pyeongchang Winter Games had to take part
under a neutral flag. — AFP

Risking doping 
ban, Russia pledges 
‘cooperation’

PARIS: Unai Emery has the chance to relieve some of
the pressure surrounding his position at Arsenal today
by securing qualification for the knockout rounds of the
Europa League with a match to spare.

Speculation over Emery’s job has ramped up after
his Gunners side were booed off at the end of their 2-2
draw with lowly Southampton at the Emirates Stadium
on Saturday, gained only thanks to a 96th-minute lev-
eller from Alexandre Lacazette. However he can remove
some of the gloom hovering over North London by
booking their place in the last 32 with a win over
Eintracht Frankfurt.

Group F leaders Arsenal are four points ahead of
both third-placed Eintracht and Standard Liege with
two matches remaining, and will also qualify if Standard
don’t win at bottom side Vitoria Guimaraes. Emery was
publicly backed by the Arsenal hierarchy at the start of
the international break but the pressure has continued
to grow following a run of just two wins in their last 11
Premier League games, with bookmakers in the United
Kingdom placing him among the favourites to be the
next manager ousted. The Spaniard said he was “disap-
pointed and frustrated” after the draw, which denied the
Saints a first win at Arsenal since 1997.

“I understand the supporters, we didn’t deserve any
more today, we lost a big opportunity to connect with our
supporters,” he said. “We had the chance to take confi-
dence from today but we didn’t do that.” They face an
Eintracht side that have lost their last three in all competi-
tions and come into Thursday’s clash in London having
lost at home to Wolfsburg despite their opponents having
to play the entire second half with 10 men. However they
will have their captain David Abraham available for a
match that could be crucial to the European hopes of last
season’s semi-finalists after he was banned until 2020 in
the Bundesliga for barging over Freiburg coach Christian
Streich earlier this month.—AFP

At-risk Emery 
looking for Europa
League salvation 

MOSCOW: A man walks in front of the Russian Olympic
Committee (ROC) headquarters in Moscow. Russia’s anti-
doping chief said he expected the country to be barred
from all sporting competition for four years. — AFP
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